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C H A P T E R 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTIG N
The foot is one o f the most complex parts o f the human body. It consists o f 26 bones, 
33 joints, and over 100 ligaments, tendons and muscles. In humans, the feet are the only 
part of the body that contacts the ground during gait and standing. As such, the feet are 
key players in the deceleration during landing, in weight bearing, maintaining balance 
and providing propulsion during locomotion.
Approximately 10%  o f the Dutch population suffers from foot complaints, increasing up 
to 24% in the population o f above 65 years112. Particularly non-traumatic disorders o f the 
foot, such as metatarsalgia, plantar fasciitis or hallux rigidus are common'. Foot disorders, 
especially in the elderly, can have serious consequences on the ability to stand and walk, 
hamper mobility and may result in functional disabilityl;3;4.
It is assumed that the development o f foot complaints is related to the shape and func- 
tion o f the foot. As the loading o f the foot is highest during locomotion and the shape and 
biomechanical behavior o f the foot differs between the phases o f the walking cycle, it 
seems important to investigate the foot during gait. In the last decades, different methods 
to investigate the foot during locomotion have been developed. The most commonly used 
methods are plantar pressure measurements and 3D foot kinematic measurements.
Although a plantar pressure measurement is easy to perform, it is still difficult to 
analyze the plantar pressure distribution and to compare the pressure distribution between 
individuals. This is due to the variability in the shape o f the foot and walking pattern 
between individuals. So far, the analysis o f plantar pressure is performed through the 
masking technique. This technique involves the placement o f several masks on areas o f 
interest. Plantar pressure characteristics, such as mean pressure, peak pressure or pressure 
time integral are then calculated for each mask.
Although the masking technique enables to compare the plantar pressure between 
individuals, it is not possible to gain information about the distribution o f the pressure over 
the foot. In this thesis the development of a normalization technique in which the pressure 
data is scaled to a Standard foot size and progression angle is described and tested. The aim 
o f this thesis was to demonstrate that the newly developed normalization technique gives 
insight into the plantar pressure distribution pattern in healthy and pathological feet and 
to evaluate common treatment modalities for forefoot pain (insoles and operative correc- 
tion o f claw toes).
In order to understand the development o f foot problems and to test the efficacy o f 
treatments on the function o f the foot it is important to have knowledge of the anatomy 
and biomechanics o f the foot. Therefore, this chapter provides a brief introduction in the 
(functional) anatomy and the main biomechanical models o f the foot. Furthermore, since 
the function o f the foot is different between various components o f gait, the gait cycle and 
the role o f the foot in the gait cycle is described. Finally, the most used measurement tools 
to evaluate the morphology and function o f the foot are presented.
B  G E N E R A L  IN TR O D U C TIO N
T H E  G A IT  C Y C L E
The gait cycle is used to describe the complex activity o f walking. This cycle describes 
the motions o f the human body within the period o f time between one event o f one foot 
(usually initial heel contact) to the following occurrence o f the same event o f the same foot. 
The gait cycle has two basic components: the stance phase and the swing phase. During 
normal gait, the stance phase covers approximately 60%  o f the gait cycle and the swing 
phase approximately 40%.
Several events can be distinguished within the gait cycle (Figure 1). The stance phase 
is initiated by the heel strike. At approximately 7% o f the gait cycle, foot flat is achieved. 
Heel ofif occurs at around 34% and toe off, which ends the stance phase and initiates the 
swing phase, occurs around 62%  of the gait cycle. Meanwhile, the opposite foot passes 
through the swing phase. Opposite toe o ff occurs at around 12%  o f the gait cycle and 
opposite heel strike occurs at around 50%. These events describe the normal non-patho- 
logical gait. Pathologies, such as contracture o f the calf muscles, can affect these events. 
For instance, contracture o f the calf muscles causes that the initial contact is performed 
with the toes5 whereas initial floor contact is normally at heel strike.
The role of the foot is most important in the stance phase as in this phase the accelera- 
tion, weight bearing and propulsion takes place. The stance phase is often divided into three 
main phases: initial contact, midstance, and propulsion. Initial contact is the phase between 
heel strike and foot flat. Midstance includes the period o f full contact o f the foot with the 
ground and runs from foot flat until heel off. The propulsion phase o f gait is the last part
swing stance swing
Figure 1: R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  m o v e m e n t  of t h e  f o o t  du r ing  th e  s t a n c e  p h ase  
o f  th e  g a i t  cyc le .
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of stance and is the phase between heel off and toe off. During initial contact, the key role 
o f the foot is to absorb the impact forces which are released during heel strike. The foot is 
not in full contact with the ground and needs to adapt to the underlying surface. During 
midstance, the foot needs to bear the body weight providing both stability and mobility to 
adapt to the ground. Therefore, the foot needs flexibility and the shape of the foot can change 
in this phase. At the end o f the midstance and during the propulsion phase, the foot has to 
act as a lever arm in order to achieve effective propulsion. Here, the foot needs to be more 
stable and rigid. Hence, within one gait cycle the foot changes from a flexible structure into 
a rigid structure. This change in flexibility is possible because o f the functional anatomy 
of the foot and because complex movement patterns in the foot occur during walking.
F U N C T IO N A L  A N A T O M Y  O F  T H E  F O O T
The foot consists o f the talus, calcaneus, cuboid, navicular bone, three cuneiform bones, 
5 metatarsal bones and 14 phalanges (Figure 2). The foot has a vaulted structure and is 
considered to contain several foot arches. In the longitudinal direction two arches can be
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Figure 2: A n a to m y  o f  th e  f o o t  bones .  L a te ra l  CAD, Fronta l [B] and Medial CC} view. 
T h e  r e d  lines in d ica te  th e  main jo in ts  o f  t h e  fo o t .  A r t  = A r t icu la t ion .
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distinguished: the medial longitudinal arch (MLA) and the lateral longitudinal arch. The 
MLA is the most convex arch o f the two longitudinal arches and consists o f the calcaneus, 
talus, the navicular bone, the cuneiform bones and the first 3 metatarsal bones6;7. The 
lateral longitudinal arch is more flattened and consists o f the calcaneus, the cuboid and 
the 4* and 5* metatarsal bones&7. There are two distinct transverse arches between the 
medial and lateral side of the foot: one at the level o f the talocalcaneonavicular joint and 
calcanealcuboid joint and one at the level o f the metatarsophalangeal joint line8:9. How- 
ever, it is to be discussed whether these transverse arches actually existio. Especially the 
transverse arch at the metatarsophalangeal joint, does not exist during weight bearing6;l° 
even not in new walkers11, or childrenI2;I3.
The foot arches are passively supported by the short and long ligaments at the dorsal 
and plantar side o f the foot and additionally by the plantar aponeurosis. The plantar liga­
ments are far stronger as compared to the dorsal ones and attach to the lower edges o f the 
plantar aspect o f the foot bones. These strong ligaments on the plantar surface o f the foot 
are essential to prevent the arch from collapsing under the body weight and in the normal 
situation provide full passive stability to the foot. Another important passive structure 
supporting the longitudinal arch is the plantar aponeurosis (PA). The PA is a strong, thick 
and quasi elastic fibrous band between the inferior border o f the calcaneus and the base 
o f the proximal phalanges. From the midfoot the PA spans out into 5 strips, one toward 
each phalanx.
N O T E
T h e  f o o t  is s o m e t i m e s  d iv ided  in to  t h e  h in d foo t ,  m id fo o t  and  f o r e f o o t .  
T h e  h ind foo t  c o n s i s t  o f  t h e  ca lc a n eu s  and talus. T h e  m id fo o t  c o n s i s t  o f  th e  
cuboid  bone, t h r e e  cu n e i fo rm  b o n e s  and th e  navicu lar bone. T h e  f o r e fo o t  
c o n s is t  o f  th e  m e t a ta r s a l  and pha langea l bones .  T h e  m id fo o t  and h ind foot  
t o g e t h e r  fo rm  th e  ta r s u s .
Although one o f the important functions o f the foot is to bear weight during locomotion, 
the foot is not a static, weight bearing rigid structure. There are several joints in the foot 
and the motion o f the foot consists o f complex movement patterns. Four mechanisms of 
the foot can be distinguished which are importantly involved in the complex motion of the 
foot: the talocrural mechanism, the tarsal mechanism, the tarsometatarsal mechanism 
and the metatarsophalangeal mechanism7.
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T H E  T A L O C R U R A L  M E C H A N IS M
The talocrural mechanism describes the motion o f the foot with respect to the lower leg. 
Together with the distal end o f the tibia and fibula, the talus forms the tibiotalar joint, 
often referred to as the ankle joint or talocrural jointS:i4 '6. Along with the inferior tibiofibular 
joint (joint between the tibia and fibula), this synovial hinge joint is mainly responsible for 
plantar and dorsifiexion o f the foot6;i4'lS. Inman (1976)17 found that the orientation of the 
talocrural joint axis is approximately medio-lateral, with the lateral side o f the axis pointing 
8° downward and 6° posteriorly (Figure 3). Therefore, dorsifiexion is accompanied with 
slight abduction and eversion o f the talus and plantar flexion with slight adduction and 
inversion o f the talus18.
Although plantar and dorsifiexion is the main mode o f motion o f the talocrural joint, 
this joint transmits sideward tilting as well as rotation motions o f the leg to the tarsus19. 
The ability o f the talus to tilt and is limited varies between subjects’9 and depends on the 
position, the loading and motion of the foot. Therefore, rotations o f the leg are transferred 
to the foot by the more distally located tarsal mechanism7.
Figure 3: O r ie n ta t i o n  o f  t h e  
ta lo c ru ra l  jo in t axis.
A: F ro n ta l  v i e w  o f  t h e  r igh t  
fo o t ;  la te ra l  s id e  o f  th e  axis 
o r ien ted  slightly  d o w n w a rd  C8°3. 
B: R igh t  fo o t ,  v iew  f r o m  above :  
la tera l s ide  of th e  axis o r ien ted  
sl ightly  p o s t e r i o r  CS°3.
A B
T H E  T A R S A L  M E C H A N IS M
The tarsal mechanism comprises the joints between the talus, calcaneus, navicular bone and 
the cuboid bone. The main joints involved are the subtalar joint, the talocalcaneonavicular 
joint and the calcanealcuboid joint.
T h e  s u b ta la r  jo in t
The subtalar joint, is the articulation between the talus and the calcaneus (Figure 2). The 
subtalar joint is often referred to as the subtalar complex as it consists o f three joints: the 
posterior, middle and anterior subtalar joint. The posterior subtalar joint is the articulation
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between the convex posterior aspect o f the calcaneus and the concave aspect o f the talus. 
The middle and anterior subtalar joint includes the middle and anterior articulation facets 
o f the calcaneus and the corresponding facets on the head o f the talusS:I4;i5:2°. The subtalar 
joint is described as a “mitred hinge joint” and the joint axis lies in general 42 degrees 
lateral inferior to the horizontal plane and 23 degrees anterior-medial to the sagittal 
planeS:i7;20:21 (Figure 4). The joint axis location allows a so-called tri-planar supination and 
pronation motion o f the foot6:i7:2°;21.
T a lo c a lc a n e o n a v ic u la r jo in t S. ca lc an e a lcu b o id  jo in t
There are two joints connecting the talus and calcaneus to the more proximal part o f the 
foot: 1) the talocalcaneonavicular joint between the calcaneus, talus and the navicular bone 
and 2) the calcanealcuboid joint between the calcaneus and the cuboid boneS:i4;is. Together 
these joints form the S-shaped Chopart line. As the joint between the cuboid and the 
navicular joint (the cuboid navicular joint) has very limited excursion, the talocalcaneona- 
vicular joint and the calcanealcuboid joint are often described as one and called the trans- 
verse tarsal jointS;i4'15.
Figure 4: O r ien ta t io n  of 
t h e  su b ta la r  jo in t axis.
A: M ed ia l  v i e w  Cthrough 
t h e  s e c o n d  m e t a t a r s a l  
b o n e ]  o f  t h e  r ig h t  fo o t ;  
f ro n ta l  s id e  o f  th e  axis 
o r i e n t e d  u p w a rd  C*4E°3.
B: R ig h t  fo o t ,  v i e w  o f  
ab ove :  f ro n ta l  s ide  o f  th e  
ax is  o r i e n t e d  m ed ia l ly  
C2B°3.
B
K in e m a tic s  and b io m ech an ics  of th e  ta rs a l com plex
Huson described the complex motion o f the tarsal complex by means o f inversion o f the 
foot7. During walking, there is a transverse rotation o f the leg during the gait cycle; the 
tibia is rotated internally during the swing phase and during the initial contact phase. 
Subsequently, the tibia rotates externally until toe off. This external rotation is transferred 
into external rotation o f the talus. As the talus is firmly surrounded by the tibia and fibula, 
the range o f motion o f the talus is limited. Therefore, the talus follows the motion o f the 
tibia to a large extend. The talar motion affects the motion o f the connected bones, causing 
an inversion o f the calcaneus, the navicular bone and the cuboid boneS;7;I7:21. Isman and
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Inman represented the connection o f the lower leg with the foot by the subtalar joint as an 
inclined (45°) hinge joint (Figure 5)17. They showed that internal rotation is accompanied 
with eversion o f the hindfoot and external rotation with inversion o f the hindfoot (Figure 
5 & 6 ).
N O T E
Su p inat ion  and p ro n a t io n  o f  th e  f o o t  is a co m b in ed  m o t io n  o f  th e  b o n e s  in 
t h e  h ind foot,  f o r e f o o t  and ankle. Sup inat ion  is m a d e  up o f  th e  c o m p o n e n t s  
invers ion , adduc t ion ,  and plantarf lex ion. P ro n a t io n  is m a d e  up of e v e rs ion ,  
a bduc t ion ,  and dors if lex ion. In o r d e r  t o  explain th e  m o v e m e n t s  o f  s e p a r a t e  
s e g m e n t s  o f  t h e  foo t ,  th e  t e r m s  in- o r  e v e r s io n  o r  ab- and ad d u c t ion  will 
b e  used. H o w e v e r ,  a s  t h e s e  m o t io n s  ra re ly  o c c u r  in isolat ion, th e  t e r m  
s u p in a t io n  and p r o n a t io n  is m o r e  a p p l icab le  w h e n  d is c u s s in g  th e  m o v e ­
m e n t s  o f  t h e  f o o t  and ankle.
Hind foot 
eversion/ 
pronation
Relation between tibial rotation
Internal
rotation
and subtalar motion
A B
Figure 5: S c h em a t ic  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  th e  sub ta la r  m otion  as a resu lt  o f  internal 
o r  e x t e rn a l  r o t a t i o n  o f  th e  Tibia as  exp la ined  by Inman in 1976.
A: In terna l  r o t a t i o n  o f  th e  tibia is a c c o m p a n ie d  w ith  h in d fo o t  e v e rs ion .
B: E x te rn a l  r o t a t i o n  is a c c o m p a n ie d  w ith  h in d fo o t  invers ion .
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Due to the tarsal mechanism, rotation o f the lower leg always results in motion in the foot 
and vice versa. Dubbeldam et al. investigated the kinematic coupling o f the foot and lower 
leg during walking and demonstrated that the change o f midfoot pronation into supina­
tion occurred earlier than the hindfoot inversion22. These results indicate that not only the 
internal and external rotation o f the tibia cause hindfoot in- or eversion, but show that 
active mechanisms play a role in the movement of different segments o f the foot. As the 
invertor muscles insert distally from the line o f Chopart, activation of these muscles cause 
that the distal part o f the foot moves with respect to the talus and the calcaneus. The 
cuboid inverts and slightly adducts and plantar flexes, causing an inversion motion. As the 
range of motion between the cuboid and navicular bone is very limited, the navicular bone 
follows the cuboid and abducts with respect to the talus, producing a rotational moment 
on the talus. This results in an external rotation of the talus and consequently inversion of 
the calcaneus7.
The position o f the joints affect the stiffness of the foot; in a supinated position the foot 
is less flexible compared to the pronated position. It is thought that the position o f the talus 
and the calcaneus affects the alignment o f the axes o f the transverse tarsal joint. With a 
pronated, neutral position of the subtalar joint, the orientation o f the axes of the talonavicular 
is parallel to the axes o f the calcaneo-cuboid joint, allowing maximal transverse tarsal 
motion (Figure 7). On the contrast, during supination the joint lines cross (Figure 7), which 
locks the transverse tarsal joint and reduce motion6:I7;2l;23. In addition, multiple other active 
and passive factors o f the foot are involved in the flexibility o f the supinated foot. During 
the propulsion phase o f gait, in which the foot is supinated, invertor muscles o f the foot
Tibial
external
rotation
Tibial
internal
rotation
Figure 6: S c h e m a t i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  
o f  th e  t a la r  and ca lcan ea l  m o t io n  a s  a 
r e s u l t  o f  in tern a l  o r  e x te r n a l  r o ta t io n  
o f  th e  Tibia, f r o n ta l  view.
supination pronation
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Figure "7: s c h e m a t i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  
o f  t h e  ax is  o f  t h e  m id ta rsa l  jo in ts ,  
f ro n ta l  v iew. T N  = ta lon av icu la r  joint. 
C C  = ca lc a n eo n a v icu la r  joint.
and the calf muscles are active which stabilize the foot. As soon the foot is used for higher 
activity actions, as standing on tip toe, jumping and sports, the foot might be braced through 
synergistic (both the invertors and evertors) muscle power. In addition, the lift o f the heel 
causes an dorsiflexion motion in the MTP joints. This spans the plantar aponeurosis (PA) 
and locks the foot (windlass phenomenon, explained in more detail below). All these 
mechanisms result in a more rigid foot during supination, which is useful for effective 
propulsion or passive fixation o f the foot as it serves as a lever arm.
T A R S O M E T A T A R 5 A L  M E C H A N I5 M
The tarsometatarsal joints consist o f the cuneiform-metatarsal joints and the cuboid- 
metatarsal joints and together they make up the line o f Lisfranc. (Figure 2). The tarsometa­
tarsal joint at the level o f the second metatarsal has significantly less mobility compared to 
the tarsometatarsal joints o f the first, third, fourth and fifth rayS;7:i4:i5:i7. The mobility o f the 
lesser tarsometatarsal joints increases from central to lateral. As a result, the distal part o f 
the foot can be twisted around a longitudinal axis formed by the second ray7.
This mechanism is responsible for the pronation and supination o f the forefoot with 
respect to the tarsus. Supination in the tarsal complex can be compensated by pronation 
o f the forefoot through plantar flexion o f the first metatarsal and extension o f the third to 
fifth metatarsal at the tarsometatarsal joints. Without the ability to compensate for tarsal 
motion, the forefoot would lose contact with the ground during hindfoot supination, 
reducing the base o f support and affecting the ability to maintain balance71'7. Vice versa, 
pronation o f the hindfoot can be combined with supination o f the forefoot.
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M E T A T A R 5 0 P H A L A N G E A L  M E C H A N IS M
The joints o f the forefoot have a high range o f motion. It comprises the joints between the 
metatarsus and phalangeal bones, the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints and those between 
the different phalanges, which are called the proximal and distal interphalangeal joints. 
Movements that occur in the joints are primarily plantar and dorsifiexion and to a lesser 
extend ab- and adductionI4;i5:i7:21.
The metatarsaophalangeal mechanism is important for the roll o ff o f the foot. As the 
lengths o f the metatarsal bones differ, the MTP joints are in a curved configuration in the 
transversal plane, and thereby giving the possibility to change the position o f the roll off 
o f the foot. In addition, the toes have an important function in the ability o f the foot to 
bear weight by means o f tightening the Plantar Aponeurosis (PA) through the windlass 
mechanism as explained by Hicks.
W IN D L A S S  M E C H A N IS M  O F  T H E  F O O T
The cooperation o f the four mechanisms o f the foot is achieved by the activity o f intrinsic 
and extrinsic muscles and passive structures. One important passive structures is the PA24. 
The role o f the PA can best be explained in late stance, during the propulsion phase of gait. 
During dorsifiexion o f the toes at late stance, the PA is pulled forward around the metatarsal 
heads (MTHs), like a cable being wound on to a windlass. The distance between heel and 
the MTHs consequently decrease, which cause a rise o f the MLA, supination o f the foot, 
inversion o f the calcaneus and external rotation o f the tibia24. This will lock and brace the 
foot25. Hicks was the first to describe this mechanism, which he called the windlass 
mechanism o f the foot24 (Figure 8A). During the weight bearing phase o f stance, the role 
o f the PA can be described as the reversed windlass mechanism. In response to the 
downward forces while weight bearing, the arch flattens, the foot lengthens, the plantar 
fascia tightens, and the proximal phalanx plantar flex. This mechanism comes to a stop 
when the proximal phalanx is pressed against the ground and helps to stabilize the arch 
(Figure 8B) when loaded.
The importance o f the PA in maintaining the shape o f the foot during locomotion has 
been underlined by previous studies. Finite element models and in-vitro studies show that 
disruption o f the PA can lead to substantial changes, such as lowering o f the MLA and 
increase in pressure under the forefoot24:2S'3°. Also in vivo studies demonstrate serious 
effects of a surgical release o f the plantar fascia. A less “energetic” walk31, lowering of 
the MLA32-33, a change in trajectory o f the CoP during stance32:33 and lateral column 
symptoms34 have been reported after a surgical release o f the PA. However, even with a 
disrupted PA, the foot maintains the vaulted structure, which underlines the importance 
o f the plantar ligaments and active stabilizers o f the foot.
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Figure B: S c h e m a t i c  r e p r e s e n ta t i o n  o f  th e  w ind lass  m ech an ism  as  p r e s e n t e d  
by H icks in 1953 . A: t h e  w in d la ss  m ech a n ism  a t  la te  s ta n c e .  D ors i f lex ion  o f  th e  
t o e s  pull t h e  P A  Cred line) proximally, c a u s in g  a s h o r t e n in g  o f  th e  d is ta n c e  
b e tw e e n  th e  c a lcan eu s  and m e ta ta r s a l  head and a r ise  o f  th e  a rch  Cblue a r ro w s ) .  
B: r e v e r s e d  w indlass m echan ism  a t  m idstance . Loading o f  th e  f o o t  Cyellow arrowD, 
t i g h t e n s  th e  P A  Cred line) w h ich  c a u s e  p lan ta r  flexion o f  t h e  t o e s  Cgreen a r r o w )  
and lo w e r s  t h e  M L A  and t h e r e b y  l e n g th e n s  o f  th e  f o o t  Cblue a r r o w s ) .
Figure 9: T h e  P la n t a r  A p o n e u r o s is  and s h a p e  o f  th e  f o o t  in p a t i e n t s  w ith  c law  
t o e  d e fo rm ity .
during locomotion and clarify how it is possible that the foot can change from a flexible 
structure into a rigid one within one gait cycle. In case o f malfunction o f one o f the 
components o f the foot, problems might occur. Dubbeldam et al. demonstrated a strong 
relationship with hindfoot in/eversion and hallux plantar/dorsiflexion during the stance 
phase o f gait22. They found that dorsiflexion o f the hallux wwas accompanied by inversion of
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The functional anatomy and biomechanical models explain the kinematics o f the foot
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the hindfoot22. Hence, a hallux or lesser toe deformity, such as hallux valgus or claw toes, 
are likely to block the windlass mechanism (Figure 9) and alter the kinematics o f the foot. 
Furthermore, the abnormal forefoot geometry in these patients will influence the plantar 
pressure distribution35. Measuring foot kinematics and pressure distribution before and 
after a surgical intervention will give information about the severity o f the problem and 
the effect o f the treatment in much more detail compared to static measures or subjective 
measures.
There are many measurements which can be used to assess the function o f the foot, 
all with certain advantages and disadvantages. For clinical purposes, it is necessary that 
the method is fast, easy to interpret and that it provides a direct indication o f the severity 
of the symptoms. Therefore, a professional, such as a podiatrist or an orthopedie surgeon, 
often combines information from physical examination, X-ray recordings, contact surface 
(measured through pressure measurement (a blue print or pressure plate) or 3D scanners) 
and validated scores and questionnaires (patiënt reported outcome measures). For (in-vivo) 
research purposes, more sophisticated dynamic plantar pressure measurement techniques 
and three dimensional (3D) motion capture systems with multi-segment kinematic foot 
models, are used.
P A T IË N T  R E P O R T E D  O U T C O M E  M E A S U R E S
In the last decades a number o f clinical scores and patiënt reported outcome measures 
(PROMs) have been developed for measuring foot health and the impact on the quality of 
life in adults36. PROMs are often part o f a typical clinical assessment and have been shown 
to be useful instruments to score the severity o f the problem and to evaluate treatment 
affectivity, as they reflect the patient’s perspective, rather than the professionals’ perspective. 
Common used foot and ankle PROMs are the (Revised) Foot Function Index (FFI-R)37, the 
Manchester Foot Pain and Disability Index (MFPDI)38 and related Manchester-Oxford 
Foot Questionnaire39'41, the Bristol Foot Score (BFS)42, the Foot Status Health Questionnaire 
(FSHQ)43, the Foot and Ankle Outcome Score (FAOS)44, the Podiatric Health Questionnaire 
(PHQ)45, the Rowan Foot Pain Questionnaire (ROFPAQ)46, and the foot and ankle score of 
the American Academy of Orthopedie surgeons (AAOS-FAM) score47. Validity and relia- 
bility o f these PROMs are generally good36141148'50. Responsiveness o f these measures have 
been shown to be higher when compared to general PROMs such as SF-3641*9^ 52, but for 
the majority o f these measures the ability to detect changes has not been investigated36. 
This limits the use for research purposes.
Despite their limitations, PROMs have been used to indicate the severity o f the foot 
problem and assess treatments53'59. For instance, patients with osteoarthritis o f the first 
metatarsal joint score significantly lower on all domains o f the FSHQ compared to healthy
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Controls. Furthermore, both hallux valgus and hallux rigidus cause a significant reduction 
in the foot related quality of life measured with the FSHQ53. Patients with hallux rigidus 
experience more pain and malfunction of the foot compared to the patients with hallux 
valgus53. Surgical treatments of hallux valgus or hallux rigidus have been shown to improve 
signifkantly on the FFI54, the FSHQ55 and the MOXFQ56. Also, different types o f insoles 
seem to improve the FFI in patients with forefoot lesions due to rheumatoid arthritis59. 
Hence, foot health related PROMS can be used successfully for measuring the severity of 
the foot complaint and the effectiveness of treatments from a patient’s perspective. Never- 
theless, it is impossible to measure the function of the foot by means of PROMS.
IM A G IN G  F O O T  5 H A P E
As it is supposed that the function of the foot depends on the morphology of the foot (i.e. 
foot length, width, MLA angle), visual inspection of the shape of the foot is Standard part 
of clinical examination. However, the inter- and intrarater reliability o f visual examination 
has shown to be rather poor6°. Therefore, several measurement tools have been developed 
to investigate the morphology of the foot more reliable. Foot morphology can be objec- 
tively classified by means of anthropometric values, radiographic evaluation and foot print 
measures6'.
The simple classic approach for measuring foot morphology is by using a tape-measure 
or a caliper rule. With the latter methods, foot width, foot length and foot height can be 
measured with acceptable validity compared to radiographic measurements and good
W M M
Figure ÏO: E xam p le  o f  an p h o to g ra p h y  d ev ice .  
T h e  F o o t  Build R e g i s t r a t i o n  S y s te m .
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reliability. Probably more detailed is the method to assess the bony landmarks by means 
o f digital photography or X-ray devices to quantify foot posture. The advantage o f using 
these systems is that it is possible to gain information about the shape o f the MLA and the 
position o f bony structures.
Photography devices (Figure 10), which take standardized pictures o f the foot with 
marked bony landmarks, have been shown to be valid and reliable for clinical and research 
purposes62;6?. Popular parameters to assess the morphology o f the foot, in particular the 
morphology o f the MLA, are the Navicular Height, Dorsum Height, the Midfoot Dorsum 
Angle and the Medial Longitudinal Arch angle (MLA angle) (Figure n). All measures 
show good reliability62'66. The advantage o f using angles instead o f only heights to indicate 
the MLA is that it takes the length o f the foot into account which enables comparison 
between subjects with different foot lengths. The same accounts for the navicular height/ 
foot length ratio and the dorsum height/foot length ratio. The navicular or dorsum height
Figure 11: P a r a m e t e r s  t o  in d ica te  th e  m o r p h o lo g y  o f  t h e  fo o t .  NH: N av icu la r  
h e ig h t ;  t h e  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  n a v icu la r  t u b e r o s i t y  and  t h e  s u p p o r t in g  
s u r fa c e  DH: D o r s u m  he igh t :  d is ta n c e  b e t w e e n  th e  d o r s a l  s u r fa c e  o f  t h e  f o o t  
a t  5 0 %  o f  t h e  f o o t  len g th  and th e  s u p p o r t in g  su r fa ce .  M D A :  M id fo o t  d o r s u m  
angle ;  th e  an g le  b e t w e e n  t h e  m id fo o t  d o rsa l  p lane a t  t h e  M T P  jo in t and th e  
t a n g e n t  t o  th e  in fe r io r  s u r fa c e  o f  th e  fo o t .  M L A  angle :  M ed ia l  Longitud ina l a rch  
angle ;  an g le  b e t w e e n  t h e  c e n t r a l  p o in t  o f  th e  medial malleolus, th e  navicu lar  
tu b e r o s i t y  and th e  m o s t  medial a s p e c t  o f  th e  f i r s t  m e t a t a r s a l  head. T ru n c a te d  
f o o t  leng th :  len g th  b e t w e e n  th e  m o s t  p o s t e r i o r  a s p e c t  o f  t h e  c a lc a n e u s  and 
th e  c e n t e r  o f  th e  f i r s t  m e ta ta r s o p h a la n g e a l  joint. 5 0 %  FL: 5 0 %  o f  t h e  to ta l  f o o t  
leng th .
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is then normalized to the total foot length or the truncated foot length. Truncated foot 
length is the length between the most posterior aspect o f the calcaneus and the center of 
the first metatarsophalangeal joint and is useful when investigating patients with forefoot 
deformity, such as claw toes. These measures have shown to have good/excellent reliability 
values especially in the non-weight bearing position63'66.
More reliable and part o f clinical investigation o f the orthopedie surgeon is the radio- 
graphic recording. Radiographic measurement is considered as the golden Standard and 
is as such used to validate clinical measures. From all radiographic parameters used in the 
clinical situation, the calcaneal-first metatarsal angle and the calcaneal inclination angle 
(Figure 12) are commonly used to quantify the MLA height and shape61. Although the 
high reliability scores o f radiographic indices, it is essential to standardize the position o f 
the foot precisely. Small differences in loading and position o f the leg with respect to the 
foot can cause significant differences in outcome measures, such as MLA height or MLA 
angle67.
The abovementioned parameters have been used to investigate several patiënt groups68. 
For instance, patients with osteoarthritis demonstrate a larger calcaneal-first metatarsal angle 
compared to Controls (137 (9.3)0 vs 132.4 (8.0)°), indicating a fiatter foot for osteoarthritis 
patients. Furthermore, patients with Charcot Marie Tooth disease demonstrate deviations 
on the radiographic recording which are associated with cavovarus foot posture, such as a 
larger calcaneal inclination angle (30.3 (8.1)) compared to Controls (19,0 (5.o))58. Static, 
non-radiological measures are also often used to assess the relationship between foot 
function and the occurrence o f lower limb or foot injuries69170. For instance, Williams 
demonstrated that subjects with a high arch (dorsum height/truncated foot length ratio of 
at least 0.356) had a higher risk o f developing lower limb injuries such as tibial stress 
fractures and lateral ankle sprains70. Bums demonstrated a relationship between cavus foot 
shape and foot pain71. However, the relationship between foot posture and foot injuries 
and pain is still debated as several other studies failed to detect such relationships72'75.
Although direct measurement o f foot morphology by means o f the abovementioned 
measures can provide an objective classification o f the foot, a disadvantage o f these 
measures is that it is based on static measurements. It is to be expected that differences 
exist between different weight bearing situations. Therefore, the navicular drop has been 
introduced as another, more dynamic, measure, which assesses the sagittal plane move- 
ment o f the navicular tuberosity. This involves measuring the height o f the navicular 
tuberosity in a weight bearing (50%) and non weight bearing position. The reliability of 
this measure is however only moderate, probably because the difficulty to control half 
body weight and to measure small navicular displacement61. In order to investigate the 
exact behavior o f the foot during walking, it is necessary to investigate the foot posture and
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kinematics dynamically. This can be done by means o f three dimensional (3D) motion 
capture analysis and plantar pressure measurements.
3 D  M U L T IS E G M E N T  K IN E M A T IC  F O O T  M O D E L S
Two approaches can be distinguished: one using intracortical bone pins and the second 
using skin-mounted markers. The intracortical bone pin approach, in which markers are 
drilled in the bones of the foot, is considered as the “golden Standard”. The bone pins 
represent the actual movement o f the foot, without skin movement artifacts and errors 
related to the difficulty to find the exact location of the independent bones76. However due 
to its invasive character, it cannot be used commonly in clinical practice or research projects.
In the skin-mounted approach, several multi-segment kinematic foot models77'*7 have 
been developed and tested in the last decades. All models are developed to provide more 
detailed information about foot kinematics during locomotion. Most models divide the foot 
into 4 or 5 segments, including hindfoot, midfoot and forefoot, but also 7 or 9 segments 
are used8s:87. In almost all models, the movement between adjacent segments is calculated. 
Some models8o:85:86;88 prefer a more clinically relevant approach and use multi segment 
angles, such as the MLA angle. Most models use Eular angles or the joint coordinate 
system to describe the 3D orientation o f the segment. The Heidelberg model85, uses pro- 
jection angles to represent the motion between segments. Projection angles are the angles 
between two segments along a predetermined axis of rotation, which can be different 
from abovementioned coordinate systems. The advantage o f the Heidelberg model is that it 
uses small segments. Therefore the model is more suitable to describe the complex motion 
patterns in the foot compared to models which use larger segments. All models show 
fairly good reproducibility and, in general, sufficiënt repeatability89. All models are used to 
investigate the healthy foot and some also to describe foot motion o f patients with foot 
pathologies, such as rheumatoid arthritis90191, hallux valgus deformity79192’94, and posterior 
tibial tendon dysfunction95. Patients with hallux valgus showed an increased dorsiflexion 
motion of the forefoot with respect to the tibia and increased eversion and a decreased 
rotation o f the hindfoot with respect to the tibia during stance96. Furthermore, kinematics 
o f the foot o f patients with rheumatoid arthritis seem different o f the kinematics o f healthy 
Controls, with a decreased range o f motion between almost all segments o f the foot9’ and 
a trend towards reduced navicular height, increased hindfoot eversion and forefoot abduc- 
tion97:9S. Hence, by means o f 3D kinematic foot models, foot kinematics can be measured 
quite accurately and most models seem sufficiënt to discriminate between healthy and 
pathological foot. However, these measurements are time consuming. For clinical purposes 
it would be o f interest to develop a simpler and faster method wich involves fewer markers 
to investigate the kinematics of the foot.
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Figure 12: P a r a m e t e r s  t o  ind ica te  th e  m o r p h o lo g y  o f  t h e  f o o t  by m ea n s  o f  an 
X-ray. C M  angle :  c a lc a n ea l - f i r s t  m e t a t a r s a l  angle; t h e  an g le  b e t w e e n  th e  line 
a long th e  d o r s u m  o f  th e  m idsha ft  o f  t h e  f i r s t  m e ta ta r s a l  ang le  and th e  t a n g e n t  
t o  th e  u p p e r  s u r fa c e  o f  th e  head  o f  th e  f i r s t  m e ta ta r s a l  joint. Cl angle: ca lcanea l  
inclination angle ;  t h e  an g le  b e t w e e n  th e  p la t fo rm  on w h ich  t h e  f o o t  is r e s t in g  
and t h e  t a n g e n t  t o  t h e  in fe r io r  s u r fa c e  o f  th e  ca lcaneu s .
P L A N T A R  P R E S S U R E  M E A S U R E M E N T S
Plantar pressure can be measured in two ways, using blue prints or plantar pressure 
measurement systems. Blue prints are primarily used in clinical practice and is a cheap, 
fast way to indicate the pressure distribution under the foot while standing. It gives only 
general information about the plantar pressure distribution; it is impossible to exactly 
localize the areas o f excessive pressures. More sophisticated is the use o f plantar pressure 
plates. There are many different pressure plate systems; all with different advantages and 
disadvantages. There are no optimal specifications for a pressure plate in terms o f spatial 
resolution or measurement frequency, as the specification is highly dependent on the 
purpose o f the m easurem ent":io°.
On the basis o f plantar pressure data, information can be derived to indicate the function 
or shape of the foot. For instance, the Arch Index, which is the ratio between the surface 
area under the midfoot compared to the surface area under the forefoot, midfoot and 
hindfoot, is a popular index to classify the foot shape with respect to high, normal and low 
arched101. Also, it is possible to study the foot roll o ff patterns by calculating the location of 
the centre o f the pressure under the foot. The trajectory o f this centre o f pressure can be 
indicative for the pro- or supination motion o f the foot during roll off. Furthermore, the
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presence o f high pressure zones can be identified by calculating pressure parameters, such 
as the mean pressure, the peak pressure and or the pressure time integral for a particular 
area under the foot.
It is difficult to analyze plantar pressure data. This is due to the variability in the shape 
o f the foot and walking pattern between individuals100. The positioning o f the foot on the 
pressure plate can vary fairly between steps o f the same person and also between different 
individuals100. Also, the foot length and foot width can differ substantially. Consequently, 
it is not possible to “simply” superimpose two pressure images to compare the pressure 
distribution pattern or calculate an average plantar pressure pattern for a particular person. 
To cope with this problem, the masking technique has been developed. This technique 
involves the placement o f several masks on areas o f interest, such as the metatarsal heads, 
the midfoot and the heel. Plantar pressure characteristics, such as mean pressure, peak 
pressure or pressure time integral are then calculated for the entire mask and thus one 
pressure value represents the pressure within the entire mask.
Although the masking technique enables to compare the plantar pressure o f different 
subjects, it has some disadvantages. The placement o f these masks is usually performed 
manually or automatically based on a general foot model and therefore prone to errors, 
which lowers the reliability102. Furthermore, masks can be very large (especially at the 
midfoot region) and a shift o f the pressure within a mask cannot be detected. Hence, by 
means of the masking technique it is not possible to gain information about the distribu­
tion o f the pressure within masks and under the entire foot.
In order to investigate the plantar pressure distribution in more detail, it is needed to 
analyze the plantar pressure at a sensor level. Therefore, the plantar pressure pattern needs 
to be scaled to a Standard foot size and progression angle. So far, two of such normalization 
methods have been developedI03;l°4. Both methods work well, but slightly influence the actual 
footprint and consequently influence the plantar pressure distribution pattern. Especially 
when one is interested in identifying differences between patients and healthy Controls or 
investigating the effectiveness of treatment modalities, it is of importance that a normaliza­
tion procedure does not affect the plantar pressure distribution pattern. Therefore, the 
first step in this thesis was to develop a normalization technique for plantar pressure data, 
in which the pressure data is scaled to a Standard foot size and progression angle without 
affecting the actual footprint.
For clinical purposes, it is o f interest to identify certain pathologies on the basis o f the 
plantar pressure pattern. The normalization technique enables the analysis o f plantar 
pressure on sensor level and the use o f sophisticated statistical analysis techniques such 
as pattern recognision and neural networks. With the use o f these techniques, it could be 
possible to distinguish between pathological and non pathological based on plantar pressure
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data in the future. A first step in this process is to gather information about the plantar 
pressure distribution data o f the healthy unpathological and the patholocical foot. The 
goal o f this thesis was to demonstrate that the newly developed normalization technique 
gives insight into the plantar pressure distribution pattern in healthy and pathological feet 
and to evaluate common treatment modalities for forefoot pain such as insoles and surgical 
claw toe correction.
O B J E C T IV E  A N D  O U T L IN E  O F  T H IS  T H E S IS  
□  b je c tiv e
The main goal o f this thesis was to demonstrate that the newly developed normalization 
technique gives insight into the plantar pressure distribution pattern in healthy and 
pathological feet and to evaluate common treatment modalities for forefoot pain (insoles 
and surgical claw toe correction).
□ u tlin e  of th is  th e s is
Normalization o f the plantar pressure data to a Standard foot length, width and progression 
angle enables to analyze the plantar pressure pattern at a sensor level. The development 
o f such a normalization technique is described and tested in Chapter 2 and applied in 
following chapters (Chapter 3-7).
In order to identify the “normal, unpathological” plantar pressure distribution pattern, 
the plantar pressure distribution of subjects with no history o f foot complaints was inves- 
tigated in Chapter 3 and 4 . The goal o f the study o f Chapter 3 was to investigate the effect 
o f a four day long distance walk in Nijmegen (IFDMN) on the plantar pressure distribution, 
roll o ff o f the foot and the development o f foot complaints. Although most participants o f 
long distance walks do not suffer from foot complaints in daily life, many participants 
develop foot complaints during long distance walks. By linking the plantar pressure distri­
bution and roll off pattern with the development o f foot complaints, it provides more insight 
in the development o f foot complaints in general.
The study presented in Chapter 4 was aimed at investigating whether the static geometry 
o f the foot, the plantar pressure and the roll o ff o f the foot was different between Malawian 
and Dutch adults. In Africa, foot problems are rare, despite the use o f “bad” shoes and 
walking long distances each day. With the study o f Chapter 4 it was tried to identify possible 
differences in foot loading between both groups, which might explain why people in Africa 
usually do not suffer as much from foot complaints.
In Chapter 5, 6 and 7 the effect of treatment modalities on plantar pressure and foot 
kinematics was investigated. The goal o f Chapter 5 was to investigate the effect o f insoles
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on in-shoe plantar pressure distribution in a large group of patients with common foot 
complaints. In this study, the variablility in insole design and the relation between insole 
design, foot complaint and effect on plantar pressure distribution was investigated. Based 
on the data o f Chapter 5, a computer system was developed which predicts the insole design 
on the basis o f the dynamic plantar pressure data (Chapter 6). The insole design is a 
Standard design (the general shape is similar for each person) but the exact location o f the 
start o f the midfoot support at the heel and forefoot is dependent o f the location o f highest 
pressure under the forefoot and heel, and is thus different for each individual. The goal of 
the study in Chapter 6 was to investigate the effect of this insole on in-shoe plantar pressure 
and the satisfaction with the insole. Finally, the study presented in Chapter 7 was aimed at 
investigating the effect o f a surgical release of the MTP joint on foot kinematics and plantar 
pressure distribution in patients with severe claw toes. The goal o f this procedure is to 
decrease and redistribute the plantar pressure under the MT heads by realigning the toe. 
By measuring the the plantar pressure distribution and kinematics o f the foot before and 
after the procedure, it was tested whether the procedure achieved the desired effect.
Although the kinematics o f the foot can be measured in detail by means o f gait analysis 
with kinematic foot models, it is time consuming. Therefore there is a need for simpler 
measurements. Based on the theory o f the windlass mechanism a change in foot length 
during the stance phase was expected, simultaneously with a rise or flattening o f the MLA. 
From the data o f the patients measured in Chapter 7 we found that there were differences 
in foot lengthening between patients with claw toes and healthy Controls. Foot length has 
not been used and described as a parameter to indicate the foot function during locomotion 
before. Therefore, in Chapter 8 we investigated the potential use o f this parameter and foot 
length during walking at slow, normal and fast walking speed.
In summary the following research questions were examined in this thesis:
1. Is it possible to develop a new normalization technique for plantar pressure data in 
which the pressure data is scaled to a Standard foot size and progression angle without 
affecting the actual footprint? (Chapter 2)
2. What is the effect o f long distance walking on the plantar pressure distribution and foot 
roll off? (Chapter 3)
3. Is there a difference in foot shape, foot roll off and plantar pressure distribution between 
African and Caucasian adults? (Chapter 4)
4. What is the effect o f insoles on in-shoe plantar pressure distribution in patients with 
common foot complaints and is there a relation between foot complaint, insole shape 
and the effect on pressure distribution? (Chapter 5)
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5. How does an insole, which is made on the basis of barefoot plantar pressure measure- 
ments, affect the in-shoe plantar pressure distribution in participants o f a long distance 
walk with a high risk o f developing forefoot complaints? (Chapter 6)
6. What is the effect o f a surgical release o f the MTP joint on foot kinematics and plantar 
pressure distribution in patients with severe claw toes? (Chapter 7)
7. Can foot length be indicative for measuring the representation o f the windlass mecha- 
nism in the foot during the stance phase o f gait? (Chapter 8)
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Introduction: Plantar pressure measurement provides important information about the 
structure and function of the foot and is a helpful tooi to evaluate patients with foot com- 
plaints. In general, average and maximum plantar pressure of 6 to n areas under the foot 
are used to compare groups of subjects. However, masking the foot means a loss of impor­
tant information about the plantar pressure distribution pattern. Therefore, the purpose 
of this study was to develop and test a simple method that normalizes the plantar pressure 
pattern for foot size, foot progression angle and total plantar pressure. Moreover, scaling 
the plantar pressure to a Standard foot opens the door for more sophisticated analysis 
techniques such as pattern recognition and machine learning.
Methods: Twelve subjects walked at preferred and half o f the preferred walking speed over 
a pressure plate. To test the method, subjects walked in a straight line and in an approaching 
angle o f approximately 40 degrees. To calculate the normalized foot, the plantar pressure 
pattern was rotated over the foot progression angle and normalized for foot size.
Results: After normalization, the mean shortest distance between the contour lines of 
straight walking and walking at an angle had a mean o f 0.22 cm (SD: 0.06 cm) for the fore- 
foot and 0.14 cm (SD: 0.06 cm) for the heel. In addition, the contour lines o f normalized 
feet for the various subjects were almost identical.
Conclusion: The proposed method appeared to be successful in aligning plantar pressure 
o f various feet without losing information.
B B  N O R M A LIZ A T IO N  OF P L A N T A R  PR E S S U R E
IN T R O D U C T IO N
Plantar pressure measurement provides useful information for clinicians and researchers 
regarding the structure and function of the foot, general mechanics of gait, and is a helpful 
tooi to evaluate patients with foot complaintsi. However, plantar pressure pattern data are 
not easy to analyse and, therefore, difficult to interpret. In general, mean, peak, and time 
pressure integrals o f plantar pressure are used2. Thus far, the foot has been divided into 
anatomical regions (masking process) to calculate plantar pressure parameters. Generally, 
six to eleven of such regions are considered. Although the masking process extracts 
important information out o f the plantar pressure and describes the overall foot loading, 
subtle differences within a region cannot be seen due to the masking process. Therefore, 
plantar pressure pattern scaled to a Standard size and progression angle would be helpful 
to study the plantar pressure in more detail. Moreover, scaling the plantar pressure to a 
Standard foot allows more sophisticated analysis techniques such as pattern recognition 
and machine learning. Tavares and colleagues (2005)3 presented an approach for matching 
objects in dynamic optical pedobarograph. Similarly, Pataky and colleagues (2008)4 used 
statistical parametric mapping (SPM) to match various plantar pressure images. However, 
both methods will influence the shape of the foot due to their matching algorithms.
The main purpose of this study was to develop and test a simple method that normalizes 
the plantar pressure pattern for foot size, foot progression angle. Subsequently, we will 
examine i f  various subjects have a similar footprint after normalization. Furthermore, the 
variability in plantar pressure pattern was analyzed.
M E T H O D S
S u b je c ts  and e x p e r im e n ta l s e tu p
Twelve healthy subjects participated in this study and signed an informed consent. Subjects 
walked over the pressure plate at their preferred walking speed and at approximately half 
their preferred walking speed. Plantar pressure data were collected at 500 Hz using the 
footscan® 0,5 m plate (RSscan, Olen, Belgium) mounted on top o f a force plate (Kistler, 
Winterthur, Switzerland), which were synchronized with the Rsscan 3D-box. Contact o f the 
foot on the plate was calculated by RSscan software with a threshold level o f 5N. Light cells 
measured walking speed over a distance o f 2 m with the pressure plate in the middle. For 
both walking speeds, subjects walked in a straight line and at an angle o f approximately 
40 degrees over the pressure plate with normal foot placement. Walking at an angle results 
in a different foot progression angle on the plate during normal gait and was used to test 
whether the method could normalize for foot progression angle. For each condition, 
subjects walked 10 times over the pressure plate (three-step protocol), alternating with the 
left and right foot. Because it is not clear how many trials are required to properly assess
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the plantar pressure o f small areas of the whole foot, all subjects walked an extra 7 times 
with their left foot over the plate for the straight condition.
A nalysis
The pressure plate has an active sensor surface o f 0.48 m in length and 0.32 m in width, 
having a spatial resolution o f 2.6 sensors per cm2 (2 sensors per cm in width and 1.3 
sensors per cm in length). The mean plantar pressure was calculated for each suppressed 
sensor. On average, 302 (SD = 39) sensors were pressed in each trial. Before the normaliza- 
tion procedure, the mean plantar pressure pattern was interpolated to 10.4 sensors per 
cm2 using spline interpolation. The contour line o f 10  kPa (see Fig. 1) o f the mean plantar 
pressure pattern was used to calculate the foot progression angle and foot size. The foot 
progression angle was defined as the average angle o f the tangent lines to the medial and 
lateral side o f the foot. Foot length was defined as the distance between the back o f the heel 
and the forefoot line. Foot width was defined as the medio-lateral distance between the 
most medial and most lateral point o f the 10  kPa contour line o f the forefoot. To calculate 
the normalized foot, the plantar pressure pattern was rotated over the foot progression 
angle and normalized for foot size.
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S ta t is t ic s
The performance o f the method was determined by the difference in distance between the 
contour lines o f 10  kPa between walking over the pressure plate in a straight line and at an 
angle. In addition, the root mean square o f the normalized plantar pressure between both 
ways of walking and between subjects was calculated. Usually, clinical parameters such as 
maximal peak pressure and mean pressure o f several anatomical areas (masking method) 
are used to evaluate plantar pressure pattern. Therefore, the maximal peak pressure and 
mean pressure were calculated for the fïrst to fifth metatarsals both for raw plantar pressure 
and for normalized plantar pressure. Single Intraclass correlation coefEcients and difference 
between raw plantar pressure and normalized plantar pressure were used to indicate the 
effect o f the normalization method on clinical parameters such as maximal peak pressure 
and mean pressure.
To determine the variability in plantar pressure pattern, the Standard deviation for 
each pressure cell was calculated. Furthermore, intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) 
were used to indicate the number o f trials required for a proper assessment o f the mean 
pressure o f each o f the sensors o f the normalized plantar pressure. ICCs were calculated 
for two repeated trials and for each additional trial up to 12 trials. An ICC o f 0.85 and more 
was considered as an acceptable reliability5.
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Figure 2: C o n t o u r  
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The main purpose o f this study was to test the normalization method. Figure 2 shows an 
example o f the normalization o f foot size and progression angle for 6 feet. The left panel o f 
figure 2 illustrates the variability in foot size and foot progression angle between subjects. 
After normalization, the contour lines o f normalized feet o f various subjects were almost 
identical (right panel figure 2).
To test the performance o f the method for foot progression angle, subjects walked 
straight and in an angle o f 40 degrees over the pressure plate. Foot progression angle on the 
pressure plate was significantly different between walking in a straight line and walking at 
an angle over the pressure plate (p <0.001). After normalization, the mean shortest distance 
between the contour lines for the two approaches had a mean o f 0.22 cm (SD: 0.06 cm) 
for the forefoot and 0.14 cm (SD: 0.06 cm) for the heel. Moreover, the maximal distance of 
the contour lines between the two approaches was 0.75 cm (SD: 0.27 cm) for the forefoot 
and 0.46 cm (SD 0.42 cm) for the heel. The largest values were found in the longitudinal
all subjects example subject 1 example subject 2
Figure 3: U p p e r  p an e ls  s h o w  t h e  a v e r a g e  p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  p a t t e r n  o f  all s u b ­
j e c t s  CleftD and o f  t w o  individual s u b j e c t s  Cmiddle and r igh t ] .  L e f t  l o w e r  panel 
s h o w s  a v e r a g e  S ta n d a rd  d ev ia t ion  o f  all s u b je c t s  CleftD and th e  m iddle and r igh t  
l o w e r  pane l  t h e  S t a n d a r d  d e v ia t io n  o f  t h e  s a m e  t w o  individual s u b j e c t s  a s  
sh o w n  on th e  t o p  row .
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direction due to a difference in midfoot contact (a flatter foot) between the two conditions. 
The root mean square o f the mean plantar pressure pattern between the straight approach 
and the angle approach had a mean o f n .o  kPa (SD = 3.7). In 21 o f the 24 feet, the difference 
in pressure between the walking angles was smaller than the Standard deviation o f the 
pressure. The ICCs for mean pressure o f the fïrst to fifth metatarsal between raw plantar 
pressure and normalized plantar pressure were 0.96, 0.94, 0.93, 0.96 and 0.97, respec- 
tively. The ICCs for maximal peak pressure o f the fïrst to fifth metatarsal were 0.96, 0.95,
0.94, 0.96, and 0.90. The difference between raw plantar pressure and normalized plantar 
pressure o f the 5 metatarsals for the mean pressure was on average 3.6 kPa (SD = 4.9) and 
for maximal peak pressure 17.7 kPa (SD = 24.3).
The average plantar pressure and the Standard deviation in plantar pressure pattern of 
the twelve subjects are shown in the left panels o f Figure 3. The middle and right panels 
o f Figure 3 show the mean plantar pressure and the Standard deviation for 2 individual 
subjects. The Standard deviation was largest under areas with the largest plantar pressure,
1.e. the forefoot, toe, and heel. The Standard deviation appeared to be highly correlated with 
the mean plantar pressure (r = 0.87, p < o .0001). Furthermore, the root mean square of 
the Standard deviations o f plantar pressure pattern was signifïcantly larger (p = o.0001) for 
walking at half the preferred speed (15.5 ± 3.9 kPa) compared to walking at the preferred 
speed (12.6 ± 2.6 kPa).
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Figure T h e  n u m b e r  o f  s t e p s  
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Figure 4 shows the number o f steps required for an acceptable reliability (ICC > 0.85) for 
each sensor. On average, 3.8 steps are required to obtain an ICC o f 0.85. The number of 
steps required for an ICC o f at least 0.85 was larger for sensors at the outer part o f the foot.
□  I5 C U S S IO N
The results in this article demonstrate that the newly proposed technique is successful in 
scaling the plantar pressure pattern to a Standard size and progression angle. The average 
(0.14 and 0.22 cm) and maximum (0.46 and 0.75 cm) difference o f the contour lines 
between walking in a straight line and approaching at an angle are in the range o f the 
accuracy o f the pressure plate (2 sensors per cm in width and 1.3 sensors per cm in length). 
Moreover, the contour lines o f plantar pressure pattern o f various subjects were almost 
identical under the forefoot and heel. Subjects varied mostly in contour lines under the 
midfoot due to differences in the contact o f the midfoot to the floor between subjects. In 
addition, a large variation in contour lines under the toes was found, which indicates a large 
difference among subjects in the position o f the toes in relation to the forefoot between 
subjects. The high ICCs and low differences between raw pressure and normalized plantar 
pressure for maximal peak pressure and mean pressure indicate that the clinical relevant 
parameters are minimally affected by the normalization method. Small differences are 
most likely due to a slightly different set o f sensors for an anatomical area chosen by the 
masking method and interpolation by the normalization method.
The main advantage o f the normalization method is that the plantar pressure can be 
studied in more detail than the six to eleven regions in previous studies6;7. For example, 
the method could be used to show precisely the dysfunction o f the fatpad in redistributing 
the plantar pressure in patients with clawtoe deformity. Another advantage is that the 
method can be used to study differences in plantar pressure distribution between groups. 
For this purpose, it is important to keep in mind that body weight and walking velocity 
influences plantar pressure819. The effect o f body weight and velocity could be minimized 
by normalizing for total pressure. Further correction is possible when the general relation 
between plantar pressure pattern, body weight, and walking velocity is known. In this article, 
the mean pressure was studied but the peak pressure and pressure-time integral could be 
analyzed in detail in the same way. In conclusion, the normalization method allows the use 
o f principal component analysis, clustering techniques, or other classification techniques 
to analyze plantar pressure or to discriminate between patiënt groups.
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CHAPTER 3 
PLANTAR PRESSURE  
CHANG ES AFTER LONG  
□  I5TANCE WALKING
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A B S T R A C T
Purpose: The popularity o f long distance walking (LDW) has increased in the last decades. 
However, the effects o f LDW on plantar pressure distribution and foot complaints, in 
particular after several days o f walking have not been studied.
Methods: We obtained the plantar pressure data o f 62 subjects who had no history of foot 
complaints and who walked a total distance o f 199.8 km for men (N = 30) and 161.5 km for 
women (=32) during four consecutive days. Plantar pressure was measured each day after 
the finish (post-test I-IV) and compared to the baseline plantar pressure data, which was 
obtained one or two days before the march (pre-test). Mean, peak and pressure-time- 
integral per pixel as well as the CoP trajectory o f each foot per measurement day was cal­
culated using the normalization method o f Keijsers et al. (2009). A paired t-test with an 
adjusted p-value was used to detect significant differences between pre and post-tests.
Results: The short-term adjustment to LDW was a significant decreased loading on the toes 
accompanied with an increased loading on the metatarsal head 1II-V (p < o.oor). At all 
stages, but particuiarly at later stages, there was significantly more heel loading (p < o.001). 
Furthermore, the CoP significantly displaced in the posterior direction but not in the 
mediolateral direction after marching. Contact time increased slightly from 638.5 (+/- 2.4.2) 
to 675.4 (+/-22-5)(p < o .001).
Conclusion: The increased heel loading and decreased function o f the toes found after 
marching indicates a change of walking pattern with less roll-off. It is argued that these 
changes reflect the effect of fatigue of the lower leg muscles and to avoid loading o f the 
most vulnerable parts o f the foot.
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INTRODUCTION
The popularity o f long distance walking (LDW) has increased rapidly in the past decades. 
It is generally acknowledged that many participants experience pain in the legs and feet 
after walking such a distance. However, there is not much information available about the 
basis for these complaints. The only data available are from military recruits and athletes. 
For example, Almeida and colleagues showed that almost 40%  o f the military recruits 
reported injuries o f the lower extremity during basic training', 34% o f which were located 
in the ankle/foot region.
Although the literature is not always consistent, factors such as age, BMI, gender, foot 
wear, training hours, and foot structure are generally thought to be associated with the 
development o f metatarsal stress fractures and lower limb injuries2'6. Most o f these foot 
problems probably develop due to overloading the foot; therefore changes in plantar pres­
sure distribution resulting from exercise related changes in the foot might help to explain 
why foot problems develop in athletes. Yet, changes in foot kinetics or kinematics during 
prolonged low intensity exercise, such as LDW, have hardly been studied7. The few data 
available on marching came from a study on short-duration intense walking (2 km) and 
nothing is known on the effects o f long distance marches7. Gefen (2002) studied the 
center of pressure (CoP) after extensive marching (treadmill march o f 2 km at 8 km h-i) 
and found that there was generally a lateral displacement o f the CoP, which they ascribed 
to a decreased activity o f the peroneus longus and the lateral gastrocnemius7.
The above data differ from those obtained on running, in which a shift to medial loading 
o f the forefoot has been observed8. Other differences may also exist. For example, Willson 
and Kernozek (1999) found signifkantly smaller pressure values under the heel after run­
ning while this has not been observed after short time marching8. Experiments involving 
exhaustive running have shown that, with the onset of fatigue, plantar pressure distribution 
and impact forces change8'15. Studies using in-shoe measurement systems to measure 
plantar pressure changes found that fatigue after intense running (30 minutes) increased 
peak pressure either under all metatarsal heads and toes'5 or only under metatarsal head 
II and III10. Nagel et al. (2008) measured plantar pressure during barefoot walking before 
and after running a marathon and demonstrated that peak pressure under the metatarsal 
heads II to V increased while the pressure under the toes decreased12. It was proposed that 
increased dorsifiexion in the metatarsophalangeal joints would lead to higher peak pres­
sure and impulse values under the metatarsal heads.
Differences in plantar pressure between walking and running are to be expected, how­
ever, as there is a distinct difference in terms o f kinetics and kinematics between the two. 
During walking, one or two feet are on the ground at all times, whereas for running there is 
an unloaded phase and no double-support phase14. This difference leads to a substantially
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higher vertical component o f the GRF and net muscle moments in each leg for running 
compared to walking. Furthermore, heel loading in walking can be very different from that 
in running as the initial contact in running does not always involve the posterior part of 
the heel (as seen in midfoot strikers or toe-runners)‘!;l6. Hence, it is unclear whether and 
how the results from studies on running could be extrapolated to long distance walking.
In view of the paucity o f data available on plantar pressure distribution after extensive 
walking, this study to measure the plantar pressure o f participants o f the International 
Four Day March Nijmegen (IFDMN) was conducted. Based on the available literature the 
plantar pressure under the forefoot is expected to increase.
MATERIALS AND METHOD5
Sixty-two participants -  30 men and 32 women -  participating in the IFDMN held in July 
2008, were included in this study. All subjects were between the age of 35 and 55 years, had 
no prior history o f foot complaints, and did not use insoles. The women walked approxi- 
mately 40 km, and the men 50 km, a day on four consecutive days (a total distance o f 161.5 
km and 199.8 km, respectively). Informed written consent was obtained from all subjects. 
Group characteristics are specified in Table 1, in which difference between men and women 
was analyzed using a t-test for independent samples. This study was approved by the local 
ethical committee.
Plantar pressure measurements were performed during the two days prior to the IFDMN 
(pre-test) and each day after walking (post-test I-IV). The pre-test was performed at the 
research center at the Sint Maartenskliniek in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. The post-test 
measurements were performed at a location near to the finish, thus it was possible to 
measure all subjects within an hour o f finishing. Plantar pressure distribution was measured 
during barefoot walking over a pressure plate (RSscan International®, Olen, Belgium) 
with a sensor density o f 2.6/cm 2 on top o f a force plate (Kistler Instruments, Switzerland) 
at preferred speed. A total o f 3 trials per foot were measured using the 3-step-protocol’7. 
The plantar pressure and force plate data were collected at 500 Hz.
In addition to the plantar pressure data, foot pain was assessed using a questionnaire. 
Subjects were requested to describe the type o f foot pain experienced, i f  present and to 
mark the location o f the pain on 4 different drawings o f the lcft and right foot.
ANALYSIS AND STATISTICS
Contact time was used to indicate walking speed and was calculated as the time between 
heel strike and toe off. Heel strike was defined as the instant that the ground reaction force 
exceeded 5N and toe o ff when the ground reaction force was below 5N. To test whether 
there was a difference in contact time between the days, a General Linear Model (GLM) for
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repeated measures with factor day (4) was used. The Mauchly’s test for sphericity was used 
to test whether the variances o f each set o f data were equal. I f  sphericity was not met, the 
Greenhouse Geisser correction was applied.
Plantar pressure is usually evaluated with pressure or force parameters in predefined 
areas of the foot. However this approach has shortcomings as explained earlier by Keijsers18119 
in the ability to detect small changes in pressure distribution within the predefined areas. 
Therefore we opted for a technique which optimally used the data o f all sensors and 
analyzed the plantar pressure per sensor instead o f per mask. The parameters o f interest 
were the mean pressure per sensor (MP), peak pressure per sensor (PP) and pressure 
time integral per sensor (PTI). First the MP, PP and PTI were calculated for each step per 
foot for each subject. Subsequently, plantar pressure data were normalized for foot size, 
width and foot progression angle according to the method developed by Keijsers et al.18 
After normalization, the plantar pressure o f each normalized sensor (pixel) can be com- 
pared between trials, days and subjects. For each subject, the mean MP, PP and PTI o f the 
3 trials per foot per day were computed. The difference in plantar pressure between the 
days was determined by subtracting the pre-test MP, PP and PTI from the post-tests. The 
recent study by Keijsers et al. has demonstrated that the instrumentation used in this study 
and the normalization procedure has acceptable reliability (ICC = >0.8518).
As the analysis o f plantar pressure per sensor was only recently developed, there is not 
yet any consensus about the best way to treat the large number o f sensors in statistical 
analysis. Therefore, a procedure derived from the analysis techniques used in neuroscience 
for analyzing EEG signals20 was used as both fields analyze data consisting of a large number 
o f pixels. The technique involves a nonparametric procedure, based on grouping all adjacent 
sensors that exhibit similar difference in sign (an increase or decrease in MP, PP or PTI). 
First, for each measurement day and each parameter (MP, PP or PTI), each pressure sensor 
was categorized as being a “decreased” or “increased” sensor. Secondly, all neighbor sensors 
with the same difference in sign (the increase or decrease) were grouped. The number of 
groups for sensors ranged from 3 to 15.
In addition, to take into account the various assessment moments, a paired t-test with 
adjusted p-value for significance was used to detect significant differences in MP, PP and 
PTI between the pre-test and the post-tests. The paired t-test with adjustment of the p-value 
is the most appropriate test for the analysis o f this kind o f data, as it is possible to correct for 
the number o f sensors and the measurement moments. We adopted the strategy of adjusting 
the p-value for number o f groups for sensors as well as for the number o f measurement 
moments by using the general Bonferroni correction (a/N) in advance, in which the N 
was chosen as the product o f maximum number of groups for sensor (15) and the number 
measurement days (4). Hence the level o f significance for this study was set at 0.00083.
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In addition, the trajectory o f the center o f pressure (CoP) was calculated for each subject 
per day using the normalization method of Keijsers et al.18 This trajectory o f the normalized 
CoP was calculated taking the most proximal point o f the contour line o f 10 kPa for the 
heel at the onset o f stance as the reference. To evaluate the shift o f the CoP in mediolateral 
(ML) and anteroposterior (AP) direction relative to the CoP o f the pre-test for each subject, 
the CoP trajectories were superimposed. Subsequently, the alteration in ML or AP direction 
of the CoP during stance phase was calculated for each post-test. The difference between the 
pre-test and the post-test on day one is defined to be the short-term effect of long distance 
walking on the plantar pressure. Long-term effect was calculated by subtracting the pre-test 
pressure data from the pressure data obtained during the final post-test.
Finally, to specify foot type, the Arch Index (AI) was calculated using the equation 
given by Cavanagh and Rodgers21 for the pre-test and the post-test IV for each subject. The 
AI is an indicator for foot shape since it is signifïcantly correlated to static navicular height 
(r = -0.52), calcaneal inclination angle (r = -0.68) and calcaneal-first metatarsal angle 
(r = 0.71)22. Differences between pre-test and post-test IV were tested using a paired t-test. 
To test for differences in AI within subjects before and after the march and to test differ­
ences between groups (which were to be determined) in relation to the AI, a GLM for 
repeated measures with within subjects factor measurement (2) and between subjects 
factor group (3) was performed.
All data were analyzed using MATLAB 7.3 software (M A TLA B®, The MathWorks Inc, 
Natick, USA). SPSS 12.0 was used to analyze the contact data using the GLM for repeated 
measures.
Table 1: G ro u p  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
N = 6 S Men CN = 30) Women (l\l = 32)
W e ig h t  Ckg] 8 9 .9  C13.8D 6 7 .8  C9.33
L e n g th  (cm )* 181.2 CS.93 166 .3  C6 .6 )
BMI Ckg/m2]* 2 7 .3  C3.7) 2 4 .6  C3.3D
A g e  Cyears) 4 3 ,6  C7.1) 4 4 .8  (5 .5 )
S p o r t s  Chours/week )1 1.95 C2.7) 1.7 Cl.8 )
Tota l t r a in in g s  d is ta n c e  CkmD 438.1 C228.4D 4 7 0 .6  C228.3 )
* = s ign if ican t ly  d i f fe r e n t  b e tw e e n  b o th  g r o u p s  a t  p < 0 .0 5 .  
1 = S p o r t s  o t h e r  th an  walking/ tra in in g  f o r  t h e  IFDM
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RESULTS
In total, 54 subjects completed the IFDMN. Eight subjects did not succeed in finishing the 
IFDMN and were excluded from the study. The reasons for drop out were various, and most 
often related to private circumstances, loss o f motivation and general health problems; 
they were not related to foot complaints. Unfortunately, three subjects did not arrive at the 
site o f testing on the last day (because o f the large crowd in front o f the testing site). Further- 
more, pre-test plantar pressure data o f one subject could not be used for analysis due to 
technical problems. Therefore, a total o f 50 subjects were included in the analysis. Table 1 
gives the characteristics o f the group per gender. The men in our study appeared to have a 
significantly higher BMI o f 2.2 (0.9) kg/m2, height of 15.7 (1.7) cm and weight of 21.1 (3.4) kg 
compared to the women.
Contact tim e
There was a main effect o f factor day for contact time, indicating a significant increase in 
contact time (F (2.6, 252.9) = 143.3, P = 0.00). P°st hoc analysis revealed that contact time 
for each post-test was significantly higher compared to the pre-test. Mean and Standard 
deviations of the contact times o f the total group are shown in Figure 1.
8001--------1-----------------1-----------------,---------------- 1-----------------1--------
750 - * * * *
Pre-test Post-test I Post-test II Post-test III Post-test IV
Figure 1: M e a n  c o n t a c t  t im e  Cwith SDD f o r  t h e  t o t a l  g r o u p  f o r  th e  p r e -  and 
p o s t - t e s t s .  * = s ign i f ican t ly  d i f fe r e n t  c o m p a r e d  t o  t h e  p r e - t e s t  a t  pcO.OOI.
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Plantar pressure
After walking one day, MP, PP and PTI increased significantly under the metatarsal head 
(MT-heads) IV-V and under the heel. At later stages, MP, PP and PTI under the heel 
increased even more, indicated by a significant increase of MP, PP and PTI under the heel 
at post-test IV compared to post-test I. In contrast, MP, PP and PTI under the toes and 
MT-heads I-II decreased significantly (Figure 2). As shown in Figure 2, the MP, PP and 
PTI were similarly affected by the long distance walking, with exception o f the PP under 
the heel, where the increase was only observed under the distal part o f the heel.
CoP displacement
The decreased pressure under the toes suggests that the roll-off during stance was less 
complete after LDW. Superposition o f the CoP for the pre- and post-test data confirmed 
that the post-test trajectories ended more posteriorly than the pre-test ones (Figure 3). 
There was a significant difference of the CoP in AP position between pre-test and post-test
I as well as post-test IV during almost the entire stance phase (p < o .001), This reflects a 
global posterior shift o f the CoP.
There was no statistically significant shift o f the CoP trajectory in the ML direction for 
the total group. The mean CoP displacement o f the entire stance phase for the total group 
after the last walking day compared to the pre-test was 0.02 cm (+/-0.31 cm) in medial 
direction. Although the average CoP remained relatively stable in the ML direction accros 
the measurement days, a number o f subjects had a larger displacement o f the CoP. Based 
on this observation, and the fact that it has been found that fatigue o f the lower leg muscles 
can influence the CoP trajectory718, subjects with a CoP displacement greater than the mean 
displacement o f the total group plus 1 SD (0.33 cm) medially (or laterally) were assigned 
to the medial (N = 15) (or lateral (N = 14)) group. The remaining subjects were assigned to 
the neutral group (N = 71). As shown in Figure 4, the plantar pressure in the lateral group 
increased under the heel, metatarsal IV and V and the lateral part o f the mid-foot, while 
plantar pressure in the medial group mainly increased under the heel, reflecting the 
dominant role o f the backward shift o f the y coordinate relative to the medial displacement. 
Furthermore, in all 3 groups the CoP displaced significantly in AP direction (p < 0.05).
Arch index
There was a significant decrease for the total group in AI at post-test IV (0.235 (+ / ' ° - ° 4 )  
compared to the pre-test (0.243 (+/ ‘ ° -°4 ))  f ° r the total group (p < o.001). To test i f  there 
were differences in AI between the medial, neutral and lateral group a simple contrast GLM 
for repeated measures with within subjects factor measurement (2) and between subjects 
factor group (3) was performed. This analysis revealed that there was no main effect for
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Pre-test A Post-test I A Post-test II A Post-test III A Post-test IV
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Figure 2: M e a n  p r e s s u r e  (M P ,  f i r s t  r ow ] ,  peak  p r e s s u r e  [P P ,  s e c o n d  r o w ]  and 
p r e s s u r e  t im e  in t eg ra l  CPTI, th ird  r o w )  f o r  e a ch  p o s t - t e s t  w ith  r e s p e c t  t o  th e  
p r e - t e s t .  In t h e  p r e - t e s t  Cfirst co lu m n ] th e  c o l o r s  blue and r e d  in d ica te  th e  
a r e a s  o f  low  and high p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e ,  r e s p e c t i v e ly .  F o r  t h e  c h a n g e  a t  th e  
p o s t - t e s t s  Csecond t o  fifth co lum n ) th e  c o lo r e d  s q u a r e s  ind ica te  t h o s e  s e n s o r s  
w ith  s ign i f ica n t ly  d i f f e r e n t  c h a n g e s  in p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  c o m p a r e d  t o  t h e  
p r e - t e s t  Cp < 0 . 0 0 0 8 3 ] ,  T h e  small b lack lines in d ica te  t h o s e  s e n s o r s  w i th o u t  a 
s ign if icantly  d i f f e r e n t  c h a n g e  in p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  c o m p a r e d  t o  th e  p r e - t e s t .  
T h e  c o lo r b a r  in d ic a te s  th e  va lu e s  o f  d i f f e r e n c e  in kPa.
group, indicating no difference between the medial, lateral and neutral CoP groups for the 
AI score (F(2,97) = 0.64, p = 0.53). However there was an interaction effect o f measure­
ment x group, which reflected that between the groups at post-test IV, the AI differed. The 
AI decreased more in the medial group (pre: 0.24 (+/-0.04), post: 0.22 (+/-0.04)) than in 
the lateral (pre: 0.25 (+/-0.03), post: 0.25 (+/-0.02)) or neutral (pre: 0.24 (+/-0.04), post: 
0.24 (+/-0.04)) group.
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Figure 3: S h o r t  C p o s t - t e s t  I vs. p r e - t e s t )  and long C p o s t - t e s t  IV vs. p r e - t e s t ]  
t e r m  c h a n g e s  in C o P  t r a j e c t o r y  f o r  th e  t o ta l  g r o u p  in m ed io la te ra l  and a n t e r -  
o p o s t e r i o r  d i r e c t io n  dur ing  s t a n c e  phase . In t h e  line g ra p h s ,  th e  dark  blue 
b a r s  ind ica te  s ign if icant d i f fe r e n c e s  tp<O.OOU in C o P  t r a j e c t o r y ;  th e  light blue 
a r e a s  in d ica te  15D.
□evelopment of foo t complaints
Foot complaints developed in 88 of the 100 feet included in the analysis. Six subjects (12 feet) 
did not develop any foot complaints. 26%  o f the foot complaints were “blister-related- 
problems” , while the others were forefoot pain (22%), heel pain (7%) or combined forefoot 
and heel pain (18%). The remaining complaints (27%) were achilles tendinopathy, ankle 
joint pain, pain on the dorsum o f the foot and the like. O f the feet which were classified 
in the medial CoP group (N = 15), 80% reported forefoot pain as compared to 43% in the 
lateral group (N = 14) and 21%  in the neutral group (N = 71).
O f the subjects who reported forefoot pain in the medial group, 7 subjects experienced 
pain at the plantar aspect o f all metatarsal heads (MT-heads I-V), 3 subjects under MT-heads
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Figure 4: L o n g - t e r m  c h a n g e s  ( p o s t - t e s t  IV vs. p r e - t e s t )  in C o P  t r a j e c t o r y  in 
m ed io la te ra l  and a n t e r o p o s t e r i o r  d ir e c t io n  during s t a n c e  p h a se  fo r  th e  medial, 
la te ra l  and n eu tra l  C o P  g rou p .  In t h e  line g rap h s ,  th e  d a rk  blue b a r s  ind ica te  
s ign i f ican t  d i f f e r e n c e s  Cp<0.05J C o P  t r a j e c t o r y ;  t h e  l ight blue a r e a s  ind ica te  
1SD.
II-III and 2 subjects under MT-heads I-II. The remaining subjects in the medial group 
reported medial arch pain (N = i), Achilles pain (N = i) and toe blisters (N = i). Thus 14 o f 
the 15 subjects o f the medial CoP group developed foot complaints which can be associated 
with insufficiency of the medial longitudinal column of the foot. The subjects in the lateral 
group consisted o f 4 subjects with pain under MT-heads I-V, 2 subjects with pain under 
MT-heads I-III, 1 subject with Achilles pain and 1 subject with heel complaints. Three 
subjects reported pain at the medial side o f the foot, which shifted towards the lateral side 
after 2 days o f walking. One subject reported pain at the lateral side o f the foot only. Only
2 subjects o f this lateral CoP group had no foot pain.
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□ ISCUSSION
The present study identifies several major changes in plantar pressure distribution and 
CoP displacement related to LDW. Short-term effects can be summarized as a decrease in 
toe pressure, under the first metatarsal head and hallux coupled with an increase under 
the lesser metatarsal heads, similar to what has been observed after long distance8:io;l2;i3 or 
short-distance intense marching7. The most novel finding, however, concerns the long-term 
effects. Pressure under the heel increased after i day o f walking and continued to increase 
during the next 3 days. The literature provided no information indicating that such an 
increase would take place. Willson and Kernozek (1999) found significantly smaller pres­
sure values under the heel after running8. Similarly, Nagel and colleagues did not observe 
a significant increase o f peak pressure under the heel12. Weist and colleagues measured 
in-shoe plantar pressure during running on a treadmill and found that the forefoot loading 
increased but not heel pressure. An increase in heel pressure was also not present after 
short-distance marching13.
One reason for this difference could be that subjects, in order to avoid overuse o f the 
forefoot and the risk of incurring forefoot pain (as demonstrated in the present study) adapt 
their walking pattern in such a way that the pressure under the forefoot is decreased through 
a relative increase in heel pressure. The fat pad at the heel has excellent shock-absorbing 
and weight bearing qualities and is less prone to blisters2*24. Hence, shifting the load to the 
heel might be a defense mechanism when forefoot loading becomes problematic. Such an 
interpretation has been supported by Emborg et al. (2009) who studied the effects of 
repetitive painful stimulation at different sites o f the foot during different phases o f the 
step cycle2S. They found that after stimulations near toe off, withdrawal was primarily 
accomplished by ankle dorsiflexion, thereby avoiding forefoot pressure. This response to 
painful stimulation probably differs from that to chronic pain, however. Although forefoot 
pain was reported by many participants, it was not present in the majority. On the other 
hand, the shift o f pressure to the heel was found to be a general change as it also occurred 
in participants without any foot complaints and even in participants with heel pain.
Another, more plausible explanation for this set o f findings would be a general one 
based on a change o f walking pattern in order to accomplish the task o f walking these long 
distances, losing as little energy as possible and/or coping with muscle fatigue. Gefen showed 
that 10  minutes o f marching on a treadmill is enough to produce fatigue in the Tibialis 
Anterior (TA), the Extensor Hallucis Longus, the Peroneus Longus and the calf muscles7. 
Yoshino and colleagues showed that muscle fatigue o f the TA muscle occurred after 105 
minutes o f walking and stated that walking affects the muscles that act at the ankle more 
than muscles that act at the knee26. To compensate for fatigue o f the distal leg muscles 
one can change the walking pattern in such way that there is a greater contribution o f the
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proximal, more powerful, muscles. The calf muscles provide damping at touchdown, 
stabilize the knee joint during the stance phase and are essential for the push-off force at 
end stancelS:27'29. In case o f fatigue, more activity o f the Quadriceps muscles is needed 30 
to avoid knee instability and the propulsion of the leg is provided by the hip extensors, 
causing increased pressure under the heel as the whole leg is used as a single segment 
(less knee flexion occurs).
Support for the decreased contribution o f the calf muscles also comes from the change 
in the CoP trajectory. The shorter trajectory after extensive walking is consistent with a 
reduced roll-off and the relatively increased contribution o f the heel. The decreased toe 
participation in the final phase o f the stance phase is also in concordance with a reduced 
roll-off. The absence o f toe participation is confirmed by the significant decrease o f MP, 
PP and PTI under all toes. Decreased activity o f the toe flexor muscles has been reported 
to lead to excessive bending moments o f the metatarsals, a transfer o f load from the toes to 
the metatarsals and the possible development o f stress fractures2:9:31. Nagel and colleagues, 
who investigated plantar pressure when walking barefoot before and after running a 
marathon, also reported the absence o f pressure under the toes12. They reported a signifi­
cant decrease of peak pressure under all toes but had not investigated the CoP trajectory.
The absence o f the toe participation could also be related to a basic change in posture 
within the foot, for example due to a lowering o f the arch height32. The medial longitudinal 
arch is supported by passive (plantar aponeurosis and ligaments) and active (muscles) 
structures. The contribution o f the active structures is particularly essential in maintaining 
foot posture during dynamic activities32, therefore, foot posture is prone to muscle fatigue. 
The decrease in toe function and the lowering o f the arch are associated with a less dynamic 
use o f the foot. The finding in our study that there was a small, but statistically significant, 
decrease o f the Arch Index between the pre-test and post-test measurements, substantiated 
this. However, for the population as a whole, there was no mediolateral shift o f the CoP 
which would be expected if  a marked lowering o f the foot arches occurred throughout the 
population.
In contrast to the clear AP shift o f the CoP, there was almost no change in ML direction. 
In fact, only about 25% o f the subjects showed a CoP that was displaced more than 0,3 cm in 
either the medial or lateral direction. Gefen and colleagues, who investigated CoP changes 
during treadmill marching at 8 km/h, found a lateral shift o f the CoP during the stance 
phase7. They ascribed the lateral displacement o f the CoP to the decreased activity o f the 
peroneus longus and the lateral gastrocnemius muscle33134. Due to the decreased activity of 
these muscles, they stated that it is impossible to counteract the subtalar inversion caused by 
the tibialis posterior, flexor digitorum and hallucis longus. For the subjects o f the present 
study who presented a medial displacement o f the CoP, according to the explanation
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proposed by Gefen et a l, this medial CoP displacement might be due to fatigue o f the 
invertor muscles relative to the evertors7;33. However, as muscle activity was not measured in 
the present study, we are unable to teil whether the ML displacement o f the CoP is indeed 
related to muscle fatigue.
The shift in the CoP could also be related to the foot shape. As all participants in this 
study were healthy volunteers with a foot build within the normal physiological boundaries, 
it was to be expected that all participants would have a normal medial longitudinal arch. 
The findings that the mean AI o f the total group was within normal range (0.235 (+/' ° - ° 4 )) 
and that for AI there was no statistically significant difference among the CoP groups sup­
ports this expectation.
From a pathophysiological point o f view, more foot complaints are to be expected in the 
patients with either a lower or a higher foot arch. Lowering of the foot arch is associated with 
hyperpronation o f the hindfoot, insufficiency o f the medial longitudinal arch, less weight 
bearing capacity o f the first ray, hallux valgus, and forefoot pain. Also Achilles tendon pain 
fits into this picture. These feet are generally more mobile along the arch and are more prone 
to a further decrease in AI. In this study 14 out o f 15 participants in the medial CoP group 
reported foot complaints which can be related to the above mentioned clinical description. 
This is also supported by the more pronounced AI decrease in the medial CoP group.
The shift in CoP to one side could be explained by footpain at the contralateral side o f 
the foot. This would, in our view, particularly be the case for subjects with a lateral CoP 
shift. The present data, however, do not confirm displacement o f the CoP in medio-lateral 
direction associated to foot complaint location. Within the lateral CoP group, although 
several different complaints were reported, only 3 were located at the medial side o f the foot. 
Therefore it seems that pain avoidance is not a major explanation for any medio-lateral 
CoP displacement.
One limitation of the present study could be that walking speed differed before and after 
the march. The mean contact time changed from 638.5 ms to 675.4 ms at the end o f the 
march, which corresponds to a change in average walking speed from 1.49 m/s to 1.37 m/s. 
However, this was not a major difference and would only slightly affect the plantar pressure 
pattern. Furthermore, the observed changes in pressure cannot be explained by this change 
in speed. For example, a decrease in walking speed leads to a reduced plantar pressure under 
the heelIM5'38. In addition, the increase in PP under MTPIII-IV for speed alteration similar 
to that found in the present study would be 1.9 N/cm2 according to Rosenbaum and col­
leagues36, whereas we found an increase o f approximately 6 N/cm2 in that area. Hence it is 
highly unlikely that the results in the present study could be attributed to the small reduc- 
tion o f walking speed.
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In this study the vertical ground reaction force, measured by the Kistler force plate, was 
used to calibrate the total pressure measured by the RSscan pressure plate (the sum o f the 
pressure data). Each sensor is calibrated before shipping, but single sensors can change 
over time and it was not possible to calibrate single sensors within our research center. 
Therefore, small changes in sensitivity o f the sensors might have been present, which could 
have influenced the results. However, because of the relatively short interval between the 
measurements (less than i week), and the fact that there were no substantial differences 
between the Kistler and RSscan data, it is to be expected that the RSscan data were correct. 
Furthermore, an earlier study by Keijsers et al.'8 showed that the instrumentation and 
method used in this study has a good reliability (ICC = >0.85).
Taking all these findings into consideration, we suggest that during walking long- 
distances, the walking pattern is altered, in which there is a decreased roll-off, a decreased 
toe function and a shift in the pressure during stance phase to the heel. It seems that the 
foot is used less dynamically; it is likely that the walking pattern is changed so that the 
propulsion is powered by the much stronger proximal muscles located around the knee 
and hip. This can be primarily the result o f muscle fatigue in the distal muscles, but it can 
also be that, even in well trained subjects, walking such distances in a normal fashion is 
simply not possible without developing muscle fatigue. Extensive gait analysis, including 
muscle activity, with pre-test and post-test measurements might further confirm these 
suggestions.
Finally, from a clinical point o f view, it seems sensible to advise participants in long 
distance marches, even those without a history o f foot complaints, to use insoles to decrease 
pressure underneath the forefoot and the heel. Furthermore they would benefit from shoe 
modalities with adequate shock absorption and support of the roll-off pattern. In subsequent 
controlled studies it would be o f interest to see whether training or wearing insoles and 
shoe modifications can prevent foot complaints following long distance walking and could 
influence the changes of pressure distribution.
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CHAPTER 4
FLAT FEET, H APPY FEET?
C Ü M P A R I5Ü N  ÜF THE DYNAM IC PLANTAR  
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AND STATIC MEDIAL  
FOOT GEOMETRY BETWEEN M ALAW IAN AN D  
DUTCH ADULTS
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: In contrast to in western countries, foot complaints are rare in Africa. This 
is remarkable, as many African adults walk many hours each day, often barefoot or with 
worn-out shoes. The reason why Africans can withstand such loading without developing 
foot complaints might be related to the way the foot is loaded. Therefore, the static foot 
geometry and dynamic plantar pressure distribution o f African and European adults were 
investigated.
Methods: seventy seven adults from Malawi and 77 adults from the Netherlands were 
included in the study. None o f the subjects had a history of foot complaints. The plantar 
pressure pattern as well as the Arch Index (AI) and the trajectory o f the Center of Pressure 
during the stance phase were calculated and compared between both groups. Standardized 
pictures were taken from the feet to assess the height o f the Medial Longitudinal Arch 
(MLA).
Results: We found that Malawian adults: t) loaded the midfoot for a longer and the forefoot 
for a shorter period during roll off, 2) had significantly lower plantar pressures under the heel 
and a part o f the forefoot and 3) had a larger AI and a lower MLA compared to the Dutch.
Conclusion: These findings demonstrate that differences in static foot geometry, foot 
loading and roll o ff technique exist between both groups. The advantage o f the foot loading 
pattern as shown by the Malawian group is that the plantar pressure is distributed more 
equally over the foot. This might prevent for foot complaints.
INTRODUCTION
Although many people experience foot problems in the westl;2 foot problems seem to be 
rare in Africa314. This might be due to the shoe wearing habits, the foot shape and/or the 
loading pattern. While the influence o f shoes on the foot is currently at the focus of interest 
in footwear science5'8, the role of the foot shape and especially the accompanying loading 
pattern is yet underexposed. Therefore the aim o f this study was to investigate the difference 
in foot loading between shod African and Caucasian adults.
Already in 1905, sir Phil Hoffman demonstrated irreversible damage to the forefoot due 
to wearing shoes. He stated: “because o f the tightness o f the “modem” shoe, the habitual 
wide shape of the forefoot, with lots o f space between the toes (necessary for grasping 
functions) is lost9. Although the design o f the shoes is modernized during the years, more 
recent literature confirms Hoffman’s idea; common foot problems, such as forefoot pain 
and hallux valgus, are related to the use o f (inadequate) footwear in daily life5:I°'13. Further­
more, studies have shown that there are differences between shod and unshod groups in 
foot biomechanics, for instance in plantar pressure distribution [5] or height of the MLA5:I4:I5. 
For example D’Aout and colleagues demonstrated that the unshod Indian adults had more 
loading under the midfoot area compared to the habitual shod Indian and a western group, 
indicating a lower MLA for the unshod groups5.
However, the difference in biomechanical function o f the foot between groups of 
different ethnic descents can not only be a result of shoes. Dunn et al.16 reported that flat 
feet are more common in shod African Americans compared to shod non-Hispanics white 
and shod Puerto RicanslS. However, they used a fairly uncommon method to assess the foot 
structure; a participant was considered to have flatfeet i f  the examiner was unable to insert 
his/her fingers under the arch o f the foot with the participant in a standing position'6. 
Nevertheless, a more reliable study o f Igbigbi et al.17 confirmed the results o f Dunn et al.'6, 
as they measured the plantar pressure dynamically using a blue print and found that the 
AI was statistically higher in Malawians (indicating a lower medial longitudinal foot arch) 
compared to Caucasian-Americans17. Also the recent study o f D’Aout revealed ethnical 
differences, as the midfoot area o f both the shod and unshod Indians was significantly 
more loaded compared to the western population, indicating that the Indian group as a 
whole had flatter feet compared to the western group5.
The more equal distribution o f plantar pressure found in the African and Asian popula­
tion groups might be a preventive factor for foot complaints, as the development o f foot 
complaints is often associated with overloading of the (fore)foot18'21. Data at pixel level of 
dynamic plantar pressure measures and, probably more important, on the loading pattern 
(roll off) o f the feet o f such an habitual shod African group is, however, still missing. 
Therefore, the aim o f this study was to compare the static foot geometry, dynamic plantar
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pressure pattern and roll o ff o f the foot (at pixel level) between Malawian and Dutch shod 
adults without a history o f foot complaints.
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Subjects
Seventy-seven subjects in Malawi and 77 subjects in the Netherlands participated in this 
study. The Malawian subjects (25 males and 52 females, aged between 19 and 60 years), 
were employees o f Queens Elizabeth Community Hospital in Blantyre or were guardians 
o f patients treated in this hospital. All lived in Blantyre or its surrounding areas. O f all the 
Dutch subjects (29 males and 48 females aged between 19 and 59 years), 37 subjects were 
employees o f the Sint Maartenskliniek (SMK) or acquaintances o f the researchers (SMK 
group) and 40 subjects were participants o f a local long distance march (Nijmegen group). 
The SMK and Nijmegen group were similar in terms o f activity level (active but not highly 
trained), BMI (24,6) and plantar pressure distribution. All subjects were accustomed to 
normal daily use o f shoes, had no history o f foot problems and were free from orthopaedic 
or neurological problems that could affect the walking pattern. The institutional review 
board approved the study. All Dutch subjects signed informed consent. As many Malawian 
subjects were unable to read and/or write; the subjects o f the Malawi group gave their 
spoken consent, which was documented in a data sheet.
Three questions about the shoe/walking habits o f a person were asked: 1) whether they 
generally worn shoes or preferred to walk barefoot, 2) what kind o f shoes they used, 3) how 
many hours they generally walk each day.
MEA5URING EQUIPMENT AND PROTOCOL5 
P lantar pressure
In Malawi, plantar pressure data were collected using a Footscan® USB plate. In the 
Netherlands, a Footscan® 3D plate (RSscan, Olen, Belgium) mounted on top o f a force 
plate (Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland) was used. Both plates have the same active sensor 
surface (0.48 m in length and 0.32 m in width) and spatial resolution (2.6 sensors/cm2). 
All participants walked barefoot over the pressure plate at their preferred walking speed. 
Participants walked according to the three-step protocol (the third step was measured), 
alternating with the left and right foot. This action was repeated until six steps were 
obtained (three recordings o f each foot). A trial was repeated if  the entire footprint was not 
recorded or an irregular walking pattern was observed.
The data were collected at 300 Hz for the Malawi group, 200 Hz for the SMK group, 
and 500 Hz for the Nijmegen group. The reason why different measurement frequencies 
were used for the three groups, is the use o f different measurement systems. In case of
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the SMK group, the plantar pressure measurement was combined with a walking speed 
recording using a VICON motion analysis system. This was only possible in our laboratory 
at 200 Hz. In case o f the Nijmegen group and the Malawi group the pressure plate was 
not connected to the VICON system and therefore the maximum possible measurement 
frequency o f each system was used: 500 Hz for the 3D system and 300Hz for the USB 
system.
For the SMK group, walking speed was measured using the VICON system by placing 
two markers on each foot; one on the distal part of the second metatarsal bone and one on 
the heel. The walking speed was calculated by dividing the distance between two heel strikes 
o f the same foot by the time required to cover that distance. The Pearson correlation test was 
used to test the relationship between walking speed as measured with VICON and the con­
tact time on the pressure plate. As for the remaining 40 Dutch subjects and the Malawi group 
only contact time was measured. Contact time was used to test for statistical differences in 
speed between the Malawian and the Dutch group using an unpaired t-test.
Figure 1: M e a s u r in g  e q u ip m e n t  u s e d  in th e  N e t h e r l a n d s  CFigure 1AD and in 
M a law i [F igu re  TB], A b b r e v ia t i o n s  u sed  in F igu re  1B: A  = b o a r d  f o r  p la c e m e n t  
o f  t h e  f e e t ,  B = b o a r d  f o r  p l a c e m e n t  o f  th e  c a m e r a ,  1 = lon g itud ina l  line, 
E? = m ed io la te ra l  line.
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S ta tic  foo t geom etry
Static foot geometry was measured using two different measuring instruments. In the 
Netherlands the geometry was measured using the Foot Build Registration System (FBRS), 
as described by Tuinhout et al.22 (see Figure iA). The subjects were standing in upright 
position, with one foot on the platform and the contralateral foot placed on a higher sup­
port and were able to maintain balance by holding a bar in front o f them. The ankle o f the 
examined foot was placed in 90 degrees with extended knee. The subjects were asked to 
fully weight bear the examined leg. On the platform one longitudinal line and 39 vertical 
lines were marked. The center line o f the 39 vertical lines (o-line) will be referred to as the 
mediolateral line. A Canon PowerShot A530 digital camera was attached to a moveable 
frame enabling pictures to be taken from standardized directions.
In Malawi a measuring instrument was designed (see Figure iB) based on the FBRS. 
This measuring instrument consisted o f a platform board (0.60 m by 0.30 m) and a slat 
(0.20 m by o .10 m). On the platform board, a longitudinal and a mediolateral line were 
drawn similar to the longitudinal and mediolateral line on the FBRS. The slat was used as 
a support to place the digital camera in a Standard way. The subjects were able to maintain 
balance by holding the back o f a chair which was placed directly in front o f them. As a 
higher support for the contralateral foot was missing, we asked the subjects to lift their 
contralateral foot instead.
Before registration, five anatomical landmarks were marked by using a kohl pencil. 
The anatomical landmarks included: the center o f the medial malleoli, the midpoint o f the 
tuberculum o f the os naviculare, the medial center o f the distal and the proximal head o f the 
first metatarsal bone and the distal medial point of the calcaneus23. Static foot geometry 
was measured under 1 body weight load by taking a digital picture o f the medial side o f 
the foot during full weight bearing. The foot was positioned in such way that the second 
metatarsal head and the dorsal calcaneus landmark was in line with longitudinal line on 
the platform board in Malawi and the Netherlands. Furthermore, the navicular landmark 
was positioned at the mediolateral line in Malawi and the Netherlands. Pictures o f both 
feet were taken o f each subject.
Reliability of the system s
The FBRS system, as used in the Netherlands, has a good/sufficient reproducibility and 
reliability22. Although the design o f the instrument in Malawi was based on the FBRS 
(similar distance between the foot and camera), the reliability o f the system was unknown 
and was investigated. For this purpose, two subjects were measured several times. First, 
the reliability o f the camera placement was tested by taking four pictures of the medial site 
o f each foot o f the two subjects when standing still on the platform. After each picture, the
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camera and the slat were removed and retumed in the same position. Secondly, the reliability 
o f the placement o f the foot was determined in a similar manner. For this measurement, 
the camera position remained unchanged, but after each picture the foot was lifted from 
the board and repositioned. Reliability was calculated with the Kendall’s W nonparametric 
test for correlation.
ANALYSIS
Either the left or the right foot o f each subject was included in the analysis. This foot was 
randomly selected.
Plantar pressure
First, the mean pressure per sensor (MP), peak pressure per sensor (PP) and pressure- 
time integral per sensor (PTI) were calculated for each step per foot for each subject. 
Subsequently, plantar pressure data were normalized for foot size, width and foot progres­
sion angle according to the method developed by Keijsers et al.24 For each subject and for 
each foot, the mean MP, PP and PTI over the trials were computed. To eliminate the effect 
o f body weight and walking velocity on the plantar pressure distribution, the plantar pres­
sure was normalized for the total pressure under the foot.
To deal with the large number o f sensors in statistical analysis, we used the procedure 
described previously by Stolwijk et al.25 This technique involves a nonparametric procedure, 
based on grouping all adjacent sensors that exhibit similar difference in sign (an increase 
or decrease in MP, PP or PTI). In the present study the number o f groups for sensors was 7. 
Therefore, the p-value was adjusted by using the general Bonferroni correction (a/N) in 
advance, in which the N was the number o f sensor groups (7). Hence, the level o f signifi- 
cance for the plantar pressure distribution in this study was set at 0.007.
To check whether the measured data o f the two pressure plates (3D and the USB) were 
comparable, additional data o f 20 subjects o f the SMK group were recorded. For this 
purpose, the USB plate (used in Malawi) was put directly behind the 3D plate (used in the 
Netherlands). Subsequently, all 20 subjects walked ten times at their preferred walking 
speed over both plates. Differences in measured MP between the plates were tested with 
a paired t-test, using the same analysis technique as explained above.
In addition, the trajectory of the Center o f  Pressure (CoP) was calculated for each 
subject per step using the normalization method of Keijsers et al.24 and described before by 
Stolwijk et al.25 The mean CoP trajectory for each subject was normalized for the duration 
o f the stance phase (0-100%). In addition, the velocity o f the CoP (vCoP) (the derivative of 
the CoP trajectory in anterior-posterior direction) was calculated to investigate temporal 
differences. To be able to compare the vCoP between both groups, the CoP was normalized
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for the mean vCoP o f each group (a relative vCoP). For each percent o f the stance phase, 
the CoP position in the mediolateral direction (x-direction) and anterioposterior direction 
(y-direction) and the vCoP o f the Malawian group was compared to the Dutch group with 
an unpaired t-test. For this analysis, the alpha was set at 0.0005 to correct for the amount 
o f tests performed (100).
Arch Index (AI), was calculated to quantify foot geometry based on plantar pressure 
data. The AI was calculated as described by Cavanagh and Rodgers26 using the footprint 
o f the MP o f each subject. They indicated the arch as low arch (AI > 0.26), normal arch 
(0.21 < AI < 0.26) or high arch (AI < 0.21). Furthermore, the ratio foot width/foot length 
was calculated based on the raw plantar pressure data o f each subject. For this calculation, 
the foot length was defined as the length o f the foot from the proximal point o f the heel 
and the distal point of the forefoot of the contour line o f 10 kPa, so it did not involve the toes. 
The foot width was defined as the horizontal distance between the most medial and lateral 
point o f the contour line o f 10  kPa for the forefoot area. Difference in AI and foot width/ 
foot length ratio between the Dutch and Malawian group was tested with an unpaired 
t-test. Furthermore, association between the descent (Dutch or Malawian) and the AI 
category (low, normal or high) was tested using a chi2 test with Cramer’s V statistics. For 
all tests the a was set at 0.05.
S ta tic  foo t geom etry
The same foot as was used for the plantar pressure analysis was used for the analysis of 
the static foot geometry data. All collected pictures were downloaded to a computer. U sing 
a custom written M atlab® R2006a for Windows (The MathWorks, Inc.) program, the
Figure 2: S t a t i c  f o o t  g e o m e t r y .  F igu re  SA: M edia l An g le .  A n g le  b e t w e e n  th e  
c e n t e r  o f  t h e  medial malleolus, th e  navicu lar  tu b e r cu lu m  and th e  medial c e n t e r  
of th e  f i r s t  distal m e ta ta r s a l  head. F igure  SB: N av icu lar  h e igh t/ foo t  leng th  ratio.
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anatomical landmarks were marked on the screen. The medial angle was defined as the 
angle between the center of the medial malleolus, os naviculare, and the medial center o f the 
distal head o f the first metatarsal bone (see Figure 2A). Also the NF ratio was calculated 
(see Figure 2B). The foot length was defined as the length between the most distal point of 
the heel and the most proximal point o f the big toe. The navicular height was the perpen- 
dicular distance between the os naviculare and a line between the points where the anterior 
and posterior part o f the MLA first touched the platform. Statistical difference in medial 
angle and NF ratio between both group were tested by means o f an unpaired t-test with an 
a o f <0.05.
Regression Analysis
In principle, differences in plantar pressure between the Malawian and Dutch group 
could be the result o f covariates such as body weight and walking velocity. Therefore, a 
stepwise multiple regression analysis with forward selection was performed to find the set 
o f predictors/variables that were most effective in predicting the MP at each sensor. The 
independent variables were: group (Malawian or Dutch), weight, age, gender, AI, contact 
time, foot length, medial angle, NF ratio and foot length / foot width ratio. To be able to 
compare the regression coefficients between the different independent variables, the input 
parameters were normalized between o and 1.0. Because o f the large number o f sensors, 
we present: 1) the percentage o f sensors in which an independent variable was included in 
the regression model, 2) the parameters which were most often selected as the most 
important parameter in the regression model.
RESULTS
Subject cha rac te ris tics
The characteristics o f the subjects of the Malawian and the Dutch group are given in Table 1. 
Sixty o f the 77 Malawian subjects (75%) walked on normal solid shoes, 6 on sport shoes, 
7 on flip flops, 3 on high heels and 1 on crocs. All indicated to wear shoes most o f the time 
and walked on average 3.1 (SD 2.1) hours per day. All subjects o f the Dutch group used 
shoes every day and indicated to wear different shoes during the week, but mostly normal 
solid shoes. On average the subject o f the Dutch group walked 2.5 (SD 2.1) hours per day. 
All subjects could perform the heel rise test and showed normal flexibility and normal 
supinatory potential o f the foot.
Eight o f the 77 pictures o f the Malawian subjects could not be used because the longi­
tudinal line was not visible or the lower leg was clearly not situated above the foot. Because 
o f this, two Malawian groups were used: one for the plantar pressure data (77 people) and 
one to quantify the static foot geometry (69 people).
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Table 1. S u b je c t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Malawi CN = 7 ‘73 
Mean ISO )
The Netherlands IN=77Ï 
Mean (SD )
A g e  Cyears) 3 7 .6 3  (11.44) 4 0 . OS (10.17)
W e ig h t  (kg) 6 3 .2 3  Cl0 .0 3 ) 7 5 .7 0  (13 .45 )
M a le  [c o u n t ) 2 5 2 9
F em a le  ( c o u n t ) 5 2 4 8
Plantar pressure
S p e e d
A significant difference (p < o.oooi) in contact time between the Malawian and the Dutch 
group was found; the Malawian group had a mean contact time o f 0.80 seconds (0.09) and 
the Dutch group 0.66 seconds (0.05). For 20 subjects o f the Dutch group, contact time 
and speed was measured simultaneously. From these data a correlation coëfficiënt between 
contact time and speed o f -0.65 was found. Using the accompanying linear regression 
equation for the line o f best fit: y = -2 . y x  + 3.25 (in which y = speed and x = contact time), 
the overall walking speed for the Dutch group was estimated to be 1.25 m/sec, while it was
1.1 m/sec for the Malawi group.
M e a n  p r e s s u r e ,  p e a k  p r e s s u r e  a n d  p r e s s u r e - t i m e  i n t e g r a l  
The correlation coëfficiënt between the MP and the PP, and the correlation coëfficiënt 
between the MP and the PTI was calculated for each sensor. The correlation coëfficiënt 
was 0.92 (SD 0.06) between MP and the PP, and 0.95 (0.06) between the MP and the PTI 
for both groups. Based on these findings, it can be said that the MP, PP and PTI in both 
groups were distributed in a similar matter, which is in accordance with previous findings 
on this topic27128. Therefore, we chose to show the results of the MP as representative for 
the PP and the PTI. Furthermore, there was no significant difference in MP at any pixel 
between the measurements done with the USB and the 3D plate for the 20 subjects who 
walked over the USB and the 3D plate in the same trial. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
there was no significant difference in measured plantar pressure between the pressure 
plates.
The left and middle part o f Figure 3 shows the mean MP for the Malawian and the 
Dutch group. Statistical analysis revealed that the MP is significantly (p < 0.007) larger 
under the midfoot and lower under the heel and the metatarsal head II and III (see right 
part o f Figure 3) for the Malawian group.
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Figure 3: M e a n  p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e .  L e f t  panel: T h e  M P  d is t r ib u t io n  f o r  t h e  
M a law ian  g rou p ;  m idd le  panel: T h e  M P  d is tr ibu t ion  f o r  th e  D u tc h  g ro u p ;  R igh t  
panel:  T h e  d i f f e r e n c e  in M P  b e t w e e n  t h e  M a la w ia n  and  D u tc h  g ro u p .  T h e  
c o lo u r e d  s q u a r e s  in d ic a te  t h a t  t h e  M P  is s t a t i s t i c a l l y  d i f f e r e n t  Cp,0.00/'3 
b e t w e e n  t h e  g r o u p s  and th e  black small lines in d ica te  t h a t  t h e  g r o u p s  w e r e  
n o t  s ign i f ican t ly  d i f fe ren t .  N o t e  t h a t  f o r  b o th  g r o u p s  on ly  p ixe ls  a r e  sh o w n  
w ith  a m ean  o u tp u t  a b o v e  0 .5N .
The difference in CoP position and vCoP between the Malawian and Dutch group during 
roll off is shown in Figure 4. The Malawian subjects roll o ff their feet more laterally (a posi- 
tive difference indicates lateralization o f the CoP) during most part o f the stance phase. In 
the first (1-14%) and third part (62-87%) ° f  the stance phase, this difference between the 
Malawian and Dutch group was significant (p < 0.0005). F °r the anteroposterior direction, 
the CoP was located significantly more anterior just after heel strike (6-12%) and before toe 
o ff (91-100%) for the Malawian subjects. In contrast, the CoP was situated significantly 
more posterior during midstance (56-70%). The relative vCoP was significantly higher 
after heel strike and during propulsion and lower during midstance for the Malawi group.
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Foot w id th /fo o t length ra tio
The Malawian feet had a significant higher foot width/length ratio (0.46 (0.03)) compared 
to the Dutch feet (0.44 (0.02)) p < o .001. This is most likely due to the difference in foot 
length, which was significantly different between both groups (p < o .0001), whereas foot 
width was not significantly different between both groups (p = 0.28).
S ta tic  foo t geom etry
R e l ia b i l i t y  M a la w ia n  m e a s u r i n g  i n s t r u m e n t
The reliability o f the camera and foot placement o f the Malawian measurement equip- 
ment was good to excellent. For the placement o f the camera a Kendall’s W o f 0.925 for 
the medial angle and also a Kendall’s W o f 0.925 for the NF ratio was found. For the place­
ment o f the foot, we found a Kendall’s W o f o .9 11 and 0.778 for the medial angle and the 
navicular height/foot length ratio, respectively.
M e d ia l  a n g le  a n d  n a v i c u la r  h e i g h t / f o o t  l e n g t h  r a t i o
The Malawian foot was significantly different from the Dutch for the medial angle (p = 0.046), 
the NF ratio (p < o .001) and navicular height (p < o .001). The Malawian group had a small­
er medial angle (139.69 (9.47)°) and navicular height/ foot length ratio (0.17 (0.03)) com­
pared to the Dutch group (144.05 (8.83)° and (0.20 (0.03) mm) respectively) indicating a 
lower media arch. In contrast to the foot length based on the plantar pressure measure- 
ments, there was no significant difference in foot length between both groups (p = 0.13), 
when measured on the picture. All results are given in Table 2.
Table 2. F o o t  g e o m e t r y
Malawi 
Mean CSD)
The Netherlands 
Mean (50)
Media l an g le  C°)* 1 3 9 .6 9  C9.47) 1 4 4 .0 5  C8.83)
R a t io  nav icu la r  h e ig h t/ fo o t  leng th * 0.17 CO.0 3 ) 0 . 2 0  CO.0 3 )
N av icu la r  h e ig h t  Cmm)* 4 4 .8 8  CS.BS) 5 2 .7 6  C7.87)
F o o t  len g th  Cmm) 2 6 6 . 0 2  Cl 5 .7 7 ) 2 7 0 . 2 2  Cl 7 .5 9 )
F o o t  w id th / len g th  ra t io * 0 .4 6  CO.0 3 ) 0 . 4 4  CO.0 2 )
Al* 0 .2 8  CO.0 3 ) 0.21 CO.0 6 )
L o w  a r c h  C%) 7 6 .6 2 6 .0
N o rm a l  a r c h  C%) 22.1 3 3 .8
High a r c h  C%) 1.3 4 0 .3
^sign ificantly d i f fe r e n t  b e t w e e n  th e  M a law i and D u tch  g r o u p  a t  p < 0 .0 5
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A r c h  in d e x
A statistically significant difference was measured for the AI. The Malawian group had a 
mean AI o f 0.28 (0.03), whereas the Dutch group had a mean AI o f 0 .21 (0.06). The 
Malawian group had most subjects (76.6%) in the low arch group, whereas the Dutch 
group had most subjects in the high arch group (40.3%) (see Table 2). There is a signifi­
cant (p = 0.00) Cramers V  association o f 0.566 between the AI classification (low, normal 
o f high) and the descent (Malawian or Dutch).
Malawi
NL
Figure 4: T r a j e c t o r y  o f  t h e  C e n t e r  o f  P r e s s u r e .  U p p e r  le f t  panel: th e  M P  d is­
tr ibution  fo r  th e  D u tch  g ro u p  including th e  C o P  path  o f  th e  D u tch  and Malawian 
g rou p .  U p p e r  r ig h t  panel: D i f f e r e n c e  in r e la t iv e  v C o P :  M a law i g r o u p  minus 
Dutch . L o w e r  panels: t h e  d i f fe r en ce  in C o P  path  fo r  t h e  m ed io la te ra l  Cleft panel] 
and a n t e r o p o s t e r i o r  Cright panel)  d irec t ion .  T h e  r ed  b a r s  ind ica te  th a t  th e  C o P  
p a th / v C o P  d i f fe r s  s ign i f ican t ly  b e t w e e n  b o th  g ro u p s .
Path of the center o f pressure
relative vCoP of Malawi vs Dutch
a> 0 .6
to
45
0.4
% 0.201 0 
I  -0-2
-°.4
a>
1  - 0.6 CO
Stance phase
Difference in mediolateral direction
Stance phase
Difference in anteroposterior direction
Stance phase
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Regression analysis
A stepwise multiple regression analysis revealed that AI, group and NF ratio were chosen 
as a predictor of plantar pressure for the majority o f the sensors and almost always chosen 
as the first parameter. The AI was selected as a predictor for 60%  of the sensors and was 
selected as the most important predictor in the regression equation for 42% of the sensors. 
Group was selected as a predictor for MP for 38% o f the sensors and was selected as the 
most important predictor for 23% of the sensors. NF ratio was included in the regression 
equation for 37% o f the sensors and was the first predictor o f the MP per sensor for 9% 
o f the sensors. All remaining parameters contributed for less than 30% in the prediction 
of MP (weight: 21% , age: 13%, gender: 15%, contact time: 29%, foot length: 26%, medial 
angle: 18%, foot length/foot width ratio: 18%  o f the sensors).
Regression coefficients for the 3 main predictors of plantar pressure
Al Malawian/Dutch Ratio N/F
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Figure 5: R e g r e s s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n ts  f o r  e a c h  s e n s o r  fo r  t h e  B m o s t  im p o r t a n t  
p r e d i c t o r s :  Al Cleft panelD, g ro u p  Cmiddle pane l )  and N F  ra t io  Cright panelD. T h e  
c o lo u re d  s q u a r e s  r e p r e s e n t  th e  r e g r e s s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  fo r  th e  s e n s o r s  fo r  
w h ich  th e  p a r a m e t e r  w a s  an p re d ic to r .
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Figure 5 show the regression coefficients for the AI, group and NF ratio for the sensors in 
which the variable was selected in the regression model. The regression coefficients were 
positive at the mid foot region and negative at the heel and forefoot region for the AI, 
indicating that a higher AI (flatter MLA) causes more pressure under the mid foot and 
less pressure under the heel and forefoot. The coefficients for group were positive for the 
sensors at the proximal mid foot area and negative for the forefoot sensors, indicating that 
being a Malawian adult cause less pressure under the forefoot and more pressure under 
the proximal part o f the mid foot. The regression coefficients for the NF ratio are positive 
for the proximal part o f the forefoot and negative for the mid foot, which indicates that a 
higher NF ratio (a higher MLA) cause less pressure under the mid foot and more pressure 
under the proximal part o f the forefoot.
□ I5CU55ION
This study is the first to describe the dynamic foot loading at pixel level o f a large group of 
African subjects. Major differences between the Malawian and Dutch group were identified 
in foot loading. The Malawian subjects had a significant flatter MLA, more loading under 
the midfoot and a shorter period o f forefoot loading during the roll off. All these findings 
might explain why people o f African descent experience less foot problems compared to 
their Caucasian/European peers.
The present study showed that the MLA is flatter for the Malawian group and demon- 
strated that this group had a larger loading area. Consequently, the plantar pressure is 
distributed more equally over the foot. Unequal foot loading, i.e. the local peak pressures 
under the forefoot, have been related to the development o f metatarsalgia18 and fasciitis 
plantaris20. The larger midfoot loading is consistent with the results o f Igbigbi et al.17 who 
identified a difference in AI between Malawians (0.26 (0.07)), white Americans (0.23 (0.05)) 
and Europeans (0.23 (0.05)).
One of the most novel finding of this study is the significant different roll o ff pattern 
o f the Malawi group compared to that o f the Dutch subjects. The position o f the CoP o f the 
Malawians was anterior from the CoP position o f the Dutch during both the heel strike 
and the propulsion phase o f gait and posterior during midstance (Figure 4). Furthermore, 
the vCoP was significantly slower at heel strike and midstance and faster at propulsion for 
the Malawi group. This difference in the velocity and trajectory o f the CoP probably reflects 
a roll o ff pattern with a landing on a more distal part o f the heel, a longer period o f midfoot 
loading and a shorter period o f forefoot loading with propulsion at a more distal part o f the 
toes. Especially this shorter period o f forefoot loading is presumably o f importance in the 
prevention o f forefoot complaints as the forefoot is one o f the most vulnerable parts o f the 
foot and elevated forefoot loading is associated with the development o f metatarsalgia (18).
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The observed difference in CoP location at heel strike and the contribution of the toes are 
similar to what was found by d’Aout et al.5 in unshod Indian adults and might indicate that 
the Malawian subjects had a flatter initial heel contact and had more involvement o f the 
toes at propulsion5. Evidence o f the greater contribution o f the toes in flat-arched feet was 
also given by Levinger et al.29 and Murley et al.3° They demonstated that the gait o f the 
non-pathological low arched foot is associated with an increased plantar flexion o f the 
toes29 and an increased activity o f the tibialis posterior and flexor hallucis longus muscle 
during the propulsion phase o f gait3° as compared to normal-arched subjects. Further­
more, slight differences were found for the CoP position in mediolateral direction; the 
CoP o f the Malawian subjects was located more laterally on the foot at heel strike and 
towards toe off. In contrast to the found differences in CoP position in anteroposterior 
direction, this slight shift (max 0.3 cm) is probably not related to a difference in walking 
style or foot structure between the groups but related to the found difference in walking 
speed. Lateral foot loading is expected at slower walking speed3'132.
It might be argued that some of the differences in plantar pressure between Malawian 
and Dutch adults were due to differences in BMI or walking speed between the groups. 
Although data on the actual walking speed and BMI is missing, these measures are reflected 
in the measure o f body weight, gender, foot length and contact time. It appeared that these 
measures are not important predictors for plantar pressure. In contrast, the AI, group and 
NF ratio were found to be the most important predictors o f the plantar pressure. As a 
consequence, the distribution o f pressure under the foot is largely determined by the 
shape o f the medial column as measured by the NF ratio and AI but also by the country of 
origin.
The AI was found to be significantly higher for the Malawian group and an important 
predictor for plantar pressure. It is, however, known that the AI is related to the BMI33134 and 
body weight. The Dutch group had a significantly larger body weight than the Malawian 
group. Hills et al.33 found significantly higher peak pressures under most anatomical 
regions, but mostly under the mid foot, for an obese group compared to a non-obese group. 
Vela et al.34 concluded that an increase in bodyweight caused an increase in plantar pressure 
under the first and lesser metatarsal head, midfoot, and heel regions. Unfortunately data 
o f the body length o f the Malawian group is missing and it is therefore not possible to calcu- 
late the BMI. However, in the multiple regression analysis, body length is represented in 
factors as gender35 and foot length35 and none o f these factors (including body weight) 
were important predictors. Moreover, in our study, higher AI values were found for the 
lighter group (Malawi), which is contradictory to what is found in literature on the relation 
between AI and BMI/body weight. Hence, it is not likely that the increased mid foot pres­
sure o f the, lighter, Malawian group was due to a difference in BMI.
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In Malawi a different, simpler, measurement tooi was used. As the measurement equipment 
had to be carried from the Netherlands to Malawi and also each day to the hospital, it was 
necessary to use a portable pressure plate and a self-designed static foot geometry registra- 
tion system. However, as both measurement systems showed to have a good reliability, it 
is not to be expected that the found differences in plantar pressure distribution and static 
foot geometry were the result o f the use o f different systems. Moreover, we showed that, 
when measuring the same person with both the two types o f plates, the plantar pressure 
distribution was exactly the same.
Although the Malawian group was a group o f shod Malawians, footwear habits and level 
o f activity might still differ from the Dutch. Firstly, due to the temperature differences, the 
Malawian subject might wear open shoes or flip-flops more often compared to the Dutch. 
Consequently, the Malawian adults had clearly a more horny skin compared to the Dutch 
adults, indicating barefoot loading. Secondly, it has been shown that people in the western 
society overestimate their activity level3S:37 whereas African people probably underestimate 
their activity level (physically active work is highly prevalent, for instance during washing, 
gardening, walking to and from work/market, etc). However, both groups indicated to wear 
“normal solid” shoes most o f the day and walk approximately 3 hours per day. Overall, it 
is estimated that the African and European group selected were quite comparable with 
respect to activity level and shoe wear habits.
Based on this study we can state that there is a clear difference in dynamic foot loading 
and static foot geometry between the Malawian and Dutch group. The question arises 
whether these changes in loading are important from a clinical viewpoint. It is o f interest 
that foot problems seem to occur less among adults o f African descent. This leads us to 
suggest that the presently found adjustments in Malawi subjects may have a beneficial 
effect. We identified the following outcomes: 1) the increased loading area, 2) the more 
equal distribution o f pressure over the foot and 3) the larger period o f midfoot loading and 
shorter period of forefoot loading. It is striking that these characteristics fit quite nicely 
with some o f the main current goals o f the treatment o f foot problems in the west, namely 
to pursuit an equal distribution o f pressure by insoles.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Although many patients with foot complaints receive customized insoles, the 
choice for an insole design can vary largely among foot experts. To investigate the variety 
o f insole designs used in daily practice, the insole design and its effect on plantar pressure 
distribution were investigated in a large group o f patients.
Methods: Mean, peak and pressure-time-integral per sensor for 204 subjects with common 
foot complaints for walking with and without insoles was measured with the footscan® 
insole system (RSscan International). Each insole was scanned twice (precisior^D), after 
which the insole height along the longitudinal and transversal cross section was calculated. 
Subjects were assigned to subgroups based on complaint and medial arch height. Data 
were analyzed for the total group and for the separate subgroups (forefoot or heel pain 
group and flat, normal or high medial arch group).
Results: The mean pressure significantly decreased under the metatarsal heads II-V and 
the calcaneus and significantly increased under the metatarsal bones and the lateral foot 
(p < 0.0045) due to the insoles. However, similar redistribution patterns were found for the 
different foot complaints and arch heights. There was a slight difference in insole design 
between the subgroups; the heel cup was significantly higher and the midfoot support 
lower for the heel pain group compared to the forefoot pain group. The midfoot support 
was lowest in the flat arch group compared to the high and normal arch group (p < 0.05).
Conclusion: Although the insole shape was specific for the kind of foot complaint and arch 
height, the differences in shape were very small and the plantar pressure redistribution 
was similar for all groups. This study indicates that it might be sufficiënt to create basic 
insoles for particular patiënt groups.
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INTRODUCTION
Non-traumatic disorders o f the foot, such as metatarsalgia, plantar fasciitis, or hallux rigidus 
are common in the elderly. Previous studies have reported a prevalence o f self-reported foot 
problems in 10%  o f a random community sample,1:2 increasing with age to approximately 
24%  in individuals 65 years and older3. Foot disorders, especially in the elderly, hamper 
mobility and may result in functional disability, reduces the perceived well-being, and 
increases the risk o f falling2;4;5.
It is assumed that foot pain can be successfully relieved by changing foot posture 
and/or redistributing the (peak) plantar pressure under the painful areas o f the foot by 
properly fitting insoles6'10. As a high plantar pressure under the metatarsal heads (MTH (s)) 
is associated with foot pain in patients with rheumatoid arthritis and cavus foot deformities, 
one o f the treatment goals is to decrease pressure under those parts o f the foot which cause 
pain. The question remains however, whether such pressure reduction requires a specific 
type o f insole. Hodge and co-workersi9 investigated the effect o f four different insoles on 
plantar pressure in subjects with rheumatoid arthritis and forefoot pain. They found that 
all (custom moulded and prefabricated) insoles significantly decreased the plantar pressure 
beneath the first and second MTH7.
Another goal o f the treatment with insoles is to realign the foot so that stress forces are 
minimized. There are many different theories as to how one can achieve an optimal foot 
alignment with insoles. Harradine and Bevann classified the existing paradigms in 3 main 
categories according to the basis o f the treatment (the Foot Morphology Theory, Sagittal 
Plane Facilitation Theory and the Tissue Stress Theory). They showed that these theories 
differ substantially from each other with respect to the criteria for normal alignment, casting 
methods, and treatment goal.
Hence, the manufacturing process o f insoles is an subjective one, as was also demon­
strated by two studies by Guldemond and colleagues121'3. They showed that there was almost 
no agreement between 30 foot experts on the location o f high pressure zones in 3 patients 
with metatarsalgia, not even between experts o f the same discipline13. Furthermore, they 
showed that the design o f the insoles made by 31 foot experts for 3 patients with similar 
forefoot complaints varied greatly12.
Since many patients are satisfied with their insoles, it follows that the precise details of 
the design might be unimportant. I f  so, this has important consequences since producing 
differentiated insoles causes a lot o f time and effort, while it might be sufficiënt to use 
stereotyped insoles for particular patiënt groups.
The present study was undertaken in order to investigate insole design and effect of 
insoles on plantar pressure in a large population o f patients with common foot com­
plaints. The differences in insole design as well as the plantar pressure redistribution
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were compared between patients with forefoot pain and heel pain and among patients with 
a flat, normal or high medial arch. We addressed 3 questions: 1) What is the general effect 
o f insoles on the plantar pressure distribution in a large heterogeneous group o f patients? 
2) Is there any difference in the insole shape between patients with different foot com­
plaints and how these insoles redistribute the plantar pressure? 3) Is there any difference 
between the insole shape for subjects with a high, normal, and low medial arch height and 
how these insoles affect the plantar pressure distribution?
MATERIALS AND METHOD5 
Subjects
This study was conducted at the Sint Maartenskliniek Department o f Research Develop- 
ment and Education, Nijmegen, the Netherlands. A total o f 223 subjects were included. 
All subjects were 18 years or older and wore custom made insoles obtained from a podiatrist, 
a pedorthist or an orthotist because o f foot complaints. All were satisfied with their insoles, 
as the VAS pain score was decreased substantially by insoles (on average 3.3 points). Subjects 
suffering from rheumatoid arthritis, diabetic mellitus or a neuro-muscular disorder or other 
special systemic disorders associated with foot complaints were excluded as were subjects 
who wore insoles for treatment o f back or knee pain. Signed informed consent was obtained 
from all subjects, and the local ethical board approved the study. Main group characteristics 
are specified in Table 1.
Plantar pressure
Plantar pressure distribution was measured during walking at preferred speed on a walk- 
way o f approximately 20 meters. All subjects wore seamless soeks and standardised shoes 
(Xsensibles®, Nimco Orthopaedics, Nijmegen, the Netherlands) to ensure that neither soeks 
nor shoe type influenced plantar pressure distribution. Plantar pressure was measured when 
walking with and without insoles. For the “without insole” measurement, the Standard 
insole o f the shoe was removed, so that subjects walked on a flat base. For the “with insole” 
measurement, the subjects used their own insoles to which they were fully accustomed. 
Subjects walked twice without insoles and subsequently twice with insoles at their own 
comfortable speed. Data were collected during 8 seconds, starting from the third step o f a 
walking sequence.
The plantar pressure was measured using the RSscan in-shoe pressure-measurement 
system (RSscan International®, Olen, Belgium). The RSscan system consisted o f a foot­
scan datalogger, 4 pairs of insoles (sizes 3 ,6 ,8  and 10) and a 4 Mb memory card. The insoles 
were 0.7 mm thick and consisted o f 324 matrix-conflgured sensors. The datalogger was 
attached at the back o f the subject. Data was sampled at a rate o f 500 Hz.
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Insole shape
To determine the insole shape, the insoles were scanned using a 3D plantar scanner 
(Precision 3D Limited, UI<), which consisted o f 2 firewire high resolution digital cameras 
which measured the insole shape with an accuracy o f 0.5 mm. For the measurement, the 
bottoms o f the insoles were attached to a white hardboard plate with double-sided tape. 
This plate was placed on top o f the scanner, with the insoles downwards, facing the scanner. 
Each insole was scanned twice and the mean values o f the 2 measurements were taken for 
further analysis.
Foot complaints and foo t shape
Foot complaints were registered by a physiotherapist. Although subjects suffered from 
various complaints, forefoot pain and heel pain were the most common. Therefore, 2 sub- 
groups were made: a forefoot pain and a heel pain group.
Finally, to specify foot type, the Arch Index (AI) was calculated for each person when 
walking barefoot over the Rsscan pressure plate. The pressure plate had a sensor density of 
2.6 sensors per cm2 and was placed on top of a force plate (Kistler Instruments, Switzerland). 
A total of 5 trials per foot per subject were measured. Subjects walked at preferred speed 
and walked over the pressure plate according to the 3-step-protocol described by Bus et al.14 
Using the normalisation method o f Keijser et al.15, the mean plantar pressure o f the 5 steps 
per foot per person was calculated. Based on this mean plantar pressure pattern, the Arch 
Index (AI) was determined using the equation described in detail by Cavanagh and 
Rodgers16. Three groups were derived: a group consisting o f subjects with an AI < 0.21 
(the high arch group), a second with an AI between 0.21 and 0.26 (the normal arch group) 
and the third one with an AI > 0.26 (the flat arch group). Separate analyses were made for 
the total group, the 2 foot complaint groups and the 3 AI groups.
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ANALY5I5 AND 5TATISTICS 
Plantar Pressure
Data were analyzed using custom made MATLAB 7.3 software (M ATLA B®, The MathWorks 
Inc, Natick, USA). The effect o f insoles on plantar pressure was evaluated by comparing 
the mean plantar pressure per sensor, the peak plantar pressure per sensor and the pressure 
time integral per sensor between walking with and without insoles. These parameters 
were first calculated per sensor for a step. A step was determined as the period between 
heel strike and toe off. Heel strike was defined as the instant that the ground reaction force 
exceeded 50 N and toe off when the ground reaction force was below 50 N. After calculating 
the pressure parameters for a step, the parameters were averaged over the number o f 
qualifying steps for walking with and without insoles. To determine the number o f quali- 
fying steps, the ground reaction force (GRF) pattern o f each step was inspected. Steps that 
demonstrated apparent erratic GRF patterns at the end o f the walking sequence due to 
premature slowing down were excluded from further analysis. On average, subjects had 12 
(range, 6 to 16) qualifying steps with insoles and 12 steps (range, 7 to 16) without insoles 
per foot. Per sensor per step, the mean plantar pressure (MP) was calculated by dividing 
the pressure for all samples by the number o f samples per step. Peak pressure (PP) was 
calculated by taking the maximum pressure of each sensor during one step cycle. The 
pressure time integral (PTI) equalled the area under the pressure-time curve for each 
sensor. Furthermore, contact time was calculated as the time between heel strike and toe 
off, to indicate walking speed.
To indicate i f  insoles similarly affected MP, PP and PTI, the Pearson correlation coëffi­
ciënt was calculated between these parameters for each sensor for walking without insoles 
and for the difference between walking with and without insoles. Subsequently the mean 
correlation coëfficiënt over all pressure sensors was computed.
A paired t-test with adjusted p value was used to determine whether there was an effect 
o f insoles on MP, PP and the PTI for each sensor. As the analysis o f plantar pressure per 
sensor has only recently been developed, there is not yet any consensus about the best way 
to treat the large number o f sensors in statistical analysis. Therefore, a procedure derived 
from the analysis techniques used in neuroscience to analyze EEG signalsi7 was used as 
both fields analyze data consisting of a large number o f pixels. The technique involves a 
nonparametric procedure, based on grouping all adjacent sensors that exhibit similar 
difference in sign (an increase or decrease in MP)’8. First, each pressure sensor was catego- 
rized as being a “decreased” or “increased” sensor. Secondly, all neighbouring sensors with 
the same difference in sign (the increase or decrease) were grouped. For each foot, a total 
o f 11 groups were found. For the analysis, we adopted the strategy o f adjusting the p value
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for the number o f  sensors by using a general Bonferroni correction (a/N), in which the N 
represents the number o f groups for sensors (n). Therefore, the level o f signifïcance, used 
for this analysis, was set at 0.0045.
The difference in MP, PP, or PTI between the heel pain and forefoot pain group was 
determined with a Student t-test for independent samples with correction for unequal 
group sizes. For the two groups o f complaints, the p value was also set at 0.0045. The 
difference in MP, PP, or PTI between the 3 AI groups was also analysed with a Student 
t-test for independent samples, but with a p value also adjusted for the number o f com- 
parisons. For that analysis, the N represented the product o f the number o f sensor groups 
(11) and comparisons (3). Therefore the level o f signifïcance, used for that analysis, was 
0.0015.
Insole shape
In order to compare the insole shape between different groups o f subjects, the 3D insole 
shape data were first normalized for foot size based on the RSscan pressure plate data using 
Matlab 7.3 software (M ATLAB®, The MathWorks Inc, Natick, USA) software. This normali­
zation method was similar to the normalization method for plantar pressure data developed 
by Keijsers et al.15, but now used the 3D data derived from the scanner. In addition, the 
height o f the longitudinal and transverse cross section o f the insoles was determined to 
describe the insole shape more speciflcally. Both cross sections were calculated using the 
matrix characteristics obtained from the normalization process, which was a 10 1 (width) x 
231 (length) matrix (shown in Figure 1, upper part). Thanks to the normalization process, 
the length and the position in the matrix was similar for all insoles. The longitudinal cross 
section was defined as the perpendicular line through the most proximal point o f the heel, 
which was equivalent to the 51* vertical line o f the matrix. The transverse line was defined 
as the horizontal line at 44%  of the total insole length starting from the most posterior 
point o f the heel, the 10 1*  horizontal line o f the matrix.
First, the average insole shape and cross sections o f the insole for each person was 
calculated. Secondly, we determined the average insole shape/cross section for the total 
group and the subgroups: the heel pain and forefoot pain subgroups, and the 3 AI sub- 
groups. The difference in insole shape between the heel and forefoot group was calculated 
for each point along the transverse and longitudinal section and was analysed using a 
Student t-test for independent samples. The difference in insole shape between the 3 AI 
groups was determined with an ANOVA with factor group (3).
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Valid data were obtained for 204 subjects, yielding a total o f 408 feet. Based on the foot 
complaints, 170 feet were classified into the metatarsalgia group and 38 feet into the heel 
pain group. Forty-eight feet did not suffer from any complaint as the subject suffered from 
pain in only one foot. However, these subjects had received insoles for both feet. The 
remaining feet (N = 152) suffered from various foot complaints other than metatarsalgia or 
heel pain, for example, pain along the medial longitudinal arch, ankle joint pain, or minor 
toe deformities.
General cha rac te ris tics  of insole shape and plantar 
pressure red is tribu tion
The average insole shape for the total group is displayed in Figure 1. As shown, the insole 
was highest at 10%  (start o f heel cup) and 40%  (midfoot support) o f the normalized insole
Longitudinal section Transverse section
Figure 1: 3 D  s h a p e  and a v e r a g e  inso le  h e ig h t  Cwith SDD a long  th e  longitudinal 
and t r a n s v e r s e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  a v e r a g e  insole.
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length (longitudinal section). The maximum insole height at the heel cup was 10  mm 
(SD 3.6) and 13 (SD 3.7) at the midfoot support. The transverse cross section data showed 
that the medial side o f the average insole was 6 mm higher compared to the lateral side as 
the maximum height was 16  (SD 4.3) mm at the medial side and 10  (SD 3.0) mm at the 
lateral side.
Contact time increased statistically significant by only 0.003 seconds when walking 
with insoles compared to walking without insoles (mean contact time with insoles = 0.641 
sec (SD 0.06), without insoles = 0.638 sec (SD 0.06), p = o.001). However, since these 2 ms 
represent only 0.37% of the mean step cycle, it is not to be expected that this small difference 
in contact time would cause a change in the plantar pressure distribution.
As shown in Figure 2, the average plantar pressure distribution pattern for walking 
without insoles for the total group was markedly different from the distribution pattern
without insole with insole
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Figure 2: M P  p e r  s e n s o r  f o r  walk ing  w ith  and w i th o u t  inso les .  T h e  r igh t  p a r t  
o f  t h e  F igu re  g iv e s  t h e  s ign i f ican t  d i f f e r e n c e s  in M P  b e t w e e n  walk ing w ith  and 
w i t h o u t  in s o le s  CMP d i f f e r e n c e ) .  T h o s e  s e n s o r s  w h ich  a r e  r e p r e s e n t e d  as  
c o lo u re d  s q u a r e s  a r e  s e n s o r s  w ith  a s ign if icant d i f fe r e n c e  in M P  C p<0 .0045 ).  
N on -s ig n i f ic a n t  d i f f e r e n c e s  in M P  w e r e  found fo r  th e  s e n s o r s  w h ich  a r e  r e p r e ­
s e n t e d  by th e  black small lines.
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Figure 3: A: S ign i f ican t  c h a n g e  in M P  u n d e r  th e  e n t i r e  f o o t  b e t w e e n  walking 
w ith  and w i th o u t  in s o le s  Cwith - w i t h o u t  insolesD f o r  t h e  f o r e f o o t  pain g r o u p  
and th e  heel pain g ro u p .  T h e  c o lo u re d  s q u a r e s  in d ica te  t h o s e  s e n s o r s  w ith  
s ign if icantly  d i f fe r en t  c h a n g e s  in p lan ta r  p r e s s u r e  c o m p a r e d  t o  walking w i th o u t  
in so les  Cp<0.0045D. T h e  small b lack  lines in d ic a te  t h o s e  s e n s o r s  w i th o u t  a 
s ign if ican t ly  d i f f e r e n t  c h a n g e  in p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e .  B: M e a n  inso le  h e ig h t  a long  
th e  longitudinal and t r a n s v e r s e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  th e  f o r e f o o t  pain Cblue] and 
heel pain CredD g ro u p .  T h e  light blue a r e a  and th e  r e d  d o t t e d  lines in d ic a te  th e  
S D  fo r  th e  f o r e f o o t  and th e  heel pain g ro u p ,  r e s p e c t iv e ly .  T h e  dark  blue p a r t s  
o f  th e  l ight blue S D  a r e a  Cspecified w ith  a *3 in d ic a te s  a s ign i f ican t  d i f f e r e n c e  in 
inso le  h e ig h t  b e t w e e n  b o th  g r o u p s  Cp<0.05).
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for walking with insoles; there was clearly a much more even distribution in the case o f 
insoles. Nevertheless the total pattern remained similar. The highest plantar pressure was 
located at the MTHs (mostly around the second MTH) and the calcaneus, while low plantar 
pressures were located at the midfoot and the toes. Insoles significantly decreased the MP 
under the MTH II-V and the calcaneus, and significantly increased the MP proximal from 
the MTHs (p < 0.0045). The latter differences can best be evaluated from the differences 
scores shown in Figure 2 (right side).
The distribution pattern for the other parameters (PP and PTI) was similar to the dis­
tribution pattern for the MP. The mean correlation coëfficiënt between the MP and the PP 
for all sensors and for walking without insoles was 0.94 (SD 0.03) (p < 0.05). An even 
stronger correlation was found between the MP and the PTI (r = 0.99 (SD 0.004) P < 0.05). 
The difference in MP between walking with and without insole correlated highly with the 
difference found for the PP (r = 0.90 (SD 0.04) p < 0.05) and the PTI (r= 0.99 (SD 0.002) 
p < 0.05). This indicates that insoles affected the distribution pattern of all three parameters 
in a similar way. Therefore, the results o f the MP will be presented as being representative 
for all three parameters in the following sections.
P r e s s u r e  d if fe re n c es  and insole shape fo r  tw o  p o pula t ions  
of fo o t  com p la in ts
The difference in the MP between walking with and without insoles per sensor for the 2 
subgroups is displayed in Figure 3A. In both groups, insoles significantly decreased the MP 
o f the sensors located at the MTH (MTH) II-V and the calcaneus (p < 0.0045). addition, 
the MP under the midfoot was significantly increased, particularly under the area proximal 
to the MTHs (the base o f the metatarsals), the lateral midfoot, and medio-distally o f the 
calcaneus. There was no significant difference between the change in the MP of the forefoot 
group and the heel group for any sensor (p > 0.07).
However, there were significant differences in the insole shape between both groups. 
The heel cup was significantly higher (max 3.3 mm) for the heel pain group compared to 
the forefoot pain group. The slope o f the midfoot support was markedly different between 
both groups, as the midfoot support was significantly lower (from 46.5% to 61%  of the total 
insole length) in the heel group compared to the forefoot group (max difference 2.2 mm). 
In the transversal direction, the insole was significantly lower for the heel pain group 
compared to the forefoot pain group at the first part o f the medial slope (at 3-6%, 16-17%  
and 21-27% ° f  the insole width) and at the lateral part o f the insole (57-74%, maximum 
difference: 1.3 mm).
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Figure 4: U p p e r  p a r t :  S ign i f ican t c h a n g e  in M P  u n de r  t h e  e n t i r e  f o o t  b e t w e e n  
walking w ith  and w i th o u t  inso les  Cwith - w i th o u t  insolesD fo r  th e  t h r e e  Al g ro u p s .  
T h e  c o lo u red  s q u a r e s  ind icate  th o s e  s e n s o r s  w ith  sign if icantly  d i f fe ren t  c h a n g e s  
in p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  c o m p a r e d  t o  walking w i th o u t  in so les  f o r  e ach  g r o u p  Cp < 
0 .0 0 1 5 ) .  T h e  small b lack lines in d ica te  t h o s e  s e n s o r s  w i th o u t  a s ign if icantly  
d i f fe ren t  ch a n ge  in p lantar p ressu re .  L o w e r  part:  Th e  longitudinal and t r a n s v e r s e  
c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  t h e  high a rch  CAI<0.21 Cblue)), n o rm a l a r c h  CO.21 <A l >0 .26  
Cblack)) and f la t a rch  CAI>0.26 Cred)) g roup . T h e  l ight blue a r e a  ind ica tes  t h e  SD  
o f  t h e  n o rm a l  a r c h  g ro u p  w ith  d a r k e r  p a r t s  ind icating  a s ign if ican t  d i f f e r e n c e  
in inso le  h e ig h t  b e tw e e n  th e  3 Al g r o u p s  Cp<0.05): 1 = b e tw e e n  th e  high and flat 
a r c h  g ro u p .  2  = b e t w e e n  th e  high and f la t a r c h  G. f la t and norm al a r ch  g ro u p s .  
3  = b e t w e e n  t h e  high a r c h  and n o rm a l a rch  g roup .
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P r e s s u re  d if fe re n c e s  and insole shape fo r  3  po p u la t io n s  
of a rc h  h e igh t
In all 3 arch groups, plantar pressure was redistributed in a similar manner, as all insoles 
significantly decreased the MP under the MTH (MTH) II-Vandthe calcaneus (p< 0.0015). 
and increased the MP under the midfoot (Figure 4, Top). With exception o f the plantar 
pressure under the medial midfoot there was no significantly difference in plantar pressure 
redistribution between the 3 groups. Under the medial midfoot there was a significant 
higher increase o f plantar pressure in the flat arch group compared to the normal and high 
arch group.
In contrast to the relatively small differences in plantar pressure the variations in the 
insole shapes were much more pronounced. There was a main effect o f insole height from 
36% to 52% o f the insole length, indicating a significant lower insole for the flat arch group 
compared to the high arch group (p < 0.05). For 36% to 45% o f the insole length, the insole 
height of the flat arch group was significantly lower compared to the normal arch group 
as well (Figure 4). A main effect for insole height in the transversal section was found for 
19%  to 24% and 37% to 68% o f the insole width. Post hoc analysis revealed a significantly 
higher insole for the flat arch group at 19%  to 24% of the insole width compared to the 
high arch group. Furthermore, the insole o f the flat arch group was significantly lower 
compared to the high arch group and the normal arch group at 37% to 68% and 39% to 
52% o f the insole width, respectively (p < 0.05).
□  IS C U S S IO N
To get a better understanding o f the insole designs used in daily practice and its effect on 
plantar pressure distribution, the present study investigated the insole design and plantar 
pressure redistribution in a large population o f patients with common foot complaints. 
Although insoles are frequently used to reduce the plantar pressure under painful areas of the 
foot, there is still no consensus about the best way to treat foot complaints with insoles7:S;,o;i9'2i. 
For example, it is still unclear whether it is important to redistribute the plantar pressure in 
general or to strive for specific pressure relief under the painful areas of the foot.
The present study identified several major changes in plantar pressure due to insoles. 
There was a proximal shift o f pressure from the MTHs towards the metatarsal bones 
while the plantar pressure under the heel was reduced significantly. These results showed 
that insoles distributed the plantar pressure more equally over the foot. Most of these find- 
ings agree with previous work on plantar pressure in patients with foot complaints7;8:io;23’25. 
These studies indicated that insoles significantly decreased peak pressure under the 
lateral part7:8, the central part7;8:2S or the medial part7124 o f the forefoot. However, none of these 
studies mentioned a decrease under MTHs II-IV. The proximal shift o f pressure from the
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MTHs towards the metatarsal bones has only been described by Postema and colleagues8. 
The discrepancy between the present study and several previous ones may be related to the 
coarser methods used in those earlier studies. The present method, based on the analysis 
o f a large number o f sensors, is able to optimally capture all the characteristics o f the 
redistribution o f pressure'5126 For example, consider the shift o f plantar pressure from the 
MTHs towards the metatarsal bones. Except for some studies on diabetics9:2° only Postema 
and colleagues8 have demonstrated that custom moulded insoles caused a shift o f peak 
plantar pressure in patients with foot complaints from the central distal forefoot towards 
the central proximal forefoot8. Postema divided the area o f the MTHs and bones into 4 
smaller areas, which is in contrast to most studies in which the plantar pressure under the 
metatarsal bones was measured much more crudely (the midfoot was divided into only 1 
or 2 areas)6;7:io;27;28. In such studies, small, but important, increases might be unnoticeable.
Furthermore, the population o f this study was deliberately chosen to be more diverse 
compared to other studies. Most studies investigated one particular patiënt group'o;24;27:29'31, 
while we measured a large heterogeneous group o f patients to have an adequate sample 
o f patients with various foot complaints. Therefore, the general insole design, as repre- 
sented in our study, might differ from the designs studied in other studies. However, we 
demonstrated that the effect o f insoles on plantar pressure in the 2 groups o f patients 
(heel and forefoot pain) was identical, while the design o f the insoles was significantly 
different. In addition, there was a significant difference between the 3 AI groups regarding 
the medial support height o f the insoles. However, with exception o f a small area under the 
medial side o f the midfoot, the plantar pressure redistribution was similar in the 3 groups. 
These findings signify that although there were differences in insole designs within the 
group, the overall effect on plantar pressure was mostly similar.
The decrease o f plantar pressure can be the result o f absorption o f pressure by the 
material o f the insoles and/or the redistribution o f plantar pressure. Hinz and colleagues32 
showed that soft neoprene insoles were significantly better in reducing peak pressure 
under the forefoot than conventional insoles. As only peak pressure will be sensitive to the 
absorption o f pressure by the materials, decrease o f both the MP and the PTI point towards 
the redistribution o f pressure. We demonstrated that insoles were effective in reducing 
peak pressure as well as average pressure. Therefore, it is likely that these effects are a 
result o f the redistribution o f pressure rather than o f absorption by the insole material.
Another important finding was the difference in insole design among the different 
groups of patients. Although the differences were only small (2-3 mm difference in height), 
they were statistically significant differences between the groups. This indicates that foot 
experts take foot structure and foot complaint into consideration when defïning the insole 
design. Furthermore, as the insole shape was specific for the different groups o f patients,
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it seems that foot experts treat foot complaints in a similar manner. This finding is some- 
what in contrast with the results found by Guldemond and colleagues12, who investigated 
the variability in insole design among foot experts in patients with forefoot pain12. They 
found that there was a high variability in insole design between foot experts. They however 
used different outcome parameters. By scanning the insoles, we were able to objectively 
quantify the insole shape along the transversal and horizontal cross section. Guldemond12 
described the insole configuration based on the materials used, number o f corrected and 
supportive adaptations, the total insole length and the achieved plantar pressure reduction. 
Hence, in view o f the efforts taken to develop evidence based design guidelinesIl;33;34, these 
results indicate that there is some uniformity in treatment approach among the experts.
It is remarkable however, that the differences in insole design do not result in a greater 
difference in plantar pressure redistribution. This might be due to the fact that the differ­
ences in insole height were quite small. Furthermore, all insoles showed basic similarities 
since they all provided a distinct midfoot support. This support generally causes a transfer 
o f plantar pressure from the heel and forefoot towards the midfoot area, resulting in a 
similar redistribution pattern.
It follows that the present data indicate that foot experts use a general insole design, 
which is adapted slightly depending on the kind o f foot complaint or arch height. These 
adjustments have a similar, equalizing, effect on plantar pressure. Hence, it might be 
unnecessary to focus on small detailed adjustments. Instead it might be sufficiënt to create 
a few general insole designs for some o f the basic categories o f subjects with common foot 
complaints.
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Introduction: The concept o f automatically designing insoles on the basis o f pressure 
measurements (InSOLE) is introduced and evaluated in this study. The shape of the InSOLE 
is based on measurements o f a large group o f subjects who received insoles for common 
foot disorders, and consists o f a heel cup and a midfoot support. The position o f this mid­
foot support is detennined by the dynamic plantar pressure pattern o f the individual, which 
is measured using a plantar pressure plate. The aim was to investigate the effect o f the 
InSOLE on plantar pressure and satisfaction.
Methods: Twenty-six participants o f a four day long distance walk (160-200 km in four 
days) with a risk o f developing foot complaints received insoles at least 2 months before 
the walk. In-shoe plantar pressure distribution was measured during walking on insoles 
and on a flat reference insole. One day before the walk and after the third walking day, foot 
pain and satisfaction with the insole was measured by means of a questionnaire.
Results: The InSOLEs distributed the plantar pressure more evenly over the foot; there 
was a significant decrease o f pressure under the forefoot and the heel and a significant 
increase under the midfoot. With an average score o f 6.8 on a 0-10 scale for general satis­
faction, the majority o f the subjects was satisfied with the InSOLEs. Seven subjects were 
highly satisfied (a score o f 8 or above) and only four subjects were not satisfied (a score 
below 6). With a mean VAS pain score o f 2.5, subjects experienced only minor foot pain 
during the walk.
Conclusion: The use o f pressure data as basis to determine the insole design and to auto­
mate the fitting in a manufacturing process should be considered in clinical practice, as it 
is effective, fast, relatively cheap and will help to increase consensus among professionals.
H O  T H E  IN T E L L I E E N T  I N S O L E  P R O J E C T
IN T R O  D U C T IO N
Insoles are widely used as a treatment o f foot problems with fairly good results on pain 
and satisfaction1'5. Despite all kind o f recently developed technologies, custom made insoles 
are still often made by hand, which is difficult, expensive and time consuming. Moreover, 
the choice o f the design o f the insole is a subjective one that is largely based on experience 
o f the foot specialist6. Scientific evidence concerning the effectiveness o f insoles7 and an 
evidence based statement for the treatment o f foot complaints through insoles is lacking 
in the Netherlands. It has recently been shown that despite all different philosophies of 
professionals, the differences between the insole design are relatively small and in general, 
these insoles similarly affect the plantar pressure distribution and pain5. In view o f these 
small differences, it might be sufficiënt to treat patients with a more general insole design 
which can be adapted slightly to some key characteristics o f the foot5.
Another important issue towards a more evidence based insole treatment and uniform 
way o f working is the use o f objective measurements such as plantar pressure measure­
ment. It has been shown that the identification o f high pressure zones by using a pressure 
plate is more accurate compared to clinical observation only8. Furthermore, Owings et al. 
showed the added value o f using pressure data during the manufacturing process o f the 
insole for diabetic patients9. Insoles made on the basis o f plantar pressure data were most 
effective in pressure reduction compared to insoles made on the basis o f foot shape only9. 
An advantage o f using the plantar pressure data is that it can be measured easily and 
accurately. Because o f the recently developed plantar pressure normalization techniquesIO;n 
the data can be used for more sophisticated purposes. Therefore, plantar pressure measure­
ments can play a key role in an evidenced based approach for insole design.
The Intelligent Insole Project, which runs at our gait laboratory, is based on this concept. 
It is aimed at developing an advisory system for foot experts, which predicts the best insole 
design for a particular patiënt using plantar pressure measurements. As a part o f this 
project the insoles o f a large group o f patients with foot complaints were measured. Infor­
mation on the insole design (using a 3D scanner), satisfaction, pain(relieve) and the barefoot 
plantar pressure pattern were combined and from these data a “general” insole design was 
developed. This insole, called the InSOLE (Intelligent Insole) consists o f a heel cup and a 
midfoot support and is a semi-customized insole. Unique to this insole is that the position 
o f the midfoot support is determined through the dynamic plantar pressure distribution 
pattern o f the individual, which is measured using a plantar pressure plate. Hence, the 
InSOLE has basically a Standard design, but the exact location o f the support is directly 
derived from the plantar pressure measurement.
The effectiveness o f the InSOLE is investigated in this study by means o f measuring 
the satisfaction and the effect o f the insole on in-shoe plantar pressure and roll-off o f the
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foot. Based on a previous study, it has been shown that long distance walkers develop high 
pressures under the forefoot and heel during the walk12. Many of those participants develop 
forefoot complaints12. Therefore, we decided to test the insole on long distance walkers. We 
expect that the insole will redistribute the plantar pressure more equal over the foot and 
subjects will be satisfied with the insole.
An additional advantage o f this study, is that each insole is made according to the same 
principle based on qualitative objective measures. Hence, the design o f the InSOLE are 
more standardized compared the design o f custom made insoles as investigated in previous 
studies. Therefore, the effect o f the InSOLE was also assessed for each subject separately.
M E T H O D S
S u b je c ts
One hundred and ten participants o f the International Four Day March (IFDM) o f 20 11 in 
Nijmegen, the Netherlands, were invited for evaluation at the gait laboratory, approximately 
4 months before the start o f the IFDM. The subjects were between 18 and 65, had no previous 
history o f foot complaints in daily life and did not use insoles. The subjects were recruited 
through the website o f the IFDM and through information flyers at other organized walks. 
The barefoot plantar pressure distribution o f all subjects was measured 5 times per foot 
according to the 3 step protocol13 while walking on preferred speed over a walkway with 
an embedded pressure plate (Rsscan International®, Olen, Belgium). The mean plantar 
pressure distribution over the 5 steps was calculated per foot for each person’4 and used to 
determine the risk o f developing forefoot pain using a previously developed artificial neural 
network‘5;l6. This neural network is based on measurements o f 112  healthy long distance 
walkers who participated in the IFDM of 2010  and distinguishes between participants who 
developed forefoot complaints and participants without developing forefoot complaints'5116. 
This neural network classified almost 80% correctly o f the feet with respect to developing 
forefoot pain or not'6. However, for the present study the criteria were adapted as such that 
the specifkity o f the neural network was set at almost hundred percent. Although this 
decreased the performance o f the classification to 65%, we ruled out the chance o f false 
positives. Only the subjects who were classified into the “high chance o f developing fore­
foot complaints group" (N = 26) were included in this study. Informed written consent 
was obtained from all subjects. The local medical ethical board was consulted and saw no 
objection to the study.
Insoles
The InSOLE were made for all 26 subjects based on the plantar pressure data. In an earlier 
stage o f the Intelligent Insole Project a large group o f patients (N = 223) with foot pain who
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received insoles from a podiatrist, pedorthist or orthotist were measured'. Information of 
the insole design (using a 3D scanner), satisfaction, pain (relieve) and the barefoot plantar 
pressure pattern was combined and from these data a basic insole design was made5. The 
basic insole design had a flat base with moderate midfoot support and a heel cup.
Based on the individual plantar pressure distribution pattern, the basic insole design 
was converted to an individual insole designn which is caleld the InSOLE (Intelligent 
Insole), which consisted o f adjusting the position o f the midfoot support. The adjustment 
o f the midfoot support was based on the position o f the highest pressure under the fore­
foot and heel as shown by the white dotted line in Figure 1. The 3D shape data was sent to 
a German company (Pedcad Gmbh, Oberkochen Germany), who milled the insoles with 
their Cad Cam system. The insoles were made o f polyurethane material with a shore value 
o f 40. Subsequently, the orthotist o f the Prothese en Orthese Makerij Nijmegen (POM) 
customized the insoles to fit perfectly within the shoe o f the subject. No additional changes 
were made on the design o f the insole by the orthotist. Subjects were asked to walk on the 
insoles while practicing for the IFDM and, i f  satisfied, to walk on the insoles during the 
IFDM. All subjects received an e-mail every week in order to register any problems 
regarding the insoles. I f  problems were reported, the subjects visited an orthotist o f the 
POM, which assessed whether the complaints were related to the insole.
In -shoe  p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  m e a s u r e m e n ts
The in-shoe plantar pressure data was measured on the same day that the subjects received 
the InSOLE. In order to measure the effect o f the InSOLE on the plantar pressure distribu­
tion, two measurements were performed: one with the InSOLE (insole condition) and one 
with a reference (totally flat) insole (reference condition). For this measurement, the walking 
shoes o f the subjects were used. As it is assumed that the effectiveness o f the InSOLE 
might be influenced by the shoe modality, both measurements were repeated using a 
Standard type o f shoe (X sensibles®, Nimco Orthopaedics, Nijmegen, the Netherlands). 
The measurement with the insole is referred to as insole Standard condition and with the 
reference insole as reference Standard condition. All subjects wore seamless soeks during 
the measurements.
The in-shoe plantar pressure was measured using Tekscan F-scan mobile system 
(F-scan® System, Boston, USA). The F-scan system consisted o f a footscan datalogger, 
flat layers with sensors which were cut in the right size to fit the shoe (pressure layers) and 
a 4Mb memory card. The pressure layers were 0.7 mm thick and consisted of four sensors 
per cm2. The datalogger was attached at the back o f the subject. The layers, which were 
placed in the shoe, were connected to the datalogger by usb-cables. The cables were strapped 
to the legs so that the subjects were not hampered by the cables. Data was sampled at a
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rate o f 200 Hz. For every condition, the in-shoe plantar pressure was measured twice during 
15 seconds of walking at their preferred walking speed on a quiet hallway o f 30 m starting 
from the third step o f the walking sequence. The conditions were measured in a random 
order between subjects. All pressure layers were equilibrated to compensate for any varia- 
tion or uneven output across sensors caused by manufacturing or repeated use o f the 
sensor17 and calibrated for the specific weight o f the subject before using.
S a t is fa c t io n
The satisfaction with the InSOLE was measured by means o f a questionnaire. This question­
naire consisted o f 24 statements about satisfaction with the insoles, insole design, material, 
experienced (foot) pain. For this study we derived 8 statements which were relevant: 3 ques- 
tions regarding satisfaction, 2 questions evaluating the support under the midfoot, 1 ques- 
tion about the use o f the insole after the study and 2 questions concerning foot pain. Two 
satisfaction questions and two midfoot support questions were measured by means o f the 
VAS scale. This scale consisted o f a 100 mm line with “strongly disagree” indicated on the 
left side and “fully agree” indicated on the right side o f the scale. Two statements concerning 
general satisfaction were made: 1) It is pleasant to walk on the insole and 2) I like to walk on 
the insole. In addition, we asked to rate the satisfaction with the insole on a numeric rating 
scale (0-10). Furthermore, two statements were made concerning the midfoot support: 
1) I would like to have more midfoot support and 2) I would like to have less midfoot support. 
For all statements, we asked to clarify the score (free text). Furthermore, we asked to indicate 
the likelihood that they will remain using the insole after finishing this study on a VAS scale. 
For this last question, “absolutely not” and “certainly” was indicated at the left and right 
side o f the VAS scale, respectively. Finally, all subjects scored their amount o f foot pain 
and forefoot pain by means o f a Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) o f o to 10. It was a conscious 
decision to inquire similar/duplicate statements as we wanted to be sure that the statement 
was properly interpreted. The questionnaire was completed 2 times: 1 or 2 days before the 
start o f the IFDM (after the practicing period) and after finishing the 3* day o f the IFDM.
A N A L Y S IS  A N D  S T A T IS T IC S
The effect o f the insole was measured by means o f its effect on plantar pressure distribu- 
tion (PPD) and satisfaction. The effect on PPD was investigated by means o f the mean 
pressure (MP) per pixel as it has been shown that MP per pixel is a good representative for 
the distribution o f peak pressure and pressure time integral10. Furthermore, it is to be 
expected that the insole affects the roll-off o f the foot. Therefore, the effect o f the insole on 
the trajectory o f the Center o f Pressure (CoP) was calculated. Satisfaction was based on the 
VAS satisfaction scores (see further).
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M e a n  p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  and c e n t e r  of p re s s u r e
The MP per pixel was defined as the mean pressure o f each pixel, averaged over the stance 
duration (the time between heel strike and toe off). The MP was calculated for each step per 
foot for each subject. Subsequently, MP data were normalized both for foot size14 and for 
the total pressure under the foot to eliminate the effect of body weight and walking velocity 
on the plantar pressure distribution. In order to avoid data doubling, only the right foot of 
each subject was included in further analysis. On average 13 (SD: 1.3) steps were selected 
per person per condition based on sequence o f stable gait speed. For each person, the MP 
per pixel data was averaged over the steps. This average MP per pixel was used for further 
analysis.
First the effect o f the insole on MP per pixel was calculated by comparing the MP per 
pixel between the insole and flat condition (insole vs reference condition). A paired t-test 
for each pixel was used to identify significant differences. To deal with the large number of 
sensors in this statistical analysis, we used the procedure described previously by Stolwijk 
et al.12 This technique involves a nonparametric procedure, based on grouping all adjacent 
sensors that exhibit similar difference in sign (an increase or decrease in MP). In the 
present study the number of groups for sensors was 8. Therefore, the p-value was adjusted 
by using the general Bonferroni correction (a/N) in advance, in which the N was the number 
o f sensor groups. Hence, the level o f significance for the plantar pressure distribution in 
this study was set at 0.00625.
To investigate whether the insole affects the roll-off pattern o f the foot, the trajectory of 
the CoP was calculated for each subject per step12. The mean CoP trajectory for each subject 
was normalized for the duration o f the stance phase (0-100%). In addition, the velocity of 
the CoP (vCoP) (the derivative o f the CoP trajectory in anterior-posterior direction) was 
calculated to investigate temporal differences18. Furthermore, the CoP position was ana- 
lyzed in the mediolateral (ML) and anteroposterior (AP) direction. For each percent o f the 
stance phase, the CoP position in the ML and AP direction and the vCoP o f walking with 
insoles was compared to walking without insoles using a paired t-test. For this analysis, 
the alpha was set at 0.0005 t0 correct for the number o f tests performed (100).
The effect o f shoe modalities on MP was investigated by comparing the pressure redis- 
tribution o f the insoles in the walking shoe to the Standard shoe shoes. For this analysis, 
the MP redistribution pattern by insoles in the walking shoe (insole vs reference condition) 
was compared to the redistribution pattern in the Standard shoe (insole Standard vs reference 
Standard condition). The difference between the redistribution o f MP in both shoes was 
determined using a paired t-test with the alpha corrected for number o f groups for sensors 
o f 8 (p = 0.00625) .
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S a t is fa c t io n
Finally, the mean (and SD) score for the two general satisfaction and the two midfoot satis­
faction VAS items was calculated for the group per assessment days. In addition, the mean 
likelihood that the subject would remain using the insole in the future was determined by 
calculating the mean VAS score (and SD) for this item. Furthermore, the mean NRS satis­
faction score for the group was calculated. Since the pain NRS scores were not normally 
distributed, the median and inter quartile range is presented.
Figure 1: S c h e m a t ic  o v e r v i e w  o f  th e  inso le  des ign .  L e f t  panel: P la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  
d is t r ib u t ion  o f  a on e  su b jec t .  T h e  w h i te  lines in d ica te  t h e  lo ca t ion  o f  h ig h e s t  
p r e s s u r e  u n de r  th e  f o r e f o o t  and th e  heel. R igh t  panel: t h e  insole sh ape  a d a p te d  
t o  t h e  p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  o f  th e  su b je c t .  T h e  w h i te  lines c o r r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  lines 
in t h e  le f t  panel.
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Based on the results subjects could be classified into a highly satisfied or not satisfied 
group, whereby subjects were classified in the “highly satisfied” group when they scored 
at least an 8 (or 80) on two o f the 3 satisfaction scores. Subjects were classified in the “not 
satisfied” group when they scored below 6 (or 60) on one o f the satisfaction scores (before 
the IFDM or after the 3Ü1 day). A similar approach was applied to identify subjects who 
prefer more or less midfoot support (a score o f 60 or more on the support scores) and 
those with (fore)foot pain (a score above 3 on the NRS for pain). As it is hypothesized that
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Figure 2: In s h o e  p r e s s u r e  d is tr ibu t ion  f o r  walking w ith  and w i th o u t  insoles. 
T h e  M P  u n der  th e  f o o t  f o r  e a c h  s e n s o r  fo r  walking w ith  in so les  CleftD and walking 
on a f la t b a s e  CmiddleD. N o t e  th a t  only s e n s o r s  w h ich  e x c e e d e d  a p r e s s u r e  
value o f  S Pa  a r e  shown. T h e  d i f fe r en ce  in M P  b e tw e e n  walk ing w ith  and w i th o u t  
in so les  is s h o w n  in t h e  r ig h t  panel. C o lo r e d  s q u a r e s  in d ica te  s e n s o r s  wh ich 
a r e  s ign if icantly  d i f f e r e n t  Cp<O .OOS25) b e tw e e n  th e  inso le  and f la t  cond it ion .
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satisfaction is related to the plantar pressure redistribution when walking with insoles, the 
plantar pressure redistribution for each subject and different subgroups (highly vs. not 
satisfied and more/less support) was investigated.
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In total 26 subjects were included in this study. The group had a mean body weight o f 78 
(SD: 13) kg, mean body height o f 176 (SD: 10.4) cm, mean BMI o f 25.2 (SD: 3.3) and were 
47.3 (SD: 13.0) years old. The group consisted o f 14 men and 12 women.
effect of insole on MP variation in effect of insole on MP
Figure 3: V ar ia t ion  in e f f e c t  o f  t h e  inso le  on in s h o e  p r e s s u r e  d is tr ib u t ion .T h e  
d i f fe r e n c e  in M P  b e t w e e n  walking w ith  inso les  and on a f la t b a s e  is s h o w n  in 
th e  le ft  panel. T h e  r ig h t  panel s h o w s  t h e  S ta n d a rd  d ev ia t ion  o f  th is  d i f f e r e n c e  
a s  in d ic a to r  o f  t h e  v a r i e t y  o v e r  t h e  s u b je c ts .
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E ffec t  of th e  in te l l ig en t  insole on m ean  p la n ta r  p re s s u re  
and c e n t r e  of p r e s s u r e
Plantar pressure data o f all 26 subjects was available. There was no significant difference 
in stance duration between walking on insoles (0.61 (SD 0.05) sec) and on a flat basis 
(0.64 (SD 0.1) sec); p = 0.12). Figure 2 shows the plantar pressure pattern o f the group 
for walking with insoles as compared with on a flat base. Insoles significantly increased 
(p < 0.00625) the MP under the midfoot and decreased the MP under the heel and 
metatarsal heads (p < 0.00625). In addition the MP increased under the midfoot region 
and a larger number o f sensors were loaded (See Figure 2). In general the insole had a 
similar effect on all subjects, which is illustrated by the Standard deviation o f the plantar 
pressure in Figure 3. The effect o f the insole on in-shoe pressure distribution varied between 
subjects mostly under the heel and slightly under the lateral and medial side o f the first 
metatarsal head.
The trajectory and velocity o f the CoP differed slightly but statistically significant 
between the flat and insole condition (Figure 4). The CoP was positioned significantly 
(p < 0.005) m °re posterior between 54 and 74% o f the stance phase during walking on 
InSOLEs (see lower right panel o f Figure 4). In addition, the vCoP was significantly slower 
between 35 and 48% of stance and faster between 64 and 84% o f stance during walking 
on InSOLEs. The CoP in mediolateral direction was not significantly different between 
the flat and insole condition for the whole stance phase (See lower left panel o f Figure 4).
D if fe re n c e s  b e tw e e n  shoes
Due to a lack o f time during the measurements, the in-shoe pressure o f 17 o f the 26 sub­
jects was measured in the Standard shoe. The effect o f the insole on plantar pressure for 
these 17 subjects was comparable between both shoes (Figure 5). In the walking shoe the 
insole caused significantly more pressure reduction under a small area o f the heel and 
pressure increase under a part o f the midfoot compared to the Standard shoe (p< 0.00625).
S a t is fa c t io n
Four subjects stopped using the InSOLEs after a few weeks in their preparation o f the 
IFDM. All 4 subjects developed complaints. One subject indicated that the insole gave 
good support under the forefoot, but was too thin under the toes and for this reason 
caused blisters. One subject developed pain under the lateral midfoot and indicated that 
the midfoot support was too high. Another subject ceased the use o f insoles because he 
developed pain in the hips and lower back. It was unclear whether these complaints were 
related to the insoles, as the use o f the insoles proofed to be very limited in the period that 
these complaints developed. The fourth subject developed tendinitis o f the Anterior Tibial
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tendon. This started during a four day walk as preparation for the IFDM. This subject 
wore the insoles only on the last day o f this four day march and it was unclear whether the 
complaints were related to the use of the insoles. Three subjects received the insoles, but 
were lost to follow up for further measurements. Questionnaire data o f these three sub­
jects and o f one o f the abovementioned subjects who stopped using the insoles during the 
preparation phase is missing. Therefore, the questionnaires o f 22 subjects were available.
The mean general VAS satisfaction score o f the total group (mean o f both VAS satis­
faction scores) was 68.9 (25,7) before the IFDM and 68.3 (27,3) on the 3Ü1 day of the IFDM.
Path of the center of pressure
40 60
Stance phase
Relative vCOP of insole vs flat
Difference in COP position in mediolateral direction
Stance phase
Figure 4: D i f fe r e n c e  in C e n t r e  o f  P r e s s u r e  b e t w e e n  walking w ith  and w i th o u t  
inso les . T h e  t r a j e c t o r y  o f  th e  C o P  f o r  b o th  c o n d i t io n s  is sh o w n  in t h e  u p p e r  
le ft  panel. T h e  d i f f e r e n c e  in th e  v C o P  is sh o w n  in th e  u p p e r  r ig h t  panel and th e  
d i f f e r e n c e  in t h e  p o s i t io n  o f  th e  C o P  f o r  e a c h  p e r c e n t  o f  th e  s t a n c e  p h a s e  in 
m ed io la te ra l  CleftD and a n t e r o p o s t e r i o r  ( r ig h t )  is sh o w n  in th e  lo w e r  panels .
Difference in COP position in anteroposterior direction
40 60
Stance phase
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The subjects reported a mean NRS satisfaction score o f 6.5 (2.1) and 6.8 (2.0) respectively. 
Seven subjects were highly satisfied (score o f at least an 8.0 or 80) Fourteen subjects 
(64%) indicated that there was more than 75% chance that they kept using the insoles in 
the future. Five subjects were not satisfied. O f these five subjects, three subjects reported 
to prefer less midfoot support. However, one o f these subjects scored a 7.0 on the second 
time o f assessing satisfaction (3* day o f IFDM). This subject indicated that the midfoot 
support was initially uncomfortable but after more familiarization during the IFDM it was 
satisfactory. O f the remaining two unsatisfied subjects, one subject indicated to have not
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Figure 5: E f fe c t  o f  s h o e  modality .  D i f fe r e n c e  in M P  b e t w e e n  walking w ith  and 
w i th o u t  in so les  in t h e  walk ing shoeC le f t  panel] and th e  S ta n d a rd  s h o e  Cright 
panel]. S ign i f ican t  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  b o th  s h o e  c o n d i t io n s  in t h e  e f f e c t  on  M P  
is sh o w n  in t h e  r ig h t  panel. C o lo r e d  s q u a r e s  in d ic a te  t h a t  t h e r e  is a d i f fe r e n c e  
b e t w e e n  th e  s h o e  m oda l i t ies .
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enough midfoot support and one subject was not satisfied with the material (too hard). 
Regarding the midfoot support questions, 5 subjects indicated to prefer more midfoot 
support. The median foot pain was o (IQR 0-10) and forefoot pain was o (IQR 0-20) 
before the IFDM and 25 (IQR 10-30) for foot pain and 15 (IQR 0-30) for forefoot pain on 
the 3* day o f the IFDM. At day three, four subjects scored a 40 or more on forefoot pain.
There was no clear difference between the plantar pressure pattern o f satisfied (and 
unsatisfied subjects. In addition all subjects who indicated that the midfoot support was 
too high (N = 3) had a pressure increase under the midfoot, which was similar to subjects 
who indicated to prefer extra midfoot support or were highly satisfied. The plantar pressure 
pattern o f two typical examples, one highly satisfied (NRS satisfaction score of 9) and one 
not satisfied (NRS satisfaction score o f 4) is shown in Figure 6. It shows that the redistribu­
tion o f MP is similar for both subjects.
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Figure B: T h e  e f f e c t  o f  t h e  insole on p la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  f o r  a sa t is f ied  and n o t  
s a t i s fo e d  su b jec t .  T h e  u p p e r  panel s h o w s  t h e  M P  d is tr ibu t ion  fo r  th e  r e f e r e n c e  
c o n d it ion  Cleft panel],  t h e  insole  con d it ion  Cmiddle panel). T h e  r igh t  panel s h o w s  
th e  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  b o th  con d it ions .  L o w e r  pane ls :  s a m e  fo r  a n o r  s a t is f ied  
su b je c t .  N o t e  th a t  only s e n s o r s  w h ich  e x c e e d e d  a p r e s s u r e  value o f  S  P a  a r e  
show n.
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Uniformity o f treatment can be o f importance to guarantee quality o f care. It is mandatory 
for efficient communication among professionals, for the assessment o f the effectiveness 
o f the treatment and for reproducing treatment strategies. This uniformity is until now 
missing within the field o f podiatry. The use o f new technologies to predict the insole design 
based on certain dynamic features o f the patients’ foot helps the professional41519 and will 
cause greater consensus. The advantage o f this concept is that professionals can start with 
an evidence-based basic insole design. Subsequently, individual plantar pressure measure­
ments could then be used to further customize this basic design. This approach allows for 
a substantial reduction in the time needed for customization. The concept o f designing 
insoles on the basis o f pressure measurements was tested in this study.
The in-shoe plantar pressure measurements in the present study demonstrated that 
the insole, made on the basis o f the dynamic plantar pressure distribution (InSOLE) is 
effective in offloading the forefoot and the heel. The effect o f the InSOLE on the plantar 
pressure is similar to the general effect o f professional custom made insoles5 51'9. Although 
a clear correlation between a decrease o f pain and reduction o f pressure under the metatarsal 
heads has not been observed in literature, redistribution o f pressure and striving for a more 
equal distribution o f pressure is one o f the important goals in the treatment o f forefoot 
pain with insoles3:4:l9. The majority o f the subjects was satisfied with the InSOLEand seven 
subjects were even highly satisfied. Subjects reported only minor forefoot pain after the 
IFDM (median score o f 15) and only four (15%) subjects reported a forefoot pain score of 
40 or more. In a previous study12, in which participants o f the IFDM did not walk on insoles 
(N = 62), this was 40%. Because in the current study a group o f subjects with a high risk 
o f developing forefoot complaints during the IFDM was included, it was to be expected 
that more subjects would develop distinct forefoot pain compared to the previous study. 
Hence, based on these results it can be concluded that the concept o f using a Standard 
design o f the insole adapted to the dynamic plantar pressure o f the individual is effective 
in pressure redistribution. The InSOLE satisfied the majority o f the subjects.
In addition to the observed plantar pressure redistribution, insoles can also affect the 
posture o f the foot and the kinematics o f the foot during roll-off. Custom made insoles are 
typically made on the basis o f the patients own foot anatomy by creating a model o f the 
foot (using a cast or a scanner). Depending on the need, an accommodative insole, which 
is primarily aimed at redistributing pressure, or a functional insole, which is aimed at 
positioning the subtalar joint in neutral position, is made20121. The latter is particularly 
aimed at affecting the kinematics o f the foot. The effect o f the InSOLE on foot kinematics 
in this study has only been investigated by means o f the CoP. Although the trajectory of 
the CoP does not directly measure the changes in foot kinematics, it is possible to indicate
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potential changes in foot kinematics through CoP measurements22. So far, limited research 
has been performed on the effect of insoles on the CoP trajectory. It was found that the 
InSOLE caused a change in CoP trajectory in anteroposterior direction only and no shift 
in mediolateral direction was found. Mediolateral displacements o f the CoP have been 
demonstrated with the use o f heel wedges22. However, as the InSOLE does not contain 
such wedge, a mediolateral shift of the CoP was not to be expected. In contrast, the CoP 
was situated significantly more posterior during midstance. In addition, the velocity o f the 
center o f pressure was significantly slower until 60%  of stance and faster after 60%  of 
stance when walking with insoles.These results indicate that the midfoot is loaded for a 
longer period and the forefoot for a shorter period compared to walking without insoles. 
Hence, it seems that the E2Insole elicits a roll-off patern o f the foot in which contribution 
o f the midfoot is important.
The modality o f the shoe might influence the plantar pressure distribution23. For 
instance a small lift o f the heel increases forefoot pressures23 and thus can influence the 
redistribution o f pressure by the InSOLE. In order to rule out the potential differences due 
to shoe modalities, the InSOLE was also tested in a Standard shoe. This study shows that shoe 
modality did not change the effect o f the insole on plantar pressure. The insole increased 
the plantar pressure slightly but significantly more under the midfoot in the walking shoe 
condition compared to the Standard shoe condition. Difference in curvature o f the base o f 
the shoe can cause such difference. The Standard shoe contained a small curvature around 
the midfoot, whereas the walking shoe had a minimal curvature.
Although the majority o f subjects were satisfied, four out o f 22 subjects were not. The 
unsatisfied subjects indicated to experience discomfort when wearing insoles or indicated 
to prefer more or less midfoot support. We analyzed the effect o f the insoles for each indi- 
vidual in order to see whether we could identify why subjects were (not) satisfied based on 
the plantar pressure redistribution pattern and the reference plantar pressure data. We 
found that the redistribution o f plantar pressure varied mostly under the heel and the 
lateral midfoot between all subjects. However, the pressure redistribution of the not satis­
fied subjects feit within the range o f the satisfied subjects and were certainly not outliers. 
The reference plantar pressure data and the effect o f the insoles on the plantar pressure of 
the not satisfied subjects was similar to that o f the satisfied subjects, indicating that there 
was no distinct difference between the unsatisfied and satisfied subjects. The not satisfied 
group was very small. Therefore it is needed to gain data o f a larger group o f subjects, in 
the future.
The study group consisted o f long distance walkers who had a higher risk o f developing 
forefoot complaints. Long distance walking cause an increase in forefoot an heel loading 
and a previous study on long distance walkers demonstrated that many subjects develop
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forefoot pain during the IFDM ". The InSOLE decreased the load under the heel and fore­
foot and it is therefore to be expected that the insole is comfortable and might presumably 
reduce pain. Indeed, clearly less subjects experienced forefoot pain with the InSOLE in 
this study compared to the previous study performed during the IFDM. The disadvantage 
o f measuring long distance walkers is that the insoles were tested in relatively harsh con- 
ditions. It is probably not pleasant to walk 200km  in four days on any surface or any type 
o f shoe/insole. However, we did not measure satisfaction during the IFDM only, but also 
during the training period before the IFDM, which was clearly much less demanding. 
Satisfaction scores were comparable before and after the IFDM. Furthermore, even under 
these harsh conditions, the subjects were satisfied with the insoles and 75% indicated to 
keep using the insoles in the future. The next step is to investigate the effect on pain reduction 
in a larger group o f subjects who already have forefoot complaints, preferably in a placebo 
controlled study.
In conclusion, an insole that is made primarily on the basis o f dynamic plantar measure­
ment seems effective in pressure reduction under the most vulnerable parts o f the foot. 
The majority o f the subjects was satisfied with the insole. Using dynamic plantar pressure 
data as basis to determine the insole design and to automate the fitting and manufacturing 
process in this manner will have the future, as it is fast, evidence based, consensus based 
and relatively cheap. Further research is necessary to investigate the actual effect o f pain and 
the performance of the insole compared to traditional insoles or a placebo in a randomized 
controlled trial. Furthermore, it is needed to investigate why some people are not satisfied 
by focusing on small individual changes in a large group o f subjects.
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A B S T R A C T
Introduction: This study investigated the effect o f operative claw toe correction with release 
o f the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint and repositioning o f the plantar fat pad on foot 
kinematics, plantar pressure distribution and Foot Function Index (FFI).
Methods: Fifteen patients with symptomatic claw toes were measured three months before 
and 12 months after surgery and compared to a control group (N = 15).
Results: Plantar pressure redistributed from distally to proximally in relation to the MT 
head, providing a more natural plantar pressure distribution. After surgery only slight 
changes in foot kinematics were identified. The score on the FFI improved statistically 
significant.
Conclusion: These findings imply that the present operative procedure results in nor­
malization o f the plantar pressure distribution under the forefoot and decrease o f pain 
and offers successful treatment of metatarsalgia based on claw toe deformity.
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With a reported incidence o f up to 20% , deformities o f the lesser toes are one o f the most 
commonly seen foot deformities in the orthopedie practicei. Nevertheless, the definition 
o f the underlying deformities, for example those for claw and hammer toes, still vary in 
literature and among (Dutch) orthopedie surgeons213. As this can lead to confusion and mis- 
understanding among professionals, it is needed to strive for uniform use o f the definitions. 
For the clarity o f this manuscript, we therefore use the definition for claw toes as posted 
by Coughlin and Mann' and further defined by Schrier et al.3, in which a claw toe is defined 
as hyperextension o f the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint with extension contracture 
combined with a flexion deformity o f the PIP joint.
The extension deformity o f the MTP joint in claw toes is commonly accompanied by 
pain under the metatarsal (MT) heads. An explanation for this is given by Bus et al.4, who 
demonstrated that the sub metatarsal head fat-pads migrate distally as a result o f the 
hyperextension o f the MTP joint4. Hence, the soft tissue cushioning is thinner under the 
MT heads, exposing the MT heads to more pressure. Consequently, patients with claw 
toes seem to have higher plantar pressures under the MT heads during barefoot4;5 and in 
shoe6 walking compared to healthy individuals.
One o f the operative procedures to correct claw toe deformity consists o f lengthening 
or tenotomy o f the extensor tendon(s), release o f the MTP joint with loosening o f plantar 
adhesions to the MT head and proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint resection (or fusion). 
The MTP joint is repositioned and immobilized in such way that the neutral position o f 
the MTP joint is achieved and the fat-pad is restored at its anatomical position7. The goal 
o f this procedure is to decrease and redistribute the plantar pressure under the MT heads 
by realigning the toe. Applying the present method no shortening MT osteotomies and 
neither MTP joint resections are performed, to preserve a more normal anatomy o f the 
forefoot and a more normal forefoot motion8.
The effect o f such an operative procedure on plantar pressure and foot kinematics in 
patients with claw toes has not been investigated yet. Therefore, the objective o f this study 
was to investigate the effect o f the present operative method on plantar pressure distribution 
and foot kinematics. We expected a decrease o f pressure under the MT heads, increase o f 
range o f motion o f the medial longitudinal arch, decrease o f pain and increase o f activity 
after surgery.
M A T E R IA L S  A N D  M E T H O D 5  
S u b je c ts
Fifteen patients operated on and fifteen control subjects participated in this study. Patients 
were included at the orthopedie department o f the Sint Maartenskliniek, Nijmegen, The
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Netherlands. The indication for surgery was severe metatarsalgia as a result o f claw toe 
deformity o f at least grade 3 (A and B both included, thus hallux valgus was not an exclu- 
sion criteria) on the Nijmegen classification system. This system was originally developed 
to classify rheumatoid forefoot deformity9. As definition for claw toes we used: a flexion 
deformity o f the PIP joint and a dorsiflexion (extension) deformity at the MTP joint o f one 
or more lesser toesi:3. Minimally two MTP joints per operated foot had extension contracture 
with distal migration o f the plantar fat pad (grade 3). Patients with sensory neuropathy, 
neurological disorders, active arthritis, skin disorders, neuralgia, bursitis, or a history of 
previous surgery were excluded from this study. O f the fifteen patients who underwent a 
claw toe correction with MTP release, 6 patients had claw toes as a result of rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA), one subject suffered from diabetes mellitus and 8 subjects had idiopathic 
claw toes. Five patients with RA underwent additional MTPi fusion to correct hallux valgus 
and in two patients a claw hallux correction without MTi osteotomy was performed. The 
control subjects were employees o f the department or acquaintances o f the researchers 
and did not have any foot or ankle complaints and no orthopedie or neurological disorders 
that could have influenced normal gait. All subjects signed informed consent. The study 
was approved by the local ethical board.
S u rg ic a l p ro c e d u re
A schematic overview o f the procedure is provided in Figure 1. A gauze dressing with mild 
compression was applied after surgery. The patiënt was permitted to ambulate using a post- 
operative shoe with weight bearing on the heel. The sutures were removed after 14 days. 
The K-wires were removed after 4 weeks and in case of additional a first ray bony procedure 
after 6 weeks. Immobilization was to achieve healing o f all plantar structures, including 
the plantar plate, to achieve a permanent alignment of the MTP joint. After removal o f the 
K-wires the patients were instructed to passively mobilize the MTP joints. Further taping 
of the toe(s) was applied in case of persistent tendency towards malalignment.
S tu d y  design
All patients were measured at our gait laboratory at two to three months preoperatively and 
approximately one year postoperatively. Gait and plantar pressure measurements were 
performed. In addition, all subjects completed the Foot Function Index (FFI) questionnaire 
part B and C. At the time o f the present study, the FFI score, validated for use in the Nether­
lands10, was the best option for determining pain and activity related to foot problems.
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OFigure 1: S c h e m a t i c  o v e r v i e w  o f  t h e  su rg ica l  p r o c e d u r e :  A) c law  t o e  d e fo rm i ty  
i l lus trat ing  t h e  d is ta l m ig ra t io n  o f  t h e  fa t  pad; B) T h e  P IP  jo in t and M T P  joint 
w e r e  e x p o s e d  th r o u g h  a d o rsa l  longitudinal incision. S h o r t e n in g  c o n t r a c t u r e  
o f  t h e  e x t e n s o r s  w e r e  l e n g th e n e d  o r  s e v e r e d .  H e r e a f t e r ,  fo l lo w ed  d o rsa l  
c a p su lo to m y ,  s y n o v e c t o m y  Cin c a s e  o f  h y p e r - t r o p h ic  s yn o v i t is  o f  t h e  jo in t )  and 
s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  c o l la te ra l  l ig am en ts .  W ith  s l igh t t r a c t i o n  and p lan ta r f lex ion  t o  
t h e  to e ,  s u b lu x a ted  o r  d is lo c a t e d  M T P  jo in ts  w e r e  f u r t h e r  r e le a s e d .  T ra c t io n  
w a s  d e c r e a s e d  by r e s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  d is ta l p a r t  o f  t h e  p rox im a l phalanx; Cï A f t e r  
su f f ic iën t  r e l e a s e  a c u r v e d  e l e v a t o r  o r  d i s s e c t o r  w a s  m o v e d  a rou n d  t h e  M T  
h ead  in a d is ta l  p la n ta r  d i r e c t io n  w i th o u t  d am ag in g  t h e  c a r t i la g e .  Th is  w a s  t o  
f r e e  th e  p la n ta r  a s p e c t  o f  t h e  M T  head  f r o m  f ib ro s is  and ad h es ion s ;  D) T h e  
M T P  jo in ts  w e r e  r e d u c e d  and t h e  p la n ta r  fa t  p a d s  m o v e d  back  u n d e r  th e  M T  
heads, which w a s  th e  goal o f  th is  p ro c ed u re .  W h en  a t  th e  ‘push-up t e s t '  th e  t o e s  
w e r e  flexed due t o  s h o r t e n e d  f lexor  t e n d o n s  th e s e  t e n d o n s  w e r e  s e v e r e d  a t  th e  
level o f  th e  r e s e c t e d  P IP  joint. H e r e a f t e r ,  fo l low ed  in t ram edu l la ry  k -w ire  fixation.
P la n ta r  p r e s s u r e  m e a s u r e m e n ts
The plantar pressure data were collected using a Footscan® 3D plate (RSscan, Olen, Belgium) 
mounted on top o f a force plate (Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland) at 500Hz. All participants 
walked barefoot over the pressure plate at their preferred walking speed. Participants 
walked according to the three-step protocol (the third step was measured), alternating with 
the left and right foot. A total o f 10 trails were obtained (5 recordings o f each foot). A trial 
was repeated if  the entire footprint was not recorded or an irregular walking pattern was 
observed.
G a it  analysis
First, markers were attached on both hips, legs and feet according to the lower body Vicon 
Plug-In Gait model. Second, 11  small markers were placed on bony landmarks o f the
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(affected) foot: first distal metatarsal head, second distal metatarsal head (TOE), fifth distal 
metatarsal head, first proximal metatarsal head, second proximal metatarsal head, fifth 
proximal metatarsal head, tuberculum os naviculare, lateral malleolus, medial malleolus, 
medial calcaneus, lateral calcaneus and the heel.
Three-dimensional kinematic data o f the lower extremities and force data were col- 
lected simultaneously. Ground reaction forces were measured at 2400 Hz by a force plate 
(Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland) embedded in the floor. Kinematic data were measured 
by a six-camera motion analysis system at 200 Hz (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK). 
The subjects walked at their preferred walking speed over a distance o f approximately six 
meter with the third step on the force plate. The foot on the force plate was the foot with 
the additional markers on it. Data were collected until five good trials were recorded.
F o o t  k in em a tics
With the acquired kinematic data, various angles between bony landmarks of the feet were 
calculated using a reduced Heidelberg model11. The Heidelberg model uses functional 
segments instead o f anatomical segments in which the angles are calculated in different
Table 1: D e s c r ip t i o n  o f  t h e  f o o t  p r o j e c t i o n  a n g le s  w i th  t h e  u sed  p la n e s  and 
s e g m e n t s .
Angle Segm ent 1 Segment: 2 Plane
M edia l A r c h  A n g le C A M -P M 1  PM 1-D M 1 TÜ E -H E E -z
F o re fo o t/ A n k le  
a bdu c t ion
A N M - A N K  DM1 - D M 5  T O E -H E E -y
F o re fo o t/ h in d fo o t  
a b d u c t ion
C A M - C A L  DM1 - D M 5  T O E -H E E -y
M T  l-V ang le PM 1-D M 1 P M 5 - D M 5  T O E -H E E -y
L a te ra l  A r c h  A n g le  C A L - P M 5  P M 5 - D M 5  T O E -H E E -z
fiCi'.l
J L
T ib io - ta la r  f lexion
C a lcan eu s/M a l leo lu s  C A M - C A L  
sup inat ion
K N E -A N K  C A L C -T O E  T O E -H E E -z
A N M - A N K  P e r p e n d ic u la r  
on  T O E -H E E -z
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planes by using projection angles. As the markers on the tibia, the hallux, and the proximal 
head of the second metatarsal were not included in the current study, a slightly smaller 
variable set o f foot angles were studied compared to Simon et al.11 The foot angles used for 
this study are presented in Table i.
A N A L Y S IS  A N D  S T A T I5 T IC S
The FF1, part B and C, was calculated for the pre- and postoperative condition. A Wilcoxon 
signed rank test was used to indicate differences between the pre- and postoperative 
condition. Medians with interquartile range (IQR) are displayed.
P la n ta r  p r e s s u r e
First, the mean pressure (MP), peak pressure (PP) and pressure-time integral (PTI) were 
calculated for each step per foot for each subject. Subsequently, plantar pressure data were 
normalized for foot size and foot progression angle according to the method developed by 
Keijsers et al.12 For each subject and for each foot, the mean MP, PP and PTI over the trials 
were computed. To eliminate the effect o f body weight on the plantar pressure distribution, 
the plantar pressure was normalized for the total plantar pressure.
To deal with the large number o f sensors in statistical analysis, we used the procedure 
described previously by Stolwijk et al.'3 This technique involves a nonparametric procedure, 
based on grouping all adjacent sensors that exhibit similar difference in sign (an increase 
or decrease in MP, PP or PTI). In the present study the number o f sensor groups was 6. 
Therefore, the p-value was adjusted by using the general Bonferroni correction (a/N) in 
advance, and set at 0.007.
F o o t  k in em atics
For each o f the foot angles we calculated the full Range o f Motion (fROM) (maximum 
value- minimum value) during stance, the ROM in the first 50% o f stance (ROMi) and the 
ROM in the last 50% o f stance (ROM2). Using the paired-sample Wilcoxon signed rank 
test, it was tested whether there was a difference in any o f these three range o f motion 
(ROM) variables between the pre- and postoperative condition. Furthermore, differences 
between the control group and the pre- and postoperative condition separately was tested, 
using the Wilcoxon rank sum test for independent samples. The p-value was set at 0.05.
R E 5 U L T S
Unfortunately two patients refused further follow-up and were thus excluded from the 
study. Time and long distance travel were the main arguments for refusal. Therefore, 13 
patients were used for further analysis. With exception o f one superficial wound infection
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Table 2: M ed ia n  R O M  va lu e s  o f  t h e  k in em at ic  v a r ia b le s  o f  t h e  f o o t  f o r  t h e  p r e  
and p o s t  o p e r a t i v e  cond it ion .
Angle ROM ROM1 ROMB
pre P 0 5 t c o n tro l pre post: c o n tro l pre post c o n tro l
Medial Arch Angle 1 2.0 13.3 12.4 6.3 4.2 5.9 9.3 9.4 11.7
Forefoot/Ankle 
abduction
9.1 8.4 S.S 4.0 3.1 2.4 8.1 7.3 7.8
Forefoot/hindfoot 
abduction
6.4 6.2 6.5 2.1 2.9 1.8 6.5 5.3 6.4
MT l-V angle 9.1 9.1 9.4 7.8 8.2 8.5 4.9 7.0 5.5
Lateral Arch Angle 6.1 9.5 7.4 3.8 4.2 4.3 5.8 8.2 6.6
Calcaneus/Ma lleolus 
supination
11.7 12.6 22.6* 3.3 3.8 3.7 11.7 12.0 1 9.5*
Tibio-talar flexion 19.9 21.6 22.0 10.4 12.5 11.1 17.6 20.2 22.0
causing delayed wound healing and one floppy toe with flexed position, there were no 
complications reported.
The median follow up duration was 12 months (IQR 12-15). Preoperatively, the median 
FFI score was 47 (IQR 29-52) for part B (pain items) and 45 (IQR 31-50) for part C (activity 
items). Postoperatively, the FFI scores significantly decreased to 17 (IQR 8-26, p < o .001) 
and 28 (IQR 18-33, P = ° - ° 2) f ° r Part B and C, respectively.
P la n ta r  p re s s u r e
The plantar pressure was distributed differently under the forefoot for claw toe patients 
compared to healthy Controls; there was significantly more pressure under the distal part 
o f the forefoot at the level o f MT head I, II and III, and less pressure under the proximal 
part o f the forefoot (also in line with MT head I II and II) and the entire area o f the MT 
head IV and V (Figure 2). After surgery, no significant differences between the control and 
operated foot were found, except for some small area’s under the forefoot and hallux. 
Noticeable was the presence o f slightly higher pressures under MT heads 2 and 3 for post- 
operative condition compared to the Controls (Figure 3).
Comparing the plantar pressure pre- and postoperatively, it can be seen that the plantar 
pressure redistributes from the distal part o f the forefoot towards the proximal part o f the 
forefoot (Figure 3). The plantar pressure redistributed in a similar matter for the group of 
patients who underwent a simultaneous hallux valgus correction and the patients who 
did not.
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The median contact time, as indicator o f walking speed, was 0.80 sec (IQR 0.71-0.89) for 
the preoperative condition, 0.85 (IQR 0.78 - 0.89) for the postoperative condition and
0.65 (IQR 0.63-0.69) for the control group. There was no significant difference in contact 
time between the pre- and post operative condition (p = 0.56). Contact time significantly 
differed between the Controls and the pre- and post operative condition (both p = o.001)).
F o o t  k in em a tics
Technical problems caused that the data o f 2 subjects could not be used. Therefore, the 
results of the foot angles are based on the data of 11 subjects. The foot angles during the 
stance phase for the pre- and post operative condition are shown in Figure 4 along with 
the results o f the control group. It shows that the curve o f the foot angles for the pre- and
Figure 2: F o o t  k in e m a t ic s  du r ing  t h e  s t a n c e  p h a s e  CQ-100%3 f o r  t h e  p r e ­
o p e r a t i v e  con d it ion ,  th e  p o s t o p e r a t i v e  con d it ion  and t h e  c o n t r o l  g rou p .
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postoperative condition were quite similar to those o f the control group. Table 2 shows all 
median ROM values o f the foot angles for the pre- and postoperative condition and control 
subjects. Significant differences between the pre- and postoperative condition in at least one 
o f the ROM variables were found for the lateral arch angle, calcaneus/malleolus supination 
and tibio-talar fiexion (Table 2). There was a statistical significant increase o f 3.4° for the 
fROM of the lateral arch Angle (p = 0.02) after surgery. The ROMi increased with 0.5° 
(p = 0.03) for the calcaneus/malleolus supination and with 2.1° for the tibio-talar fiexion 
(p = 0.04) after surgery.
Statistically significant differences were found between the patiënt and the control group 
for the calcaneus/malleolus supination. The fROM and ROM2 was higher in the control 
group (22.6° and 19 .50, respectively) compared to the preoperative(n.7° (p < o.001) and 11.7° 
(p = o.001), respectively) and postoperative (12.6° (p = 0.004) and I2-° (p = 0.004) condition.
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Figure 3: S ign i f ican t  d i f fe r e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  M P  b e fo r e  and a f t e r  s u r g e r y .  T h e  
le f t  and m iddle panel s h o w  th e  M P  d is t r ib u t ion  f o r  th e  p r e -  and p o s t o p e r a t i v e  
c on d it ion  r e s p e c t i v e ly .  T h e  r ig h t  pane l s h o w s  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  p r e -  
and  p o s t o p e r a t i v e  cond it ion .  B lack s q u a r e s  in d ica te  a s ign i f ican t  d i f f e r e n c e  a t  
pcO .O O ‘7.
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Figure 4 : F o o t  k in e m a t ic s  d u r in g  the 
o p e r a t i v e  cond it ion ,  th e  p o s t o p e r a t i v e
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In the present study the effect o f the treatment o f metatarsalgia through claw toe correction 
was investigated using objective measures such as plantar pressure measurements, dynamic 
foot kinematics and a FFI questionnaire. We expected to find a decrease in pressure under 
the MT heads, an increase in range o f motion o f the medial longitudinal arch, a decrease 
in pain and an increase in activity after surgery. The plantar pressure under the MT heads 
did not decrease, but transfered proximally after correction o f the claw toes achieving a 
pressure distribution which was more similar to the control group. Furthermore, the foot 
kinematics, in general, were not very different from Controls and changed slightly after 
surgery. Overall, patients were satisfied with the results o f the procedure, and the FFI 
improved significantly.
The role o f claw toe deformity as a cause o f metatarsalgia is in our view underestimated 
and often left out o f tables recapitulating the types of metatarsalgia14. Recently, several studies 
showed an increased pressure under the metatarsals for patients with claw toess:S:I5:lS. Bus
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found up to 1.7 times higher peak pressures under the MT head 2 or 3 in claw toe patients 
compared to healthy Controls15. Furthermore, Yu found higher in-shoe peak plantar pres­
sures under the first to fifth MT heads for diabetic patients with claw toes compared to 
Controls6. The current study shows that claw toe deformity causes higher pressures on the 
distal plantar aspect o f the forefoot and lower pressures on the proximal part the forefoot 
compared to Controls. As previous studies investigated the plantar pressure in predefïned 
regions o f the forefoot, it was not possible to differentiate between the proximal and distal 
parts o f the MT heads. The increase in pressure under the distal part o f the MT heads 
found in this study probably relates to the altered geometry o f the forefoot due to clawing 
of the toes; a distal fat-pad transfer and consequently more exposure o f the MT heads4. 
This change is generally interpreted as deepening o f the MT head.
To our best knowledge, there are no previous studies presenting the results o f a release 
of the MTP joints and claw toe correction on plantar pressure distribution or foot kinematics. 
Nevertheless, plantar pressure distribution before and after a Weil or chevron osteotomy 
of the lesser metatarsals have been reportedI7:i8. Vandeputte et al. investigated the effect of 
a Weil osteotomy in 37 patients with severe metatarsalgia with relative long metatarsals. 
Plantar pressure measurements were performed in 12 (undefined) patients. They showed 
a decrease in peak pressure under the operated MT head postoperatively18 in all except one 
patiënt. In contrast, Snyder et al. found no significant effect on plantar pressure under the 
metatarsals after a Weil osteotomy in a cadaveric experimental study. A shortening chevron 
type osteotomy caused a significant decrease in average pressure beneath the operative 
metatarsal heads17. Both studies did not report the plantar pressure at sensor level, and 
therefore cannot identify redistribution o f pressure under the metatarsals. In the current 
study a correction o f a claw toe deformity with MTP release caused a transfer o f pressure 
from the distal part towards the proximal part of the forefoot. Achieving a pressure distribu­
tion which was roughly similar to that of the Controls. Postoperatively, patients had slightly 
more pressure under the heel and, although not significantly, under the second and third 
metatarsal head compared to Controls. These higher pressures are located at an area where 
higher pressures are more common19. As a consequence, no adverse effects of these pres­
sures was found in the present study, which was supported by the improvement o f the FFI 
postoperatively.
Based on the theory o f the windlass mechanism as explained by Hicks8;3°, clawing o f 
the toes and thus hyperextension contracture o f the MTP joint, will tighten the plantar 
aponeurosis (PA), theoretically elevating the medial longitudinal arch o f the foot, which 
shortens and locks the foot. Indeed, the ROM of the lateral arch angle increased signifi­
cantly after surgery. However, no differences in ROM of the Medial Arch Angle between 
the pre- and postoperative condition or Controls was found. There might be several reasons
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why we found changes in the lateral column of the foot and not in the medial column. 
First o f all, 6 subjects suffered from rheumatoid arthritis, which is known for the decrease 
in ROM of foot kinematic data21122, especially in the first ray. Secondly, 5 patients under- 
went fusion o f the MTPi joint which locks the medial column. Finally, this study concerns 
correction o f the lesser rays and not primarily o f the first ray. Therefore, the effect might 
be seen more on the lateral column.
Further statistical significant differences in foot kinematics due to surgery were found 
for the supination o f the calcaneus and the tibio-talar flexion. The changes in the ROM of 
these angles were very small. Overall, the patients had less supination after heel off com­
pared to Controls, indicating that, generally, the patients did not completely roll o ff their 
feet and had less movement in the hindfoot.
This study has certain limitations. First, a relative small group was investigated. Our 
study group consisted o f subjects with claw toes without other (major) foot pathologies 
and it was imperative that the deformity was clearly located at the level o f the forefoot only. 
As many patients in our hospital are known with muscular or neurological disorders or 
severe rheumatoid arthritis, only a small group could be included in the study. However, 
the use of objective measures compensate for this small group size. Moreover, the current 
study shows already important differences between patients and Controls and between the 
pre- and postoperative condition. Second, a small group o f 5 patients had an additional 
MTPi fusion and this could influence the plantar pressure distribution under the foot. For 
this reason a sub analysis was performed, but this revealed that the plantar pressure was 
affected in a similar manner in both groups (with and without MTPi fusion), indicating 
that the MTPi joint fusion had no disruptive influence on the results. Finally, on hindsight 
it might have been informative to present objective results o f the fat pad displacement.
In conclusion, correction o f a claw toe deformity by release o f the MTP joint in combi- 
nation with PIP resection is a successful operative procedure, resulting in an increase of 
functional scores, redistribution o f plantar pressure towards that o f a healthy foot and a 
slight change in foot kinematics. Therefore one should consider treating symptomatic 
claw toe deformities using this predominantly soft tissue procedure as it is less invasive 
compared to methods using osteotomy o f the metatarsal bones and preserves the MT 
bones and joints.
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CHAPTER 8
FÜ ÜT LENGTHENING AND  
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A B S T R A C T
Introduction: Based on the windlass mechanism theory of Hicks, the medial longitudinal 
arch (MLA) flattens during weight bearing. Simultaneously, foot lengthening is expected. 
However, changes in foot length during gait and the influence o f walking speed has not 
been investigated yet.
Methods: The foot length and MLA angle o f 34 healthy subjects (18 males, 16 females) at 
3 velocities (preferred, low (preferred -0.4 m/s) and fast (preferred +0.4 m/s) speed were 
investigated with a 3D motion analysis system (V IC O N ®). The MLA angle was calculated 
as the angle between the second metatarsal head, the navicular tuberculum and the heel 
in the local sagittal plane. Foot length was calculated as the distance between the marker 
at the heel and the 2nd metatarsal head. A General Linear Model for repeated measures was 
used to indicate significant differences in MLA angle and foot length between different 
walking speeds.
Results: The foot lengthened during the weight acceptance phase o f gait and shortened 
during propulsion. With increased walking speed, the foot elongated less after heel strike 
and shortened more during push off. The M LA angle and foot length curve were similar, 
except between 50% and 80% of the stance phase in which the M LA increases whereas 
the foot length showed a slight decrease.
Conclusion: Foot length seems to represent the Hicks mechanism in the foot and the 
ability o f the foot to bear weight. At higher speeds, the foot becomes relatively stiffer, 
presumably to act as a lever arm to provide extra propulsion.
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The plantar aponeurosis (PA) plays a key role in maintaining the shape o f the Medial 
Longitudinal Arch (MLA) o f the foot while weight bearing. Hicks (1954) was the first to 
describe the role o f the PA as a windlass mechanism explaining the relation between 
passive extension o f the toes on the one hand and the rise o f the medial arch, supination 
o f the rearfoot and external rotation of the leg on the other hand'. During gait, the windlass 
mechanism acts in two ways; 1) it helps to maintain the shape o f the MLA when the foot 
has to manage downward forces at stance (reversed windlass mechanism) and 2) it causes 
a rise of the MLA and shortening o f the foot at late stance, as the plantar fascia tightens at 
toe o ff due to dorsiflexion o f the MTP joints2.
The windlass mechanism provides information regarding the biomechanical function 
o f the foot3:4. This is important as deficits in this system have been identified in a number 
o f foot pathologies, such as a rigid first metatarsophalangeal joint and plantar fasciitis5:6. 
Hallux rigidus limits the dorsal flexion o f the toes thereby blocking the use o f the windlass 
mechanism and affecting the biomechanical behavior o f the entire foot. Consequently, not 
only a reduced hallux dorsiflexion at toe off, but also a decreased forefoot plantarflexion, and 
less external rotation o f the tibia have been demonstrated in these patients3:s;S. Furthermore, 
the development o f plantar fasciitis has been related to factors which increase the tension 
o f the PA, such as rearfoot hyperpronation7, a lower medial arch3 and tightness o f the 
castocnemius/soleus complex8. These factors inhibit the use o f the windlass mechanism 
and provoke heel complaints. Hence, investigating the use o f the windlass mechanism in 
patients with foot disorders can provide new insights in etiology and on the effect o f the 
disorder on the function o f the entire foot. This can be used to assess treatments o f these 
complaints. Measuring the kinematics o f the foot during walking can provide information 
about the use o f the windlass mechanism in the foot. In the last decade, foot kinematics 
have been measured accurately with 3D gait analysis systems using foot models9'13. Some 
o f these foot models calculate the MLA angle (the angle between the first metatarsophalan­
geal (MTP) head, the navicular tuberosity (NAV) or sustentaculum tali (STL) and the 
heel (HEEL) or medial calcaneus marker)12:14:15 or the navicular height/ foot length ratiolo:i3 
as a representative o f the use o f the windlass mechanism during the stance phase o f gait. 
It was found that the MLA steadily flattens until late stance12;i4:ifa with a small peak just 
after heel strike and a short period o f arch rising from 15-25% o f the stance phase and at 
late stance16.
In accordance to the changes in the MLA angle, changes in foot length are expected 
during the stance phase o f gait. Hicks described that the rise o f the MLA in late stance 
should be accompanied by a shortening o f the foot. Foot width has been used in quantitative 
gait studies17. In contrast, foot length is, to our knowledge, not yet used as a parameter to
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investigate foot kinematics. Foot length can be calculated based on the coordinates o f the 
marker at the heel and at the first or second metatarsal head. The advantage o f using the foot 
length parameter is that it is less prone to projection related artefacts. The 3 dimensional 
distance between both markers can be easily calculated without the need to define the 
sagittal plane o f the foot (which is needed for the calculation of the MLA angle). Further­
more, as both the heel and MTP head marker are part o f most conventional gait models, 
it can easily be implemented in clinical gait analysis. Therefore, foot length can be an 
important measure to investigate kinematics o f the foot when interested in the presenta- 
tion o f the windlass mechanism.
The aim of this study was to measure changes o f the foot length and the MLA angle 
during normal gait and to identify i f  foot length can be useful to measure the representa- 
tion o f the windlass mechanism in the foot during the stance phase o f gait. The hypothesis 
of this study was that the foot lengthens during initial contact and midstance, as this is 
where the reversed windlass mechanism occurs. In addition, we expect the foot to shorten 
after heel off during the propulsion phase o f gait. As investigating the function o f the foot 
is especially of interest in patiënt groups with potential dysfunction (who have often a slower 
walking speed), it is important to identify the influence o f walking speed. Therefore, the 
foot length and the angular deformation o f the MLA was measured at 3 different walking 
speeds (low, normal and fast). Previous research has shown that walking speed alters the 
kinematics of the foot and pressure distributionl6;l8;i9. For example, at higher speed, the 
foot motion shifts towards more plantar flexionl8:i9 and the MLA flattens less with higher 
walking speed16. Therefore, we expect that the lengthening o f the foot as well as the range 
o f motion o f the MLA is expected smallest at faster walking speeds16, as there is more 
muscle activity at faster walking speeds and stiffness of the foot is required for effective 
propulsion.
M E T H O D S
S u b je c ts
Thirty-four subjects, 18 males, 16 females with a mean age o f 44 years (range 19-77 years) 
were tested in this study. Volunteers with foot injuries, an abnormal or asymmetrie gait 
pattern and general lower extremity problems were excluded from participation. The 
study protocol was approved by the institutional research board. All study participants 
gave their written informed consent.
E x p e rim e n ta l s e tu p
Three 14 mm reflecting markers were placed on each foot; one at the heel (HEEL), one at 
the second metatarsophalangeal joint (TOE) and one at the navicular tuberculum (NAV).
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Using a motion analysis system with eight cameras (VICON, Oxford, United Kingdom) 
the precise location o f the markers in space and time were determined. A Kistler force plate 
(Kistler, Wintherthur, Switzerland), embedded in the floor surface, was used to determine 
heel strike and toe o ff (threshold o f 5N) and to investigate the ground reaction forces 
(GRF). Walking speed was defined as the distance traveled divided by the ambulation time 
o f the last heel contact in front o f the force plate to the first heel contact after the force 
plate o f the contra-lateral leg. The marker data and force plate data were measured at a 
frequency o f 200  Hz and 2400H z, respectively. Koenraadt et al., showed that our system 
is highly accurate17; differences o f 0.1 mm in distance between markers can be detected'7. 
Furthermore, they showed that changes in width of the forefoot o f 0.60 mm due to meta­
tarsal head placement as found by the Vicon system was similar to the observed changes 
as measured through radiography17.
P ro to c o l
Prior to the tests, the preferred walking speed o f each subject was assessed by asking the 
subject to walk 5 times at his or hers most comfortable speed back and forth in the lab. 
After determining the preferred walking speed, participants were tested in three speed 
conditions: preferred walking speed (PREF), slow speed (SLOW) and fast speed (FAST). 
For the SLOW and FAST condition, the subjects were instructed to walk 0.4 m/s slower 
or faster than their PREF, respectively. For every condition, deviations up to 0.05 m/s 
(thus implying a range o f o .10  m/s) were tolerated. The subjects were able to maintain the 
speed within this range through feedback provided to them about the speed o f the previous 
trial. For each condition, participants walked at least 5 times with each foot on the force 
plate. For each speed condition, the three-step protocol was used, which means that at each 
trial contact with the force plate was made on the 3th step20. All subjects were instructed 
to walk until the end o f the walkway after the platform contact, resulting in a total o f 7-8 
steps. False trials regarding walking speed and trials with obvious correcting steps were 
excluded.
A nalysis  and s ta t is t ic s
The foot length during stance was calculated as the distance between TOE and HEEL 
marker for each percent o f the stance phase, in which the stance phase for each person 
was normalized for time. From the foot length data, the lengthening, shortening and total 
range during stance were calculated. Lengthening was considered as the maximal length 
minus the length at heel strike, shortening as the length at heel strike minus the minimal 
length during stance. The total range was defined as the maximum minus the minimum 
foot length during stance.
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Table 1. K in e m a t ic  p a r a m e t e r s ,  M L A  an g le  and f o o t  len g th en in g ,  s h o r t e n in g  
and t o ta l  r a n g e  f o r  t h e  v a r io u s  walking s p e e d  c o n d i t io n s  Cmean ± SD ).
Param eter 5LOW PREF FAST p-value
Walking s p e e d  Cm/s) 1 .00 CiO.l 8 ) 1.39 ClO.1 7 ) 1.78 C±0.1 8 ) <0.001
r a n g e  Cm/s) 0 . 6 9  -1 .44 1.15 -1.81 1.51 -2.21
S t r id e  len g th  Cm) 1.26 C±Ü.14) 1.44  C±0.14) 1.61 C±0.1 5 ) <0.001
S t a n c e  durationCs) 1.28 C±0.1 5 ) l .O S  C±0.09) 0 . 9 2  (± 0 .0 7 ) <0.001
Tota l r a n g e  Cmm) 12.0 C±2.0) 12.3 C±2.0) 12.8 C±2.1) <0.01
S h o r t e n in g  Cmm) 6.1 C±2.4) 6 .9  C±2.6) 7 .8  C±2.8) <0.01
L e n g th en in g  Cmm) S .8  C±1.9) 5 .4  C±2.0) 5 .0  C±2.3) <0.01
M L A 3 0  C°) 8 .7  C±2.4) 8 .2  C±2.0) 10.3 C±2.7) <0 .001
M L A m a x 17.0 C±3.4) 14.8 C±3.2) 15.7 C±3.5) <0.001
M L A f f B .4  C±2.6) 7.1 C±2.7) 5 .6  C±2.7) <0.001
The MLA angle was the angle between the TOE, HEEL and NAV marker, projected in the 
sagittal plane o f the foot (local plane) during normalized stance12. The difference between 
heel strike (i%) and 30%  o f the stance phase (MLA30) and heel strike (1%) and maximum 
MLA angle (MLAmax) o f the stance phase was calculated as an indicator of the change in 
MLA angle during the early stance phase and the total stance phase, respectively. Further­
more, the difference between the MLA30 and the MLAmax was calculated to indicate the 
change in MLA angle during the foot fiat phase (MLAff). Stride length (the distance o f the 
last heel contact in front o f the force plate to the first heel contact o f the contra lateral leg 
after the force plate) and stance duration (the time between toe strike and heel off) were 
calculated. Only the right foot was included for further analysis20121. To test for the effect 
o f speed on foot lengthening, shortening, total range, MLA30, MLAmax, MLAff, stride 
length and stance duration a general linear model for repeated measures with factor speed 
(3 conditions) was performed through the statistical software package SPSS 12.0.
R E S U L T S
F o o t le n g th  and M L A  angle a t  p re fe r re d  w alk ing  speed
Figure 1 shows the mean foot length (upper panel) and the mean MLA angle (lower panel) 
for all subjects during stance. The foot length remained relatively the same from heel- 
strike (HS) to toe-strike (TS). However, after TS, the foot length increased, achieving its 
maximum at approximately 50% o f stance. After heel off, the foot shortened with a rapid 
shortening just before toe o ff (TO). The MLA angle constantly increased from HS to 
opposite heel-strike (OH) and decreased in the last 20%  o f the stance phase.
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Figure 1: T h e  a v e r a g e  c h a n g e  o f  t h e  f o o t  len g th  Cupper pane l]  and th e  medial 
a r c h  an g le  Clower pane l)  o f  t h e  t o ta l  g r o u p  dur ing  th e  s t a n c e  p h a se  f o r  t h e  3 
d i f f e r e n t  s p e e d  c o n d i t i o n s  Cslow, p r e f e r r e d  and f a s t  s p e e d ) .  T h e  g r e y  a r e a  
in d ica te s  th e  S tan d a rd  d ev ia t ion  b e t w e e n  s u b je c t s  f o r  th e  r e s u l t s  on p r e f e r r e d  
walk ing  sp eed .
E ffe c t  of speed  on p a r a m e te rs
Walking speed, stride length and stance duration were significantly different between the 
three speed conditions (see Table i). Mean and Standard deviations o f lengthening, shorten- 
ing and total range are presented for the various speed conditions in Figure 2 and further 
specifïed in Table 1. Foot shortening and total range increased significantly with increasing 
walking speed (F(i.6, 52.36) = 21.0, p < o.01 and F(i .7, 57.4) = n .2, p < o.01, respectively). 
Sub analysis showed that shortening increased with 13% (0.9 mm) and the total range 
increased with 4%  (0.5 mm) compared to the preferred walking speed condition. The 
lengthening decreased significantly with 0.4 mm with increasing walking speed (F(i.66, 
54.7) = 10 .1, p < o .01), which corresponds to a 7% difference compared to the preferred 
walking speed condition.
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Figure 5: M e a n  t a n d  S t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n )  l e n g t h e n i n g ,  s h o r t e n i n g  a n d  t o t a l  
r a n g e  f o r  t h e  t o t a l  g r o u p  a t  t h e  3  d i f f e r e n t  w a l k i n g  s p e e d s  s i o w ,  p r e f e r r e d  a n d  
f a s t  s p e e d ) .
The MLA30, the MLAmax and MLA stance results are presented for the various speed 
conditions in Figure 3 and further specified in Table 1. There was a main effect o f speed 
for MLA30 (F(2, 134.4) = I9 -2 > P < o .001), MLAmax (F(2, 236.9) = 11.5, p < o .001) and 
M LAff (F(2, 212.8) = 18.5 , p < o.001). The MLA30 was highest for the fast walking speed 
(FAST: 10 .3 (2 .7 ^ , PREF 8.2(2.o)ffl, SLOW 8.7 (2.4)®). The MLAmax was highest for the 
SLOW condition (i7.o(34)ffl) compared to the FAST condition 15.7(3.5)® and the PREF 
condition (14.8(3.2)01). The MLAff was highest for the slow walking speed (8,4(2.6)ffi) 
compared to the PREF condition (7.1 (2.-7)ffl) and FAST condition (5.6 (2.7)ffl). Post hoc 
analysis revealed a significant difference between SLOW and PREF condition and between 
SLOW and FAST condition for the MLA30 and between PREF and FAST condition for 
the MLAmax. The M LAff was significantly different between all three walking speed con­
ditions.
The GRF curves o f the various speed conditions are shown in Figure 4. The GRF curve 
differs between the preferred, slow and fast walking condition, with highest peaks and a 
deeper decline in the middle part o f the curve for fast walking.
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Figure B: M e a n  (and S t a n d a r d  d ev ia t ion l  M LABO, M L A m a x  and M L A f f  f o r  th e  
t o t a l  g r o u p  a t  t h e  3  d i f f e r e n t  walk ing s p e e d s  Cslow, p r e f e r r e d  and f a s t  sp eed ] .
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The present study has demonstrated that the foot lengthens during the first 50% of the 
stance. At midstance, the length o f the foot is at its maximum and increasingly shortens 
until just before toe off. In contrast, the MLA angled reached its maximum at 80% of the 
stance, which is after heel off. The MLA curve in the current study was in agreement with 
previous studiesI2;i4:,6;22 investigating the motion o f the MLA during stance. Hence, the 
MLA angle and foot length curve differ between 50% and 80%  o f the stance phase; the 
MLA increases whereas the foot length showed a slight decrease.
The found lengthening o f the foot and the increase in MLA in the weight acceptance 
phase of gait was to be expected; once the foot is completely on the ground (after toe 
strike), the foot has to manage downward forces and the toes plantar flex and thereby relax 
the PA (the reversed windlass mechanism)2. At midstance, the point o f location o f the 
vertical ground reaction force is located at the middle o f the foot resulting in the largest 
lever arm on the medial longitudinal arch23. Moreover, it has been shown that inclination 
o f the navicular bone occurs at the first 30-50% of stance12. It is therefore not surprising 
that the maximum length o f the foot is achieved at this point in the stance phase. Although
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Vertical ground reaction force
Figure 4: A v e r a g e  g ro u n d  r e a c t io n  f o r c e  c u r v e s  f o r  t h e  v a r io u s  s p e e d  con d i-  
t ions .  T h e  g r e y  a r e a  in d ica te s  t h e  S ta n d a rd  d ev ia t ion  f o r  t h e  p r e f e r r e d  s p e e d  
condit ion .
the foot length curve is similar (but opposite) to the medial arch inclination curve12124, the 
MLA curve had a different course as it slowly increases until around opposite heel strike. 
Heel o ff is accompanied by extension o f the toes, and therefore we expected to find a 
shortening o f the foot and a rise of the arch at the last part of stance. Inman showed that 
the tibia rotates externally at the late part o f the stance phase25. This external rotation is 
passed through the ankle joint and translated into supination o f the foot25. This triplanar 
motion o f the foot influences the measured MLA angle as the local coordinate system of 
the foot is more difficult to assess due to the triplanar motion. Hence, the MLA angle is 
probably more exposed to projection related artefacts. Therefore, the flattening o f the MLA 
after heel o ff might be the result o f more complex foot motion24.
Speed affected foot length and MLA angle generally in a similar manner. Walking at a 
lower speed increases, whereas walking at faster speed decreases, the lengthening process 
o f the foot and the MLA motion during foot flat phase. The maximal lengthening, found at 
low speeds, can be explained by the difference in the magnitude o f the GRF curve between 
slow and fast walking with a deeper decline in the middle part o f the curve for fast walking.
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The lengthening o f the foot is maximal at midstance and will be more pronounced in the case 
o f higher GRFs and thus at slower speeds. Simultaneously with the increased lengthening 
at slow speeds, an increased flattening o f the MLA was expected18. The MLA angle indeed 
reached a higher maximum at a slow walking speed and the change in MLA angle during 
the foot flat phase was largest at low walking speeds compared to normal and fast walking.
An increase in foot length, along with a flattening o f the M LA during lower speeds also 
provide a better control o f balance. During the initial part o f stance, the foot adjusts to the 
surface one is walking on. The lower the speed the more it is likely that control o f balance 
is an important function o f the foot. This is ultimately the case while one is standing on 
one leg/foot2<S;27. The increased lengthening o f the foot at slow speeds will increase the 
contact area o f the foot with the ground and is therefore probably o f functional value.
At faster walking speeds there was less lengthening, and more shortening o f the foot. 
Furthermore there was less motion o f the MLA angle during the foot flat phase. This was 
to be expected as a faster walking speed is related to a lower vertical ground reaction force 
at midstance. Similar results have been found by Caravaggi et al.lS They observed that the 
range o f motion o f the MLA during the interval in which the foot was fully on the ground, 
was lowest for the fast walking speed. At higher speeds, effective propulsion and force 
absorption is important. It is suggested that the foot turns into a more rigid structure pas- 
sively enforced through the windlass mechanism o f the aponeurosis plantaris (through 
increased Achilles tendon tension and dorsiflexion o f the toes at late stance)28 and actively 
achieved through forces employed by the lower leg and intrinsic foot muscleslS:22. Hence, 
the foot acts as a lever arm for optimal transfer o f the power o f the Triceps Surae muscles to 
the forefoot. This is particularly important at faster walking speeds to improve propulsion.
Slightly deviating results, compared to foot length, were found for the MLA motion at 
the first 30% o f stance and the maximum MLA angle for the faster walking speed; both 
were higher compared to the preferred walking speed, indicating an increased motion of 
the MLA at a higher walking speed. However, faster walking speed is associated with an 
increased pronation o f the foot. Evidence for this notion can be found in two pedobaro- 
graphic studies, in which increased loading o f the medial part o f the forefoot was found at 
higher walking speeds29;3°. Pronation o f the foot can influence the MLA angle thereby 
giving the impression o f an increased flattening of the MLA. The MLA angle can probably 
be measured most accurately when the foot is entirely on the ground. During this foot flat 
phase the range o f motion o f the MLA was clearly decreased at a faster walking speed 
which is similar to the results o f foot length in this phase.
This study has some limitations. Firstly, the slow walking speed o f the subjects meas­
ured in this study was rather high compared to the preferred walking speed o f some patiënt 
groups. This might limit the ability to extrapolate the results o f this study to patiënt data.
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Dubbeldam et al. investigated the foot kinematics at 3 different walking speeds and demon­
strated that changes in foot kinematics which were found for walking at 75% of the preferred 
walking speed were indicative for the slower walking speed condition (50%)'8. Secondly, 
when measuring kinematics o f the foot using surface markers, marker displacement due 
to skin movements might influence the results. However, Nester et al. demonstrated that 
skin mounted markers attached to the foot provide reliable data compared with bone pin 
markers on the foot4. The greatest differences occurred for parameters which included the 
navicular/cuboid segment. Furthermore, several articles3'132 have shown that skin move­
ments at the foot are relatively small compared with those on other parts o f the lower body. 
A previous study from our laboratory'7 on the effect o f a metatarsal pad on forefoot width 
showed that the increase in forefoot width found with skin markers was comparable to the 
increase in forefoot width observed with radiographs. It follows that it is much more reason- 
able to assume that the changes in foot length and MLA angle are attributable to the change 
in foot shape during walking and to the differences between speed conditions. Finally, the 
effect o f walking velocity seems to be limited for most parameters. Nevertheless, we found 
changes ranging from a 4%  to 14% difference compared to the preferred walking speed. 
In addition, it has been shown that conservative treatment o f forefoot pain also achieves 
such small changes in foot kinematics. We only measured healthy subjects and, for the 
clinical relevance, various patiënt groups have to be taken into account. For instance in 
patients with forefoot deformities, such as hallux valgus, rigidus or claw toes, it is to be 
expected that the function o f the windlass mechanism is affected and it would be worth- 
while to investigate foot kinematics in more detail in these groups
In conclusion, foot length seems to be a good measure to investigate the kinematics of 
the foot during the stance phase when one is interested in the occurrence o f the Hicks 
phenomenonI2;24. The results are in agreement with what one would expect on the basis o f 
the Hicks description o f the foot kinematics during stance1. Foot length can be easily 
measured and implemented in a Standard gait analysis and is not as prone to projection 
related artifacts as the MLA angle. As expected, the lengthening and shortening of the foot is 
influenced by the walking speed. At a higher speed, the foot becomes more rigid, probably 
to provide a base for absorption of forces and a more effective propulsion.
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With a prevalence o f at least 10%  of the population, orthopaedic related foot complaints are 
a major health care problem in the Westl;2. The most common disorders are metatarsalgia, 
plantar fasciitis or hallux rigidus1. Foot disorders, especially in the elderly, can have serious 
consequences on the ability to stand and walk, hamper mobility and may result in func­
tional disabilityl;3:4. It is assumed that the development o f foot complaints is related to the 
shape and function o f the foot. It is therefore o f major importance to measure the shape 
and function o f the foot accurately. In the last decades, different methods to investigate the 
foot during locomotion have been developed. The most commonly used methods are 
plantar pressure measurements and 3D foot kinematic measurements.
Although a plantar pressure measurement is easy to perform, the analysis o f the data 
gained from these measurements is difficult and time consuming. As for each person the 
shape and the size o f the foot is different, it is impossible to compare the plantar pressure 
patterns between individuals by superimposing footprints. To solve this problem, the foot 
can be divided into several masks. Pressure values can then be calculated for each mask. In 
this manner, it is possible to compare pressure values between persons. The disadvantage 
of this technique is that there is no information about the actual pressure distribution. Also 
shifts o f pressure within a mask are not detectable. Given that treatment o f foot complaints 
often involves the redistribution of pressure, it would be o f particular interest to compare 
pressure distribution patterns. Scaling the footprint to a Standard size and progression 
angle might enable the analysis at sensor level.
In this thesis, the development o f a normalization technique in which the pressure data 
is scaled to a Standard foot size and progression angle is described and tested. With the use 
o f this normalization technique it is possible to compare the pressure distribution pattern 
between subjects at a sensor level. Furthermore it opens the doors for the use o f more 
sophisticated analysis techniques, such as regression analysis or principal component 
analysis. With the use o f these techniques, it might be possible to distinguish between the 
pathological and non pathological foot based on plantar pressure data. A fïrst step in this 
process is to gather information about the plantar pressure data o f the healthy and the 
patholocical foot. The main goal of this thesis was to demonstrate that the newly developed 
normalization technique gives insight into the plantar pressure distribution pattern in 
healthy and pathological feet and to evaluate common treatment modalities for forefoot 
pain such as insoles and surgical claw toe correction.
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Chapter i is a general introduction describing the functional anatomy o f the foot including 
the main biomechanical mechanisms which occur in the foot during walking. Further- 
more, the most commonly used methods to assess the function and shape o f the foot are 
discussed.
A method to normalize the plantar pressure by scaling the pressure image to a Standard 
foot length, width and progression angle is introduced in Chapter 2 o f this thesis. High ICCs 
and small differences between the raw and the normalized pressure images indicate that the 
plantar pressure parameters are only minimally affected by this normalization procedure. 
The advantage o f normalizing the plantar pressure image to a Standard size and angle is 
that it is possible to compare plantar pressure patterns much more accurately. Therefore, 
this method is used in this thesis to compare the plantar pressure pattern o f different 
groups o f persons.
Frequently, long distance walkers and runners develop injuries o f the foot, ankle and 
lower limb. The development o f many o f these foot complaints are most likely related to 
overloading o f the foot. Yet, changes in foot plantar pressure distribution roll o ff pattern 
or kinematics during prolonged low intensity exercise, such as a long distance walk have 
hardly been investigated. In Chapter 3 the plantar pressure distribution and the trajectory 
o f the Centre o f Pressure (CoP) o f 62 participants o f the International Four Day March 
Nijmegen (IFDM) was measured, before the IFDM and each day after finishing. At the same 
time, it was investigated whether these participants developed foot complaints during the 
IFDM. The plantar pressure was analyzed according to the normalization method intro­
duced in Chapter 2. It appeared that several major changes occurred in the plantar pressure 
distribution and displacement o f  the CoP during the IFDM. Short-term effects can be 
summarized as a decrease in pressure under the toes, the first metatarsal head and hallux 
coupled with an increase under the lesser metatarsal heads and heel. The most novel 
finding, however, concerns the long-term effects. Pressure under the heel increased after 
one day of walking and continued to increase during the next three days. The trajectory 
o f the CoP ended more posteriorly after the IFDM compared to before the IFDM. Twenty- 
two percent o f the participants developed forefoot pain, 7%  developed heel pain and 18% 
developed combined forefoot and heel pain. The changes in plantar pressure distribution 
and the trajectory o f the CoP point towards a less propulsive use o f the foot during loco- 
motion, with less contribution o f the toes during the end phase o f stance. A reason for the 
observed changes could be that subjects, in order to avoid overuse o f the forefoot, adapt 
their walking pattern in such a way that the pressure under the forefoot is decreased.
In Africa it is much more common to walk long distances. Although African adults 
walk many hours each day, often barefoot or with worn-out shoes, foot complaints are rare 
in Africa. The reason why Africans can withstand such loading without developing foot
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complaints might be related to the way the foot is loaded. In the study o f Chapter 4 , static 
foot geometry and dynamic plantar pressure distribution of 77 adults from Malawi were 
compared to 77 adults from the Netherlands. None o f the subjects had a history o f foot 
complaints. The plantar pressure pattern as well as the Arch Index and the trajectory o f the 
CoP during the stance phase were calculated and compared between both groups. Standard- 
ized pictures were taken from the feet to assess the height o f the Medial Longitudinal Arch. 
We found that Malawian adults loaded the midfoot for a longer and the forefoot for a 
shorter period during roll off. Furthermore, they had significantly lower plantar pressures 
under the heel and a part o f the forefoot and had a larger Arch Index and a lower Medial 
Longitudinal Arch compared to the Dutch. These findings demonstrate that differences in 
static foot geometry, foot loading and roll o ff technique exist between both groups. The 
advantage o f the foot loading pattern as shown by the Malawian group is that the plantar 
pressure is distributed more equally over the foot, which might prevent foot complaints.
Chapter 5 describes the effect o f insoles on plantar pressure distribution. Although 
many patients with foot complaints receive customized insoles, the choice for an insole 
design is a subjective one and the manufactured insole can vary largely among foot health 
professionals. To investigate the variety o f insole designs used in daily practice, the insole 
design and its effect on plantar pressure distribution were investigated. The in-shoe plantar 
pressure and the design o f the insole o f a group o f patients (N = 204) who received insoles 
for the treatment o f foot complaints was measured. The insoles distributed the plantar 
pressure more equally over the foot. The mean pressure significantly decreased under the 
metatarsal heads II-V and the calcaneus and significantly increased under the metatarsal 
bones with insoles. Patients were classified into subgroups according to their complaint 
(forefoot, heel or remaining) and foot shape (flat, normal or high arched). The insoles 
redistributed the plantar pressure in a similar manner in all subgroups. The design o f the 
insole was only slightly different between the subgroups and the differences in shape were 
very small and the plantar pressure redistribution was similar for all groups. It follows 
that it might be sufficiënt to create basic insoles for particular patiënt groups.
In Chapter 6 the concept o f automatically designing insoles on the basis o f pressure 
measurements is introduced. The design o f this insole is based on the data from Chapter 5. 
The insole (called InSOLE) consists o f a heel cup and a midfoot support and is a semi- 
customized insole. Unique to this insole is that the position o f the mid foot support depend 
on the dynamic plantar pressure distribution pattern o f the individual, which is measured 
using a plantar pressure plate. The effect o f this insole on plantar pressure and satisfaction 
is investigated in this study. Twenty-six participants o f the IFDM who were determined as 
being a higher risk group for developing foot complaints based on their dynamic plantar 
pressure distribution pattern received insoles at least 2 months before the walk. The in-
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shoe plantar pressure distribution was measured during walking on insoles and on a flat 
reference insole. One day before the walk and after the third walking day, foot pain and 
satisfaction with the insole was measured by means o f a questionnaire. In this study it was 
found that the insoles distributed the plantar pressure more evenly over the foot; there was 
a significant decrease of pressure under the forefoot and the heel and a significant increase 
under the midfoot. With an average score o f 6.8 on a o-io scale for general satisfaction, the 
majority o f the subjects proofed to be satisfied with the insoles. Seven subjects were highly 
satisfied (a score o f 8 or above) and four subjects were not satisfied (a score below 6). With 
a general score o f 25 on a loom m  VAS pain scale, subjects experiences only minor foot pain 
during the IFDM. This study demonstrates that the concept o f producing insoles based on 
plantar pressure data is possible and can be effective. Therefore, the use o f pressure data 
as a basis to determine the insole design and to automate the fitting in a manufacturing 
process should be considered in clinical practice, as it is effective, fast and relatively cheap. 
Furthermore, it might help to increase consensus between foot professionals.
In some cases o f foot pain, the use o f insoles is not sufficiënt and one needs surgical 
interventions. However, even then it is of interest to use objective measurements since there 
is a need for quantitative assessment of the effectiveness o f the intervention. In Chapter 7, 
the effect o f an operative claw toe correction with release of the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) 
joint and repositioning o f the plantar fat pad on foot kinematics, plantar pressure distribu­
tion and Foot Function Index (FFI) was investigated. Clawing o f the toes is accompanied 
by pain under the metatarsal heads. A soft tissue release o f the metatarsophalangeal joint 
with additional correction o f toe deformity is a relatively mild surgical procedure, correcting 
the deformity o f the MTP joints without performing osteotomies o f the metatarsals or 
resection o f the MTP joint. The goal o f this procedure is to decrease and redistribute the 
plantar pressure under the metatarsal heads by realigning the toes. Fifteen patients with 
symptomatic claw toes were measured three months before and 12 months after surgery 
and compared to a control group (N = 15). The plantar pressure distribution as well as the 
foot kinematics (by means o f a kinematic foot model) was measured. Plantar pressure of 
patients with claw toes was higher under the distal part o f the metatarsal heads, compared 
to control subjects. Following surgery, the plantar pressure was transferred more proxi- 
mally, providing a more natural plantar pressure distribution. Only slight changes in foot 
kinematics were identified. The score on the FFI improved statistically significant. These 
findings imply that the present operative procedure results in normalization o f the plantar 
pressure distribution under the forefoot. It induces a decrease o f pain and it thus offers 
successful treatment o f metatarsalgia based on claw toe deformity.
Kinematic foot models have a place in more fundamental research as well. For example 
they can be used to measure the kinematics o f the foot in considerable detail. However,
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the measurement is time consuming and therefore difficult to use in clinical practice. In the 
study described in Chapter 8, it is investigated whether the measurement of the length of 
the foot during gait can be used as a parameter to establish the function o f the foot. One o f 
the most important biomechanical models which explain the foot kinematics during gait 
is the windlass mechanism explained by Hicks in 1954. So far, the dynamics (flattening 
and rising) o f the MLA during gait is used as an important parameter to investigate the 
windlass mechanism. In accordance to the rise or flattening o f the MLA, changes in foot 
length are expected during the stance phase o f gait. In this study we investigated foot 
length (defined as the distance between a marker on the heel and second metatarsal head) 
during gait at different walking speeds in comparison to the motion o f the MLA (defined 
as the angle between the second metatarsal head, the navicular bone and the medial 
malleolus in the sagittal plane). This study revealed a simultaneously lengthening o f the 
foot and a flattening o f the MLA during foot loading. The foot lengthened during the weight 
acceptance phase o f gait and shortened during propulsion. The MLA angle and foot length 
curve were similar, except between 50% and 80% o f the stance phase in which the MLA 
increased, whereas the foot length showed a slight decrease. The results demonstrated 
that measuring changes o f the foot length can be a useful tooi to indicate the function of 
the foot, particularly the windlass mechanism. It is easy to measure as the markers are part 
o f conventional kinematic gait models.
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S tu d y in g  th e  p la n ta r  p re s s u re  d is tr ib u tio n  p a t te r n  
using th e  n o rm a liza tio n  m e th o d
InThe benefit o f analyzing the plantar pressure at sensor level is clearly demonstrated in 
this thesis. Although the plantar pressure has been studied by many other authors before, 
the studies presented in this thesis revealed new information o f the plantar pressure pattern 
o f the healthy and pathological foot. Small differences in the distribution o f pressure could 
be identified between groups o f subjects. For instance it was shown that the plantar pressure 
under the forefoot o f patients with claw toes was situated more distally in relation to the 
metatarsal heads compared to healthy subjects. After surgery, the pressure pattern was 
more similar to the pattern o f healthy feet, but with relative high pressures under the second 
metatarsal head. With the commonly used masking technique, the shift o f pressure under 
the forefoot would most probably occur within a mask and would thereby not be detectable 
as such.
Another advantage o f the sensor level analysis is that the foot roll o ff pattern could be 
analyzed in detail by means o f the trajectory o f the centre o f pressure (CoP). From this 
thesis, it can be concluded that this CoP trajectory is an important measure in the study 
o f foot loading. The difference in plantar pressure pattern between the Malawian and 
Dutch adults could be explained to a certain extend by the difference in foot roll off; the 
Malawian adults loaded the midfoot for a longer period and the forefoot for a shorter 
period compared to the Dutch. Furthermore, the changes in the trajectory o f the CoP found 
after long distance walking could explain the redistribution o f plantar pressure redistribu­
tion. A decrease o f pressure under the toes and an increase o f pressure under the heel 
corresponded to the observed reduction in roll off. Moreover, it appeared that 80% o f the 
subjects who demonstrated a shift o f the CoP in medial direction developed forefoot 
complaints during the IFDMN compared to only 43% in the in the group with lateral 
CoP displacement. Hence, it is o f interest to investigate the foot roll o ff together with the 
plantar pressure distribution pattern.
Another advantage o f the sensor level analysis is the ability to use more sophisticated 
analysis techniques. When comparing the plantar pressure pattern between different groups 
o f subjects, many other parameters, such as walking speed, BMI and foot structure can be 
different between the groups. Plantar pressure is shown to be affected by those parame­
ters4'10. The effect o f BMI or walking velocity can be corrected to a certain extent by dividing 
the pressure by the total pressure under the foot or mask (normalization for total pressure, 
i.e. relative pressure)415. However, another way to correct or to indicate the influence of 
different factors on the plantar pressure is to use multiple regression analysis with the
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pressure at a sensor as the dependent variable and factors such as walking speed, body- 
weight, or pathology/group as independent variables. In this thesis the difference in relative 
plantar pressure between the Malawian and Dutch adults was investigated by means o f a 
regression analysis at sensor level. It was shown that the country o f origin and parameters 
indicating the shape o f the MLA were the main predictors o f the plantar pressure. Walking 
velocity and body weight showed not to be important predictors, but this was also related 
to the use o f relative pressures.
Regression analysis has been used previously in order to detect relationships between 
plantar pressure and characteristics o f the foot, with a main focus on the relationship 
between MLA shape and the plantar pressure within a mask. Jonely et al. demonstrated 
that static MLA posture measures predicted the static and dynamic peak plantar pressure 
under the hallux, medial forefoot and medial rearfoot9. However, the amount o f explained 
variance was only poor to fair (max 8%) and walking speed or BMI were not considered 
as potential predictors9. Also the relation o f the MLA height as well as rear foot and fore 
foot alignment and plantar pressure under the medial side o f the foot in running was 
investigated. It was shown that only rear foot alignment had a significant effect on maxi­
mum pressure and pressure time integral under the midfoot9. Martinez investigated the 
difference in plantar pressure under the forefoot between healthy subjects and subjects 
with a mild hallux valgus and found that the hallux abduction angle explained almost 
26.8%  o f the mean pressure under the halluxio. Some 18.6%  of average pressure under 
the first metatarsal head was predicted by pain, first ray alignment and total AOFAS score. 
Contact time and cadence proved to be unimportant predictors. All studies used masking 
techniques to analyze the plantar pressure distribution and therefore only predictors for 
a mean o f peak pressure within a mask were detectable. As shown in this thesis, the use 
o f many sensors in the analysis can greatly improve the sensitivity. This is because it is 
primarily the distribution pattern o f pressure which is important and different between 
groups. Using regression analysis at sensor level enables to identify which predictor is 
most important for the pressure at each sensor and it is therefore possible to gain detailed 
information on the relation between predictors and the plantar pressure pattern.
In addition to multiple regression analysis, more sophisticated techniques can be used 
to analyze the plantar pressure pattern. With the analysis on sensor level, relationships 
between the plantar pressure distribution pattern under the entire foot (instead o f a few 
representative pressure values per mask) and the development o f injuries can be investi­
gated. An example is the ability to detect patients at risk o f developing forefoot com­
plaints11112 by means o f principal component analysis and neural networks. Based on the 
data gathered in chapter 3 and 5 (and other studies which are not part of this thesis) two 
neural networks were developed: one to distinguish between patients with and without
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forefoot pain11 and one to identify subjects who are at risk o f developing forefoot pain while 
walking the IFDM N12. It appeared that both neural networks were capable to classify 
almost 80%  o f the subjects correctly. These results are in line with those obtained in 
another group'3. They developed a normalization method for plantar pressure analysis at 
pixel level demonstrated that it is possible to differentiate between subjects on the basis of 
plantar pressure imaging, with a classification rate o f as high as 99.6% IJ. These results 
indicate that it is possible to gain far more information from sensor level plantar pressure 
data than from masking techniques
The ability to predict the risk o f developing forefoot pain due to (over) loading o f the 
foot has many potential implications for the future. For instance, using the high risk for 
foot complaints group as a study group, it is possible to focus on prevention rather than 
treatment, especially for persons who endure repetitive loading daily at work or in sport 
related activities. Furthermore, it can be assumed that plantar pressure and CoP data can 
be used to identify other common foot pathologies, such as shortening o f the first ray, 
hallux valgus, claw toes, excessive forefoot pressures or even plantar fasciitis. It might also 
be possible to identify the basis for lower leg complaints14, for instance patellafemoral 
complaints or Achilles tendinitis.
E ffe c tiv e n e s s  of t r e a tm e n t  m o d a lities
A s s e s s m e n t  o f  t h e  e f fe c t iv e n e s s  o f  in s o le s
Although the effectiveness o f insoles is still debated, insoles are widely used as a treatment 
o f foot problems. Relatively good results on pain and satisfaction have been reported for 
custom made insoles in patients with a cavus foot and musculoskeletal foot pain'5'15, 
rheumatoid arthritis17, metatarsalgia20, painful hallux valgus, juvenile idiopathic arthritis21 
and degenerative disorders o f the foot22. However, when comparing the effectiveness of 
custom made insoles to a sham insole in randomized clinical trials, custom made insoles 
are found to be effective in pain reduction and improving foot function for patients with 
cavus foot deformity and musculoskeletal foot pain15, painful hallux valgus and juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis21 only. There is no such scientific evidence that custom made insoles 
are more effective than o ff the shelf insoles or sham insoles for the treatment of other foot 
complaints23.
The difficulty to prove the effect o f insoles can be related to the sham insole used in 
studies or the variety o f insoles which are tested. A recent study o f Mc Cornick et al. 
demonstrated that slightly contoured sham insoles can be as effective in offloading the 
heel as customized insoles, thereby demonstrating that also the sham insole might be 
effective. Furthermore, Guldemond demonstrated that there is a large variability in the 
insole design made for the same patiënt by different professionals24. The choice o f the
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design of the insole was found to be quite subjective and based largely on experience o f 
the foot specialist24125. Despite the recent developments in healthcare in the Netherlands, 
which explicitly asks to substantiate (para)medical treatments scientifically, evidence based 
guidelines on how to treat foot complaints by means o f insoles are lacking. The use o f 
more objective and quantitative measures can be helpful to better understand the working 
mechanism o f insoles and to increase consensus among professionals
The results o f this thesis show that all types o f insoles affect the plantar pressure 
distribution in a similar manner, resulting in a more even distribution o f pressure over 
the foot. It was found that insoles redistribute the pressure from the distal part o f the 
forefoot towards the proximal part, thereby conflrming the results found by Postema et al.3 
However, with the use o f the normalization technique, it was possible to investigate the 
effect o f the insoles on the plantar pressure distribution over a larger area and in much 
more detail, thereby gaining a more reliable representation o f the effectiveness o f the 
insole. In contrast to our expectations, the design o f the insoles appeared broadly similar 
for all subjects despite having different complaints or foot shapes. Furthermore, all insoles 
appeared to affect the plantar pressure distribution in a similar manner. It can therefore be 
arqued that there is no need to make a specifk insole for each patiënt; it might be sufficiënt 
to use more standardized insoles instead.
The insole system which is introduced in this thesis (InSOLE) aims at creating a more 
objective, evidence based way o f treating foot complaints by means o f insoles. In chapter 7, 
the effect o f this insole was tested in participants of a long distance walk who had a high risk 
o f developing fore foot complaints. Although the prediction model appeared to be reliable 
and valid, it is not known how much pain these subjects would have had when walking 
without the InSOLE. In addition, the insole is tested under very harsh conditions, which is 
not similar to “normal daily life” conditions. Moreover, it is unknown whether these insoles 
are sufficiënt to treat foot complaints and reduce pain in a patients group. Nevertheless the 
results are encouraging and invite further research, in particular in patiënt populations.
Therefore, in addition to the study o f Chapter 7 we performed a pilot study to compare 
the satisfaction between the InSOLE and custom made insoles for the treatment o f meta­
tarsalgia. In this (unpublished) study, twelve patients with metatarsalgia who visited the 
podiatrist to treat their complaints were included. All subjects received 3 types o f insoles 
in random order: 1) the InSOLE, 2) the insole from a podiatrist and 3) the placebo insole 
and were blinded for the type o f insole received. Subjects walked 4 weeks on each insole 
followed by a wash out period o f 2 weeks. Afterwards, general satisfaction scores with the 
insoles was assessed. It was found that 2 subjects were not satisfied with any o f the insoles. 
With a satisfaction score o f 7.1 (SD 1.6) (compared to 6.4 (SD 1.5) for the insole o f the 
podiatrist and 6.0 (SD 1.4) for the placebo insole), the remaining 10  patients proved to
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be satisfied with the InSOI.E. Seven out o f the 10  patients were most satisfied with the 
InSOLE compared to 3 out o f 10  for the podiatrist insole. Two subjects gave an unsatis- 
factory grade o f 4 and 5 (on a 0-10 scale) for the InSOLE, whereas the podiatrist’s insole 
received a grade 7 and 8 respectively. Sub analysis showed that both patients needed 
specific adjustments, such as full offloading o f the second metatarsal but extra support 
under the first metatarsal. Although being a pilot study, this study demonstrates that 
patients with metatarsalgia who experience pain are satisfied with the InSOLE and it 
seems that in some cases individual adjustments in the insole shape are required.
Future research must focus on testing the effectiveness o f the InSOLE in a larger group 
o f patients and should investigate whether some individualization is required to improve 
performance. In order to individualize the insole shape it is needed to be able to detect 
certain pathologies by means o f the plantar pressure distribution. A first step toward 
detecting these foot complaints is the development o f the neural network to detect fore­
foot complaints on the basis o f plantar pressure distribution by our group11. Several other 
studies identified relationships between pressure distribution and hallux lim itus2*5 or 
hallux valgus10. Also it is possible to classify foot type (low or high arch) on the basis of 
pressure data27. Recognition o f these types o f feet or pathologies is probably important as 
the insoles which are manufactured might need specific adjustments. It is worthwhile to 
include neural networks for the detection o f foot complaints in the system and directly 
apply those adjustments in the insole design. Furthermore, analyzing the trajectory and 
position o f the CoP in relation to insoles, might give additional information. In clinical 
practice, one o f the most popular biomechanical approaches to assess the foot function and 
insole design is the subtalar joint neutral theory28;29. The theory is based on identifying 
and treating abnormal foot morphology and focusses on realigning the hindfoot in such 
way that the subtalar joint is preferably in neutral position28:3°. With the use o f information 
o f the trajectory o f the CoP during the stance phase, motion and malalignment o f the foot 
and subtalar joint in particular, might be detected31. Possibly patients with clear hindfoot 
in- or eversion require specific adjustments in the insole.
A s s e s m e n t  o f  t h e  e f fe c t  o f  s u g ic a l  t r e a t m e n t
Within the field o f orthopedics it is increasingly important to investigate the effect o f treat- 
ments in an objective manner. So far, most evidence is based on radiographic and subjective 
results and only very limited based on gait analysis. The goal o f most surgical interventions 
in the foot and ankle is twofold: reducing pain and improving function. This thesis demon­
strated that plantar pressure measurements are a useful tooi to assess the effect o f a surgical 
treatment o f foot complaints, in particular claw toes. Small shifts o f pressure under the 
forefoot after the surgery could be detected and it could be demonstrated that the plantar
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pressure pattern after surgery was much more equal to that o f healthy feet compared to 
the pattern before surgery. From plantar pressure data it is possible to gain information not 
only on the distribution o f pressure but also on the shape o f the foot and kinematics o f the 
foot. The Arch Index32, which is derived from pressure data, correlate well to measured foot 
posture on radiographic recordings. Furthermore, the trajectory o f the CoP as well as time 
related pressure parameters (pixel on and pixel off) provide an indication o f the roll o ff of 
the foot in mediolateral and anteroposterior direction31. As plantar pressure measurements 
are easy to perform and can be performed in a clinical setting, the measurement o f plantar 
pressure is an ideal way to assess treatments, especially when analyzing the pressure on 
pixel or sensor level.
Although it is possible to detect some abnormalities in foot kinematics on the basis of 
plantar pressure measurements31, it is impossible to measure the kinematica o f the foot in 
terms o f rearfoot and MLA motion by means o f the pressure plate. Especially in patients 
with foot deformities, it is to be expected that these foot kinematics are altered33'40. However, 
the use o f full kinematic foot models to measure foot kinematics are time consuming and 
therefore not easy to implement in clinical practice. In this thesis we introduced foot length 
as a new parameter to indicate the function of the foot. It was shown that the changes in 
foot length represent the presence o f the windlass mechanism in the foot during gait. 
Although this measure provides only a general picture o f the foot kinematics, for clinical 
pruposes it might be sufficiënt to incorporate the measurement o f foot length (by means 
o f a simpler camera system) as a parameter in gait analysis.
A first step to assess treatments more objectively would be the implementation of 
plantar pressure measurement systems in clinical practice, especially in the hospital 
setting. Plantar pressure should be measured during the first consultation and a few 
months after the (surgical) treatment. In this manner, much more information can be 
obtained about the plantar pressure distribution pattern in relation to the (foot) complaint 
and the effect o f the treatment. This information can be used to develop prediction models 
for other disorders, such as hallux valgus or hallux rigidus and to evaluate the treatment. 
The ultimate goal is to incorporate these prediction models in the clinical setting, thereby 
providing the health professional information on the potential cause o f the complaint and 
allowing guidance in the choice of the most appropriate treatment.
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NEDERLANDSTALIGE 
SAMENVATTING 
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PIJNLIJKE VOET
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N E D E R L A N D S T A L IG E  5  A M  EN VA TTING
F E E T 4 F E E T : P L A N T A IR E  D R U K  E N  K IN E M A T IC A  V A N  D E  
G E Z O N D E  EN  P IJ N L IJ K E  V O E T
Uit onderzoek blijkt dat ten minste 10 %  van de Nederlandse bevolking kampt met voet­
klachten112. De meest voorkomende klachten zijn pijn onder de voorvoet (metatarsalgie), 
hielpijn (fasciitis plantaris) en klachten van de grote teen (hallux valgus & hallux rigidus)1. 
Voetaandoeningen, vooral bij ouderen, kunnen grote invloed hebben op het vermogen om 
te staan en te lopen. Ze belemmeren de mobiliteiten leiden tot beperkingen in het dagelijks 
functionereni;3:4.
Aangenomen wordt dat het ontstaan van voetklachten gerelateerd is aan de vorm en 
het functioneren van de voet. Voor onderzoekers en behandelaars is het daarom van groot 
belang dat de vorm en de functie van de voet goed en nauwkeurig gemeten kunnen wor­
den, bij voorkeur tijdens lopen. Mede hierom zijn in de afgelopen decennia verschillende 
methoden ontwikkeld om de voet in een dynamische situatie te onderzoeken. De meest 
gebruikte methoden zijn plantaire drukmeetsystemen en bewegingsanalysesystemen met 
3D kinematische voetmodellen.
Plantaire drukmeetsystemen worden veel gebruikt in de praktijk, met name door podo- 
therapeuten en podologen. Terwijl een drukmeting eenvoudig is uit te voeren, is de analyse 
van de verkregen gegevens lastig en tijdrovend. Dit komt omdat de vorm en de grootte van 
de voet voor iedere persoon verschillend is. Om een vergelijking te maken kan men niet 
zomaar de voetafdruk van verschillende personen over elkaar heen leggen. Om de proble­
men bij de analyse op te lossen, is de ‘maskingmethode’ ontwikkeld. Bij deze methode 
wordt de voet verdeeld in verschillende gebieden. Vervolgens wordt er voor ieder gebied een 
drukwaarde berekend. Met deze waarden kan men vergelijkingen maken tussen personen. 
Het nadeel van de maskingmethode is, dat deze alleen een grove indruk geeft van de ver­
deling van de druk onder de voet. Ook verschuivingen van de druk binnen een gebied zijn 
niet detecteerbaar. Gezien het feit dat de behandeling van voetklachten vaak gericht is op het 
verminderen/herverdelen van de druk, is het van belang om juist deze verdeling van de druk 
onder de voet te kunnen analyseren. Door de voetafdruk eerst te schalen naar een standaard 
formaat, positie en voethoek wordt het wel mogelijk om de voetafdruk van verschillende 
personen over elkaar heen te leggen. Dit maakt het mogelijk om de druk op sensor niveau 
te analyseren en dus informatie te verkrijgen over de verdeling van de druk onder de voet.
In dit proefschrift wordt de ontwikkeling van een, zoals hierboven genoemde, tech­
niek (waarbij de voetafdruk wordt geschaald naar een standaard voetgrootte en voethoek) 
beschreven en getest. Deze techniek zal worden aangeduid met de term normalisatie tech­
niek. Verschillen tussen individuen en het effect van verschillende behandelingen kun­
nen met deze techniek naar alle waarschijnlijkheid veel nauwkeuriger onderzocht worden 
dan met de maskingmethode. Verder opent de in dit proefschrift beschreven techniek de
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deur voor het gebruik van meer geavanceerde analysetechnieken, zoals regressieanalyse 
o f principal componentanalyse. Hierdoor kan er in de toekomst mogelijk onderscheid 
gemaakt worden tussen een pathologische en een niet-pathologische voet op basis van 
alleen drukgegevens. Dit alles zou de behandelaar kunnen helpen om de aard en de ernst 
van de klacht beter in te schatten en het effect van de behandeling objectiever te kunnen 
vaststellen. Een eerste stap in dit proces is om informatie over de verdeling van druk onder 
de voet van mensen met en zonder voetklachten in kaart te brengen.
In dit proefschrift is onderzocht o f de nieuw ontwikkelde normalisatietechniek kan 
worden gebruikt voor het bestuderen en vergelijken van de plantaire drukverdeling van 
mensen met en zonder voetklachten en voor de evaluatie van behandelingen van voorvoet- 
pijn (steunzolen en operatieve klauwteencorrectie).
Hoofdstuk i  is een algemene inleiding, waarin de functionele anatomie van de voet en de 
belangrijkste biomechanische mechanismen die optreden tijdens het lopen, besproken 
worden. Bovendien komen de meest gebruikte meetmethoden om de functie en de vorm 
van de voet te beoordelen aan bod.
Een normalisatietechniek waarmee de voetafdruk geschaald wordt naar een standaard 
voetlengte, breedte en progressiehoek wordt geïntroduceerd in hoofdstuk 2 van dit proef­
schrift. Hoge ICC’s en kleine verschillen tussen de ruwe en de genormaliseerde druk geven 
aan, dat de plantaire druk slechts minimaal wordt beïnvloed door deze normalisatietechniek. 
Dit betekent dat de verdeling van de druk onder de voet op sensorniveau geanalyseerd kan 
worden.
Langeafstandswandelaars ontwikkelen vaak klachten aan voet en enkel. Dit heeft waar­
schijnlijk te maken met het overbelasten van de voet. Toch zijn de veranderingen in de 
plantaire drukverdeling, de afwikkeling van de voet en de vorm van de voet tijdens een lang­
durige belasting van lage intensiteit, zoals een langeafstandswandeling, nauwelijks onder­
zocht. In hoofdstuk 3 is de plantaire drukverdeling en de afwikkeling van de voet (het 
traject van het Centre o f Pressure (CoP)) van 52 deelnemers van de Nijmeegse Vierdaagse 
gemeten. Dit is gedaan vóór de start van de Vierdaagse en iedere dag na de finish. Tegelijker­
tijd is onderzocht o f deze deelnemers voetklachten ontwikkelden. Het bleek dat er grote 
veranderingen optraden in de drukverdeling en verplaatsing van het CoP tijdens het lopen 
van de Nijmeegse Vierdaagse. Na één dag wandelen werd er een afname in druk onder de 
tenen, het eerste metatarsaalkopje en de grote teen, in combinatie met een toename van 
druk onder de laterale metatarsaalkopjes en de hiel geconstateerd. Op de lange termijn 
bleek de druk onder de calcaneus te blijven stijgen. Daarnaast eindigde het CoP na de Vier­
daagse meer posterieur onder de voet in vergelijking met ervoor. Tweeëntwintig procent 
van de deelnemers ontwikkelde voorvoetpijn, 7% ontwikkelde hielpijn en 18% ontwikkelde 
pijn onder zowel de voorvoet als de hiel. De veranderingen in plantaire drukverdeling en
1
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het CoP duiden op een verminderde afwikkeling van de voet, met minder bijdrage van de 
tenen tijdens de afzet. Een reden voor de waargenomen veranderingen zou kunnen zijn, 
dat de deelnemers het looppatroon zodanig aanpassen, dat de druk onder de voorvoet wordt 
verminderd, om overmatige belasting van de voorvoet te voorkomen.
In Afrika is het veel gangbaarder om lange afstanden te lopen. Hoewel Afrikaanse 
volwassenen vaak op blote voeten lopen o f met versleten schoenen, komen voetklachten 
in Afrika nauwelijks voor. Dit zou verband kunnen houden met een andere manier van 
afwikkelen en belasten van de voet. In de studie van hoofdstuk 4 is de vorm van de voet, 
de afwikkeling van de voet en de plantaire drukverdeling van 77 volwassenen uit Malawi 
vergeleken met die van 77 volwassenen uit Nederland. Geen van de proefpersonen had 
een geschiedenis van voetklachten en allen waren schoendragend. De Malawiaanse vol­
wassenen bleken de middenvoet voor een langere en de voorvoet voor een kortere periode 
te belasten tijdens de standfase. Bovendien hadden ze een significant lagere druk onder de 
hiel en een deel van de voorvoet. De Arch Index (een maat voor de mate van hol o f platvoet) 
was groter wat betekent dat de Malawiaanse deelnemers een plattere voet hadden. Tevens 
bleek de mediale longitudinale voetboog van de Malawiaanse deelnemers lager te zijn dan 
die van de Nederlandse. Deze bevindingen tonen aan dat er verschillen in vorm en belas­
ting van de voet bestaan tussen beide groepen. Het voordeel van de manier waarop de 
Malawiaanse deelnemers de voet belasten, is dat de plantaire druk gelijkmatiger wordt 
verdeeld over de voet. Dit kan voetklachten wellicht voorkomen.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft het effect van steunzolen op de plantaire drukverdeling in de 
schoenen. Terwijl veel patiënten met voetklachten aangepaste steunzolen krijgen, blijkt de 
keuze voor het ontwerp van de zool zeer subjectief. Dit resulteert in een grote verscheiden­
heid aan type steunzolen. In dit onderzoek is de vorm van de steunzool en het effect daarvan 
op de plantaire drukverdeling in de schoen van een grote groep patiënten met voetklachten 
(N = 204 ) onderzocht. Van iedere patiënt is de vorm van de steunzool gemeten met behulp 
van een 3D scanner. Tevens is de drukverdeling in de schoenen tijdens het lopen met en 
zonder steunzool gemeten. De inlegzolen verdeelden de plantaire druk meer gelijkmatig 
over de voet. De gemiddelde druk daalde significant onder het 2e t/m 5' metatarsaalkopje 
en de hiel en nam sterk toe onder de middenvoetsbeentjes door inlegzolen. De patiënten 
werden ingedeeld in subgroepen op basis van de klacht (voorvoet, hiel, overige) en de vorm 
van de mediale voetboog (plat, normaal o f hoog). Het bleek dat de steunzolen de plantaire 
druk op gelijke wijze verdeelden in alle subgroepen. Tevens bleek dat het ontwerp van 
de steunzool tussen de subgroepen slechts in geringe mate verschilde. Op basis van dit 
onderzoek lijkt het onnodig om voor iedere patiënt met bijvoorbeeld voorvoetklachten een 
individuele steunzool te maken. Een standaardontwerp zou voldoende kunnen zijn voor 
een aantal patiëntgroepen.
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Gebaseerd op de gegevens van hoofdstuk 5 is er een systeem ontworpen dat de vorm van 
de steunzool bepaalt aan de hand van de drukverdeling van een individu. De steunzool 
(InSOLE genoemd) bestaat voor iedere persoon uit een hielcup en een middenvoetsteun. 
Uniek aan deze zool is dat de positie van de middenvoetsteun bepaald wordt op basis van 
de dynamische plantaire drukverdeling van ieder individu. Het effect van de InSOLE op 
de plantaire druk en de tevredenheid van de gebruikers is onderzocht in hoofdstuk 6 . 
Zesentwintig deelnemers van de Nijmeegse Vierdaagse met een verhoogde kans op het 
ontwikkelen van voorvoetklachten, ontvingen de InSOLE ten minste twee maanden voor 
de start. De deelnemers gebruikten de InSOLE zowel tijdens de voorbereiding als tijdens 
de Nijmeegse Vierdaagse. De plantaire drukverdeling in de schoen werd gemeten tijdens 
het lopen op de InSOLE en op een vlakke binnenzool. Eén dag voor de Nijmeegse Vier­
daagse en na de derde wandeldag werd de mate van (voor)voetpijn en de tevredenheid over 
de steunzool gemeten door middel van een vragenlijst. Het bleek dat de InSOLE de druk 
gelijkmatig verdeelde onder de voet. De InSOLE verminderde de druk onder de voorvoet 
en de hiel en verhoogde de druk onder de middenvoet. Met een gemiddelde score van 6,8 
op een schaal van 0-10 voor algemene tevredenheid, was de meerderheid van de proef­
personen tevreden met de InSOLE. Zeven proefpersonen waren zeer tevreden (een score 
van 8 o f hoger) en vier proefpersonen waren niet tevreden (een score lager dan 6). Met een 
gemiddelde score van 25 op een 100 mm VAS pijnschaal, hadden de deelnemers slechts 
geringe pijn onder de voet tijdens de Nijmeegse Vierdaagse. Deze studie heeft aangetoond 
dat het concept van de productie van steunzolen op basis van plantaire drukgegevens 
mogelijk is. Het vervaardigen van steunzolen op basis van drukgegevens zou moeten 
worden overwogen in de praktijk, aangezien het effectief, snel en relatief goedkoop is. 
Mogelijk kan het bijdragen aan betere consensus tussen professionals.
Voor sommige patiënten blijkt het gebruik van steunzolen en/of schoenaanpassingen 
niet voldoende te helpen en kan gekozen worden om chirurgisch ingrijpen te adviseren. 
Ook dan is het van belang om objectieve metingen te gebruiken om de doeltreffendheid van 
de interventie te meten. In hoofdstuk 7 is het effect van een operatieve klauwteen correctie 
met: 1) ‘release’ van het metatarsofalangeale (MTP) gewricht, 2) herpositionering van het 
vetkussentje onder het middenvoetsbeentje (de metatarsaal) en 3) correctie van de scheef­
stand van de kleine tenen, op de kinematica van de voet, de plantaire drukverdeling en de 
Foot Function Index (FFI) onderzocht. Deze procedure is een relatief minder uitgebreide 
chirurgische ingreep omdat het voornamelijk de weke delen betreft. Het doel van deze 
ingreep is om de plantaire druk onder de metatarsaalkoppen te verminderen door herstel 
van de anatomische positie en het opheffen van een ongunstig krachtenspel rondom het 
gericht. Vijftien patiënten met symptomatische klauwtenen zijn drie maanden vóór en 
twaalf maanden na de operatie gemeten en vergeleken met een controlegroep (N = 15). Bij
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iedere persoon is de plantaire drukverdeling en de kinematica van de voet tijdens het lopen 
gemeten. Patiënten met klauwtenen bleken een hogere druk onder het distale deel van de 
voorvoet te hebben in vergelijking met de controlepersonen. Na een operatie verplaatste de 
druk onder de voorvoet naar proximaal, wat overeenkomt met de plantaire drukverdeling 
van de controle groep. De score op de FFI verbeterde statistisch significant. Deze bevin­
dingen impliceren dat de onderzochte operatieve ingreep ervoor zorgt dat de plantaire druk­
verdeling onder de voorvoet normaliseert en resulteert in een afname van pijn. Het onder­
zoek onderstreept het belang van de beschreven behandeling van metatarsalgie bij ernstige 
klauwteenmisvorming.
Het meten van de de kinematica van de voet door gebruik te maken van bewegings- 
analyse-systemen met 3D kinematische voetmodellen, wordt met name gebruikt voor 
onderzoeksdoeleinden. De meting is tijdrovend en daarom moeilijk te gebruiken in de 
klinische praktijk. In het in hoofdstuk 8 beschreven onderzoek is onderzocht of het simpel­
weg meten van de lengte van de voet tijdens het lopen kan worden gebruikt om een indi­
catie te krijgen van de functioneren van de voet. In het bijzonder kan met kijken naar het 
optreden van het windasmechanisme, zoals beschreven door Hicks in 1954. In het onder­
zoek is de lengte van de voet (gedefinieerd als de afstand tussen een marker op de hiel en 
het tweede MTP gewricht) tijdens het lopen op verschillende snelheden vergeleken met 
de beweging van het mediale lengtegewelf (gedefinieerd als de hoek tussen MTP II, het 
os naviculare en de mediale malleolus in het sagittale vlak). Het onderzoek laat zien dat 
voetverlenging gelijktijdig optreedt met afvlakking van het mediale lengtegewelf. De voet 
verlengt tijdens de middenstandfase en verkort tijdens de afzet. De curve van de hoek van 
het mediale lengtegewelf en de voeüengte was vergelijkbaar, behalve tussen 50% en 80% 
van de standfase. In deze fase nam de hoek toe, terwijl de voetlengte een lichte daling ver­
toonde. De resultaten tonen aan dat het meten van veranderingen van de voetlengte tijdens 
het lopen een nuttig hulpmiddel kan zijn om het functioneren van de voet, met name het 
windasmechanisme, te volgen. Het voordeel van deze aanpak is dat het gemakkelijk te 
meten is, aangezien er slechts twee markers nodig zijn. Het zou daarom overwogen moeten 
worden om het bepalen van de voetlengte standaard mee te nemen als onderdeel van 
klinische gangbeeldanalyse.
Op basis van dit proefschrift kan geconcludeerd worden dat het gebruik van een 
normalisatietechniek voor de analyse van de plantaire druk een meerwaarde heeft ten 
opzichte van conventionele analyse methoden. De normalisatietechniek maakt het moge­
lijk om de drukverdeling van verschillende stappen, personen en groepen met elkaar te 
vergelijken. Minimale verschillen in drukpatroon worden zichtbaar gemaakt met behulp 
van deze techniek. Dit maakt dat de normalisatietechniek goed gebruikt kan worden om 
behandelingen van voetkklachten te evalueren.
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En dan is het nu tijd voor het leukste en meest gelezen hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift: het 
dankwoord. Enerzijds leuk omdat dit betekent dat het proefschrift klaar is en anderzijds 
leuk omdat nu de informele zaken van mijn promotietraject op papier gezet mogen worden. 
En niet in de laatste plaats vanwege de mogelijkheid om diegenen voor het voetlicht te 
brengen die mij hebben geholpen bij de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift.
Jaak, ik begin bij jou omdat ik de afgelopen tijd ontzettend veel bewondering voor je 
heb gekregen. Ondanks jouw heel drukke bestaan, heb je mijn projecten op de voet gevolgd. 
Er wordt beweerd dat Nederlanders goed zijn in het bouwen van bruggen, maar als het om 
tekstuele bruggen gaat, weet ik zeker dat dit in mijn geval niet klopt. Jij kunt van een aardig, 
maar nogal onsamenhangend verhaal een prachtig stuk maken door de toevoeging van 
slechts enkele zinnen. Door je altijd opbouwende kritiek heb je me elke keer weer gemo­
tiveerd om er nog eens goed voor te gaan zitten. Ik heb echt ontzettend veel van je geleerd 
en een hele prettige tijd gehad. Bedankt hiervoor!
Noël, wat ben ik blij dat jij mijn copromotor bent. Ik durf met honderd procent zeker­
heid te zeggen dat dit proefschrift zonder jouw inbreng niet tot stand gekomen zou zijn. 
O f ik je nu vroeg om hulp bij het analyseren van gegevens, het in elkaar zetten van meet­
apparatuur, het schrijven van een artikel o f het inparkeren van het POM busje, je nam 
altijd de tijd. Jij hebt echt een gave om alles wat je doet om te zetten in een Matlab routine 
met werkelijk onnavolgbare codes en dimensies, die je vervolgens nog kunt uitleggen ook. 
Mede door jouw humor (slechte grappen) en creativiteit (ad hoc oplossingen voor onvoor­
ziene problemen) heb ik een ontzettend leuke en leerzame tijd gehad. Ik hoop dat we ook 
in de toekomst samen nog veel voetenwerk zullen verrichten. Bedankt!
Jan Willem, ook jou wil ik graag bedanken. Ik heb de samenwerking als erg prettig 
ervaren. Je was altijd betrokken, zowel bij de projecten als op persoonlijk vlak. Niet zelden 
heb je allerlei stukken van mij meegenomen op vakantie om ze daar dan “lekker" rustig te 
kunnen lezen. Je wees mij dan altijd op een aantal misvattingen. Klinische principes die 
ik als onderzoeker dan volledig met voeten had getreden. Je nam ook altijd even de tijd om 
te vragen hoe het was. Dat ben jij ten voeten uit en dat waardeer ik. Ik hoop dat er in de 
toekomst nog een aantal “louwerens-studies” volgen.
Ook de leden van de manuscriptcommissie wil ik bedanken voor het lezen en beoor­
delen van mijn proefschrift.
Cheriel, wij zijn op dezelfde leest geschoeid. Ik ben als stagiaire bij jou begonnen op 
de Sint Maartenskliniek. Het was een geweldige stage, niet in de laatste plaats omdat jij 
een ontzettend leuke begeleidster was. Later zijn we collega’s geworden en hebben we nog 
vele pauzes samen doorgebracht. Helaas zijn we nu geen collega’s meer en moeten we
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het hebben van de leuke dingen naast het werk. Ik ben er zeker van dat dit gaat lukken! 
Bedankt dat je mijn paranimf wilt zijn.
Amber, wat wij kunnen, kunnen er niet veel. Zo’n drie jaar hebben wij samen in een 
bezemkast gezeten, zonder problemen. Sterker nog, het was heel gezellig. We waren een 
goed team. Jij wist het onderzoek te verkopen en steeds weer een voet tussen de deur te 
krijgen bij financierders. Jouw betrokkenheid met mijn projecten ging wel heel ver. Zo ver 
zelfs dat je mij bent komen opzoeken in Afrika! Bedankt.
Bart en Jacques, Ik wil jullie graag bedanken voor alle mogelijkheden die ik gekregen 
heb op de Sint Maartenskliniek. Niet zelden kwam ik schoorvoetend binnen met een 
vraag voor een afwijkend traject o f een extra studie. Jullie hebben deze verzoeken meestal 
gehonoreerd en er daarmee voor gezorgd dat er veel mogelijk was. Jullie opstelling heeft 
veel bijgedragen aan de plezierige tijd die ik heb gehad op de Maartenskliniek. Bedankt 
hiervoor!
Ook mijn andere collega’s van de Sint Maartenskliniek wil ik graag voor het voetlicht 
brengen. Bedankt iedereen voor de prettige samenwerking, de betere koffie (Astrid, Koen, 
Marianne, Cheriel), het bedenken van steeds weer verrassende spelletjes (Lise, Sanne, 
Noortje, Koen, Noel, Astrid en vele anderen), de gezellige lunches (iedereen), technische 
hulp (Lise, Astrid, Brenda en Bart), de ondersteuning (Mariëlle, Lisette, Jorien en Karin), 
en afdelingsuitjes (ook iedereen). Joan, mijn tweede kamergenoot, bedankt voor de gezellig­
heid en betrokkenheid. Ik hoop dat ook bij jou de promotie snel in zicht komt. Dank ook 
aan mijn collega’s van OrthoResearch (Petra, Janneke, Miranda, Peter, Jolanda en Saskia). 
De opzet van een aantal studies had nogal wat voeten in de aarde en zonder jullie had ik 
mij nu nog niet uit de voeten kunnen maken. Sas, jij in het bijzonder. Wat heb jij gewel­
dige kwaliteiten om dingen te organiseren. Bedankt voor jouw hulp!
Ook alle stagiaires wil ik natuurlijk bedanken. Moniek, Frank, David, Yvonne, Sam, 
Nathalie, Jantsje, Wandana, Koen, Judith en de studenten van de HAN. Jullie hebben mij 
allemaal geholpen om de studies in dit proefschrift handen en voeten te geven. Ook alle 
deelnemers aan de verschillende onderzoeken wil ik ontzettend bedanken. Hadden jullie 
niet voet bij stuk gehouden en de Vierdaagse niet uitgelopen, dan zou het onmogelijk zijn 
geweest om enkele studies uit te voeren.
Mijn collega’s van de HAN wil ik ook graag bedanken. In het bijzonder Herman en 
Menno voor de betrokkenheid en de mogelijkheden die jullie mij gegeven hebben om 
mijn werk op de HAN te kunnen combineren met mijn onderzoek in de Sint Maartens­
kliniek. Verder wil ik iedereen van de opleiding fysiotherapie bedanken voor de gezellige 
tijd en de prettige samenwerking. Ik vind het erg leuk dat ik vanaf dit jaar een grotere 
bijdrage kan gaan leveren aan het werk van ons team.
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Naast mijn collega’s wil ik natuurlijk ook mijn vrienden en familie bedanken. Femke jou 
in het bijzonder. Ik wil je niet alleen bedanken voor de geweldige vriendschap die we 
hebben, maar natuurlijk ook voor de drie maanden die je bij ons gewerkt hebt! We hebben 
veel leuke dingen gedaan samen en ik hoop dat er nog vele zullen volgen! Bedankt dat je 
mijn paranim f wilt zijn. Melien, ook wij hebben een hele bijzondere vriendschap. We 
kunnen samen genieten en ontzettend afzien. We hebben toch maar mooi met de hakken 
over de sloot die Vierdaagse uitgelopen!
Verder alle andere vrienden en vriendinnen wil ik bedanken voor de gezellige etentjes 
en avonden, de weekendjes weg, sport & kantine momenten, vakanties en nog veel meer. 
Ik hoop dat er nog veel van deze momenten volgen. Nicolet, jou wil ik even in het bijzon­
der bedanken voor jouw creatieve inbreng. Het is een heel mooie boekje geworden!
Pap en mam, ik wil jullie bedanken voor de onvoorwaardelijke steun. Ik heb van jullie 
geleerd om te doen wat je leuk vindt, te genieten van het leven, het beste uit jezelf te halen 
en vooral niet te snel op te geven. Daar heb ik heel veel aan gehad! Henk en Coby, ook 
jullie wil ik bedanken voor alle steun, de gezelligheid en hulp. Jullie zijn geweldige schoon­
ouders. Verder wil ik ook van deze gelegenheid gebruik maken om mijn broertje, schoon­
zussen en zwagers te bedanken voor alle interesse.
Last but not least, de drie belangrijkste mannen in mijn leven: Bas, Pepijn en Hugo. 
Lieve Bas, je hebt me altijd in alles gesteund en daar ben ik je echt dankbaar voor. Het was 
niet altijd makkelijk om met onze drukke banen voldoende tijd voor elkaar en de kinderen 
te hebben. Gelukkig hebben we beiden de kwaliteit om van het leven te kunnen genieten. 
We hebben mooie reizen gemaakt, veel gezien en heel veel ondernomen. Ik hoop dat er 
nog veel mooie momenten mogen volgen. Pepijn en Hugo, jullie zijn nog maar zo klein, 
maar toch betekenen jullie zo ontzettend veel voor mij. Het is geweldig om jullie te zien 
opgroeien. Ik ga daar vanaf nu nog meer van genieten.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift van Linda Reus
Motor development in Prader-Willi Syndrome
1. Fysieke training gecombineerd met groeihormoonbehandeling heeft een positief en klinisch 
relevant effect op de motorische ontwikkeling van baby's en peuters met het Prader-Willi 
syndroom (dit proefschrift).
2. Individuele verschillen in de snelheid van de motorisch ontwikkeling tussen baby's en peuters met 
het Prader-Willi syndroom, worden deels verklaard door het beginniveau en de 
groeihormoonbehandeling (d it proefschrift).
3. Hoewel de spiermassa bij een aantal baby's en peuters met het Prader-Willi syndroom binnen 
normale grenzen ligt, b lijft de grofmotorische ontwikkeling achter, met name vaardigheden zoals 
kruipen, staan en lopen. Meer onderzoek naar de ontwikkeling van het neurologisch systeem lijkt 
op zijn plaats (dit proefschrift).
4. Onder invloed van training gecombineerd met groeihormoonbehandeling neemt de spiermassa toe 
bij baby's en peuters met het Prader-Willi syndroom, maar onafhankelijk van het groeihormoon 
neemt de spiermassa ook toe wanneer de spier veel gebruikt w ordt (d it proefschrift).
5. Er is een sterke samenhang tussen spiermassa, spierkracht en motorische ontwikkeling bij baby’s 
en peuters met het Prader-Willi syndroom, maar m inder spiermassa is vermoedelijke niet de 
enige onderliggende oorzaak voor de grote motorische achterstand kenmerkend voor dit 
syndroom (dit proefschrift).
6. Tijdens de ontwikkeling creëert elke nieuw verworven motorische vaardigheid nieuwe 
mogelijkheden voor het kind om zijn wereld perceptueel, motorisch en sociaal te  exploreren en 
hiervan te  leren (bewerking Esther Thelen).
7. Motrapjes bouwen tussen wat het kind kan en nog net niet kan, doe je samen met het kind, de 
ouders en de kinderfysiotherapeut.
8. Schrijven en lezen gaan lastiger met dyslexie; denken met dyslexie daarentegen, gaat prima.
9. Zij die dansen, worden voor gek verklaard door hen die de muziek niet horen (bron onbekend).
10. Kinderen krijgen tijdens een prom otietraject, verplicht je  to t het op gezette tijden loslaten van je 
werk, wat de kwalite it en het tempo van je  werk merkwaardig genoeg verhoogt.
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